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CHAPTER 1.
DIMENSIONS IN MODAL LOGIC.

Outline.
The followingpages form the introduction to the dissertation.

We start with an informal deﬁnition of what we understand by the term “many-dimensional
modal logic”; Weannounce the kind of questions that will be raised, and we discuss the
main themes running through the dissertation.
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MANY-DIMENSIONAL MODAL LOGIC.
The subject of this dissertation is many-dimensional modal logic, as stated by the title.
Treating a branch of modal logic, we assume some familiarity with the tree itself, in par
ticular with its Kripke semantics: whenever we introduce a formalism of (not necessarily
monadic) modal operators, we will assume that implicitly, Kripke frames for this lan
guage are deﬁned, in the form of pairs (IV,I) with W a universe of possible worlds and I
a function associating an accessiblity relation with each operator.
We mentioned the Kripke semantics for modal languages here, because we need it to dim
up the particular branch that we will study and give an informal deﬁnition of many
dimensional modal logic: we call a modal formalism a-dimensional (for some ordinal as),
if in the intended semantics, the universe of a frame consists of (a subset of) oz-tupelsover
a more basic set. This means that we have two kinds of semantics for such logics: the
wide class of Kripke frames, and the narrower, intended class, where frames will be called
cubes, or squares in the two-dimensional case.
Many-dimensional modal logics have been studied in the literature, for many different
reasons and from many different backgrounds, ranging from linguistics via philosophy
and mathematics to computer science; in section 3.1 we give an overview, for the two
dimensional case. As these formalisms have a lot in common from a technical point of view,
one aim of this dissertation is to study many-dimensional modal logics in a systematic
way. This uniform approach shows the following questions to be the central ones:
expressiveness.’in particular, what is the relation between many-dimensional modal
logic and classical logic?
deﬁna.bz'lz'ty:(how) can we characterize the cubes among the Kripke frames‘?
completeness: (how) can we axiomatize the formulas valid in the cubes?

The reader will recognize these questions as the traditional ones in modal logic. In the
context of many-dimensional modal logic however, they have a quite characteristic ﬂavour.
Apart from this, through the branch of many-dimensional modal logic more vessels are
running, vessels that have a scope reaching far beyond their technical interest. In fact,
the results in this dissertation could have been perceived from at least three different
perspectives, each of which would have lead to a different title:

EXTENDED CORRESPONDENCE THEORY
Correspondence theory studies the relation between modal formalisms and classical ﬁrst
order logic as languages for Kripke frames and models. The main references to correspon
dence theory are van Benthem [13, 14].
The two kinds of semantics for many-dimensional modal logics give rise to two kinds of
correspondence theory:
Concerning the ‘intended semantics’, we will concentrate on the models. As the modal
propositional variables are assigned a subset of tupels over the base set, oz-dimensional
modal languages can be compared with ﬁrst order signatures having arbitrarily many
oz-adicrelation symbols (note that in one-dimensional modal logic, only the accessibility
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relations may have rank > 1). This increase in expressive power, which can go as far as
ﬁrst order logic itself, is in fact the main reason for the introduction of many-dimensional
modal logics.

For the correspondence theory of the ‘unstructured’ Kripke semantics, we will mainly look
at the frames. There is nothing new under the sun here: it is well-known that in general,
on the frame level modal formalisms correspond to an extension of the ﬁrst order calculus
where universal quantiﬁcations are allowed over subsets of the universe. In many cases
the second order correspondent of a formula can be replaced by a ﬁrst order equivalent.
Sahlqvist’s theorem gives a wide set of formulas having this nice property (and others),
and will an inportant instrument to us.

MODAL DERIVATION RULES.
In all many-dimensional modal formalism going beyond a certain degree of simplicity, it
turned out that the task of giving a transparent axiomatization of cube validity was by
no means simple. For a two-dimensional temporal logic, Gabbay [31] introduced a new
kind of derivation rule, the so-called irreﬁexivity rule. Adding this rule to an orthodox,
ﬁnite derivation system, he obtained a relatively simple completeness result. This idea
was followed by many authors working on modal formalisms with a more-dimensional
ﬂavour.
In isolation, such a rule often leaves the impression to act like a deus ex machina. There
is an obvious generalization however, which is already treated by Gabbay [31]. Another
aim of this dissertation is to make this general concept more explicit and to prove an
abstract result about rules like the irreﬂexivity rule.

A MODAL PERSPECTIVE ON ALGEBRAIC LOGIC
An important area in the theory of modal logic is formed by the duality theory between
Relational Kripke Frames and Boolean Algebras with Operators. For an overview of
duality theory, which started with Jénsson and Tarski [60] and thus actually precedes
Kripke semantics, we refer to Goldblatt [43].)
Duality theory constitutes a bridge between modal logicand algebraic logic. The latter can
be seen as a research program aiming at extending the succesfulltreatment of propositional
logic in Boolean Algebras, to more complex logical formalisms. An excellent overviewing
introduction to algebraic logic is Németi [89].
Now the usual direction taken in duality theory is to apply (universal) algebra to (modal)
logic, the outstanding example being Goldblatt and Thomason’s characterization of modal
deﬁnability. Our direction is the converse: we will take a possible world point of view
on (more-dimensional) modal algebras. In this way we will introduce two novelties to
algebraic logic: Sahlqvist’s theory and modal derivation rules.
There are many more-dimensional modal formalisms; we have chosen to treat those, in
which we encounter the most intensively studied logical algebras, viz. relation algebras
and cylindric algebras, as modal algebras.
Viewed from a different angle, this is an essay on algebraic logic.
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THE TEMPORAL DIMENSION.
There is one aspect of many—dimensionalmodal logic that we have not mentioned yet,
namely the connection with temporal logic. Our standard references to the logic of time
are van Benthem [12] and ‘Gabbay [35].

_

In fact the most extensive line of papers in many-dimensional modal logic sprang from
the wish to devise a logical formalism for the concept of time that is more adequate than
the usual one-dimensional temporal languages.
From a technical point of view, the temporal aspect can be incorporated in the general
framework without too many problems. However, there are some questions that are par
ticularly interesting in the context of temporal logic; we mention expressive completeness
(a ﬁnite set of modal operators having, in some sense, the same expressive power as ﬁrst
order logic).

Besides that, the modal logic of time periods has a special relation with many-dimensional
modal logic — actually, at the foundation of this dissertation laid the following observa
tion: if we identify an interval with the pair consisting of its beginning and its end point,
then the universe of intervals is a subset of the Cartesian square, viz. the north-western
halfplane (all pairs having a ﬁrst coordinate smaller than the second one). In this perspec
tive, the modal logic of intervals meets our deﬁnition of many-dimensional modal logic.

SURVEY.
The ﬁrst chapter after this introduction is devoted to a discussion on modal derivation
rules, as our results in this area underly all other material.
Various two-dimensional logics are treated in the third chapter, which is the central one
of the dissertation.
In chapter 4 we unfold our modal perspective on cylindric algebras and related notions.
The ﬁfth chapter deals with the modal logic of intervals.
In the conclusions we will brieﬂy return to the issues raised in this introduction.
The dissertation contains two appendices: in the ﬁrst one we summarize the background
knowledge presupposed for reading this work; in the second one we defend our perspective
on the consequence relation (2 |= ¢).
Furthermore, the booklet contains an index, a bibliography, a summary in Dutch and
acknowledgements.
,
For a more detailed outline we refer to the title pages of the various chapters.

CHAPTER 2.
RULES FOR THE UNDEFINABLE.

Outline.
In this chapter we prove a meta-theorem on completeness, for modal axiom
systems having unorthodox derivation rules styled after Gabbay’s Irreﬁexivity
Rule.

In the introduction we sketch the problem, deﬁning the notions of a non-6 rule and
the class of frames that it characterizes. Section 2 gives some preliminary facts on the
Sahlqvist theorem and its algebraic meaning. In section 3 we deﬁne the formulas that our
metartheorem admits as axioms, and an alternative version of canonical structures; we
prove a persistence result relating these deﬁnitions. For a nice formulation of our result,
we need the difference operator: this matter is dealt with in section 4. The sections
5, 7 and 8 are devoted to the proof of the main theorem: section 5 treats the simplest
case, where all operators are diamonds and the only non-£ rule is D-irreﬂexivity. Later
we extend the result to similarity types with polyadic operators (section 7) and axiom
systems with arbitrary many non-£ rules (section 8). In section 6 we discuss why tense
diamonds behave better than uni-directional ones. In the last section 9, we draw our
conclusions and mention some questions for further research.
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2.1 Introduction.
Let us for the moment consider the simplest tense similarity type with two operators F
and P. It is well-known that the logic K ‘4, being the extension of the basic tense logic
K ‘ with the axiom (4): FFp —+Fp, completely axiomatizes the class Fr: of transitive
tense frames, i.e. frames 3 = (W, Rp) where RF is transitive (and Rp = (R1:-)‘1). Adding
the axiom (T): Gp —->
p then gives a complete axiomatization of the class Frfﬂ.of reﬂexive

transitive tense frames.
Now suppose we want to axiomatize the class Fri, of irreﬂezive transitive tense frames.
There is no modal or tense formula corresponding to irreﬂexivity in the same manner as
(4) and (T) correspond to resp. transitivity and reﬂexivity. So for Fri, it is (in principle)
less clear how to ﬁnd an axiomatization than for Fri or Frfua. The usual procedure,
establishing the completeness of K ‘4 itself‘ for Frf4,consists of starting with some model
SDIfor a consistent set of formulas 2 and then transforming aminto an irreﬂemive model
931’for E.

A different road was taken by Gabbay in [31], where he suggested to add (to a similar
logic) a special derivation rule, which he baptized the zrreﬂexivity rule. This rule can be
formulated as follows:

(IR)

tn(Gp->p)-+¢=>l-¢.ifp¢¢

Gabbay’s completeness proof then consists of constructing a tranisitive irreﬂexive model
right away, without passing models that may be bad in the sense that they have reﬂexive
points.
This idea was followed by many authors who wanted to give axiomatizations for classes of
frames deﬁned by conditions which are not directly expressible in the intensional language.
Examples include Burgess [23], Zanardo [140] for branching-time temporal logics, Kuhn
[68] and Venema [131, 130, 132, 133] for many-dimensional modal logics (of intervals),
and Gabbay and Hodkinson [36], de Rijke [104], Roorda [I07]. There is an independent
Bulgarian line of papers: Passy-Tinchev [95], Gargov and Goranko [39], Gargov, Passy
and Tinchev [41]where similar rules are used in a context of enriched modal formalisms.
Finally, in the ﬁrst order temporal logic of program veriﬁcations there is a related concept
called ‘clock rule’ (cf. Sain [117], Andréka, Németi and Sa.in [10] and the references

therein). Gabbay [35] contains a lot of new material concerning the irreﬂexivity and
related rules, for example giving a general procedure to ﬁnd axiomatizations for any ﬁrst
order deﬁnable temporal connective, over the class of linear orders.

So the question naturally arises whether anything general can be said about logics having
rules like the irreﬂexivity rule. Let us ﬁrst have a closer look at IR; we suggest to
concentrate on the ‘converse’statement, i.e.
If (12is consistent and does not use p,
then gbA —u(Gp—>p) is consistent.

1In this sense the example is not representative: For K ‘4, the irreflexivity rule is conservative (cf.
section 7).

2.1. INTRODUCTION.
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In other words, to a consistent formula ¢ we may always add a. conjunct of the form
-v(G’p—>p) witnessing irreﬂexivity.

More general, for an arbitrary similarity type, we set

Definition 2.1.].
Let 5 be a modal formula in the proposition letters pg, . . . ,p,,_1. For a class K of frames,
set K_5 as the class of non-5 frames in K, i.e. the frames 3 = (W',I) in K such that for
no world in in W, 3,11)|= 5. For E a set of formulas, K_3 is the intersection of the K_5,

gee.

ea

Recall that for a formula (,6,H4, is deﬁned as the class of frames where q!)is valid. Note

that in general, the following three classes of frames, all deﬁned using the negation of 5,
are distinct:
(i) Frag (i.e. the class of frames with F I: n5),

E (i.e. the complementof FT5),

Fl'._£.

For, 3 is in Fr_.£iff for all valuations V and all worlds w, 3, V, w l: n5; 3 is in the second
class iff there are a valuation V and a world 10with 3, V,w |= #5, and 3 E Fr_5 means
that for every world to there is a valuation V with 3, V, w |= —u5.

This means, so to speak, that -5 ‘corresponds’to the second order formula
V$13Po . . . .Pn‘I£1(.'IIo),

where 51(a:o)is the local model correspondent of 5, every monadic predicate P, being the
ﬁrst order counterpart of the propositional variable p,-in 5. Thus we are studying classes
of frames that are deﬁnable in a version of second order logic where we have a restricted
possibility to use existential quantiﬁcation over monadic predicates.
As an example, consider the formula 5 = Gp ——>
Pp which is locally equivalent on the frame
level to 3y(Ra:y/\R’1a:y). So Fr_5 is the class of frames 3 with 3 |= ‘v’a:Vy(Ra:y—->
-rR“1a:y)
i.e. the class of asymmetric frames, while Fr; is the class of frames with 3 |==3:z:Vy(Ra:y—>
-nR‘1:cy). The negation Gp /\ H -up of 5 can be shown to be globally equivalent to the
formula --E|:cElyRa:y,so Frag ﬁnally is the class of frames with empty R. As another
example, one can show Fr_(G,,_,pF,,)to be the class of intransitive frames. In these two

examples the second order deﬁnition of Fr_£can be replaced by a ﬁrst order one, but this
need not always be the case.
Now suppose we want to axiomatize the logic G-)(Fr_£)consisting of all formulas valid in
Fr_5. Let ()3be a €)(Fr_5)-consistent formula, then there is a model am= (3, V) such that 3
is in Fr_,5and with a world w in amwhere am,112l: gt. Let P0, . . . , p,,_1 be new propositional

variables, in the sense that they are not elements of Dom(V). As 3,w bl: 5, there is a
valuation V’ such that 3, V’, m |= ﬁ5(po, . . . ,p.,,._1). Now let V” be deﬁned by

V"(q)

:

V"(p,-) =

V(q)

if q E Dom(V)

V'(p§) f0I‘ = 0, . . . ,n —

then clearly we have (3, V"), w I: d)/\ -15.

8
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This means that
do/\ -I§(po, . . . ,p,,_1) is (-)(Fr_£)-consistent if ()5is 9(Fr_£)-consistent
and none of the 19,-occurs in (25.

Taking the converse again of the above proposition, we have a formulation of the -v(;‘
consistency rule. (This rule is called the I £-rule in Gabbay [35].)

Deﬁnition 2.1.2.
Let {(170,. . . ,p,,_1) be a modal formula. The -u£- consistency rule, or shorter: the non-5
rule is the following derivation rule:
(N63)

l‘“§(Po.---»Pn—1) —>¢ => l-</>. if15’¢¢

If A is a derivation system and 5 a formula (5 a set of formulas), then A(—£) (A(—E))
denotes the system A extended with the non-f rule (all non-£ rules, 5 E
H3

The paragraph above deﬁnition 2.1.2 can be seen as a proof of the soundness of N 5R with
respect

to Fr_5: if Fr_£ |= ﬁ£(p0, . . . ,p.,,_1) -—»qi and no 17,-occurs in gb,then Fr_£ |= 96.

The aim however is of course to try and show completeness for non-{ rules; this will be
the main subject of this chapter. We should note at this moment that in general we do
not have an isolated N {R added to a minimal (tense) logic, but a situation in which we
add possibly more than one N{R to a logic having other axioms besides the basics.
So the general question, raised by Gabbay [31, 35] is the following: we have a similarity
type S, an S’-logicA which is (strongly) sound and complete with respect to a class of
frames K, and a set of formulas E. The question now is the following
Is A(—E) strongly complete with respect to K_—_.=,
?

Gabbay proves a generalized irreﬂexivity lemma stating that a A(—£)-consistentset 2 of
formulas has a model an with an l= 9(FfA,_3). Unfortunately, this is not enough to prove
completeness, for we have to ﬁnd a model an such that the underlying frame is in Fr__—._.,-.

In general this seems to be difficult and maybe even impossible to establish. Therefor we
concentrate on logics with a special, nice kind of axioms, viz. so-called Sahlqvist formulas.
For some of these logics we can get a positive answer to the above question. The answer
we obtain is partial because our proof method will turn out to be highly sensitive to
the similarity type of the logic. In particular, and maybe surprisingly, there is a striking
difference in our approach between tense similarity types (i.e. where the language has a
‘converse’operator for each of its diamonds) and uni-directional ones (where no operator
has a converse).
Furthermore, we feel our proofs become more perspicuous if we add a special operator,
the so-called diﬁerence operator, to the language. We would like to stress the point, that
in many applications (in fact for all logics discussed here), this will turn out to be only an
apparent extension of the language because the operator is deﬁnable in the old language,
at least over the class of frames that we want to axiomatize.

2.2. SAHLQVIST THEOREMS.
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2.2 Sahlqvist Theorems.
It is well-known that on the level of frames every formula ¢ locally and globally has a sec
ond order equivalent ¢2. In many important cases however, it turns out that this formula
(t2 has a much simpler ﬁrst order equivalent (in the corresponding frame language L5).
Well-known examples include reﬂexivity for p —->
Op and the Church-Rosser property for
CD39-> D<>p. A general theorem in this direction was found by Sahlqvist (cf. [111]). The
correspondence part of Sahlqvist’s theorem gives a decidable set of modal S-formulas hav
ing a local equivalent in L5. In [14],van Benthem provides a quite perspicuous algorithm
to ﬁnd this ﬁrst order correspondent qﬁ’of a.Sahlqvist formula qb.(At the end of section 3,
we will give our version of this substitution method.) The second, completeness part of the
Sahlqvist theorem states that adding a set 2 of Sahlqvist axioms to the minimal S-logic
K3, we obtain a complete axiomatization for the class of frames Frg. An accessible ver
sion of the proof of this part can be found in Sambin-Vaccaro [118],from which we took
some terminology. The correspondence and completeness part of Sahlqvist’s theorem are
closely connected; in Kracht [66]they are studied in a unifying framework.

Deﬁnition 2.2.1
A strongly positive formula is a conjunction of formulas D1... El.,,,p,-(m 2 O). A formula
is positive (negative) if every propositional variable occurs under an even (odd) number
of negation symbols. A modal formula is untied if it is obtained from strongly positive
formulas and negative ones by applying only /\ and arbitrary existential modal operators.
Formulas of the form ¢ —->it with qba tense formula and 1b a positive one, are called
Sahlqvist formulasz.
33

Theorem 2.2.2. SAHLQVIST.
Let 0 be a Sahlqvist formula. Then
(i) o is canonical: {f°KS,)2 0.

(ii) K50 is strongly sound and complete with respect to Fr,,.
There is an effectivelyobtainable L5-formula o"(:vo)such that for all 3 in Fr,
10 in 3:

3,10 [=0

<==> {s‘|=o°[a:o I—+w].

Proof.
For

we refer to Sambin-Vaccaro[118];(ii) is immediate by

The last part (iii) will

be proved in the next section, where we will also give the algorithm to ﬁnd o’(a:o).

EB

A typical example of a formula which is not Sahlqvist, is E]<>p—><>E|p. A typical exam
ple of a Sahlqvist formula is <>Clp-—>
D<>p; its first order correspondent is ‘v’yoy1((Ra:yo/\
Rzryl) —>3z(Ryoz /\ R3/12)).

The remainder of this section, which is the result of joint work with Maarten de Rijke, is
2In fact, we may even consider the wider set of formulas obtained from (basic) Sahlqvist formulas by
applying duals of existential modal operators.

10
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not needed for understanding the rest of Chapter 2.
Although the Sahlqvist theorem is a very nice and important instrument in proving modal
completeness, it seems not to belong to the standard luggage of modal logicians. It will
then hardly come as a surprise that the result is virtually unknown in algebraic logic.
Quite deplorably so, because it has very interesting consequences for the theory of Boolean
Algebras with operators, consequences which are almost trivial to obtain, by a suitable
arrangement of known results.

Deﬁnition 2.2.3.
Let S be a modal similarity type. All notions deﬁned in 2.2.1 apply to (algebraic) S’-terms
as well as to (modal) S-formulas, cf. Appendix All. A Sahlqvist equation is an equation
of the form3 r _<_
t where r is an untied term and t a positive one. A Sahlqvist variety is
a variety axiomatized by Sahlqvist equations. The Sahlqvist correspondent of a Sahlqvist
equation 1): r 3 t is given as the Lg-formula V3200‘where 0 is the underlying modal
formula (r -> t) of 1).

EB

These equations are abundant in algebraic logic: all axioms of cylindric and relation al
gebras are Sahlqvist equations (or have such equivalents). For example, we can rewrite
the RA—axiom :23”;
—(:c;y) g —y as 1:";—(:z:;y) /\ y g 04. The Sahlqvist

correspondent

of the Sahlqvist equation 1; is the universal closure of the Sahlqvist correspondent of
the underlying modal formula of 77:the correspondent of the ‘Church-Rosser equation’
0 —O —3: 5 -0

—(>3: is Va:yoy1((Ra:yo A Rccyl) —+E|z(Ry0z A Ry1z)).

Our main result about Sahlqvist equations is that they are preserved under taking canon
ical embedding algebras. This theorem forms a considerable strengthening of a result by
Henkin, Monk and Tarski in [53]: they call a term positive in the wider sense if no sub
term beginning with the negation symbol contains a variable. A positive equation in the
wider sense is of the form r = t with r and t positive terms. In section 2.7 of [53] the
authors prove that positive equations are preserved under taking canonical embedding
algebras. It is straightforward to verify that splitting up a positive equation 7' = it into
1' 3 t and t 3 r, we obtain two Sahlqvist equations. On the other hand, there are many
Sahlqvist equations that are not positive, for example the ‘Church-Rosser equation’ men
tioned above.
The following result is immediate by 22.2 and the deﬁnitions:

Theorem 2.2.4.
Let S be a modal similarity type, 3 a frame and 7;a Sahlqvist equation. Then

e:m3}=n <=> $l=1;’.

Theorem 2.2.5.
Let 21be a Boolean Algebra with Operators and 7;a Sahlqvist equation. Then

s1|=n <=> em:21}:n.
3An equivalent deﬁnition, which is perhaps more perspicuous from the algebraic point of view, is: a.
Sahlqvist equation is of the form r = 0, where r is an untied term.
‘This important observation was made by Johan van Benthem, cf. section 3.3.5.

2.3. SAHLQVIST TENSE FORM ULAS.
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Proof.
Let 1]be valid in 2!; assume 1;is of the form go3 1p. Set 2!, as the free algebra (of suitable

cardinality) over the variety V,,. Let K 577be the extension of the minimal S-logic K5
with the axiom (b -—>
1/),and set 3,, as the canonical frame of this logic, then 3,, = 6.591—n

by A39.
Now by canonicity of Sahlqvist formulas, cf. Theorem 2.2.2, 3,, l: cf)—>1b. This implies
¢m{§,,I: 7), and as €m;§,,= Q3mQl,,,
the theorem follows by the observation (cf. Goldblatt
[43], 3.2.5(6)) that cam is a homomorphic image of emQ1,,.
EB

Maybe the nicest aspect of the above theorem is that it frees us from giving tedious
algebraic derivations for Sahlqvist equations, allowing us to focus on reasoning in atom
structures. The following example of this feature will be used in chapter 4:

Corollary 2.2.6.
Let V be a Sahlqvist variety and 111,ﬁg two Sahlqvist equations. Then

AtV|=niHn§

<=> V|=n1+-+n2

Proof.
(=>) Let 221be an algebra in V with Qt|= 17,-.By Theorem

2.2.5, 77,-holds in «Ema= Gmctsﬂl.

So by Theorem 2.2.4 77,‘-'
is valid in the canonical structure €521. By assumption then, 1};
is valid in C59!as well. But then again emu l: 17,»,so 17,-holds in 91as 21is a subalgebra of
Emﬂl.

(<=) Let 3 be a frame in AtV with 3 l: 7);’. Then Ems |= 17,-=> 021113
}:=71,-=> 3 I: 17;. B3

2.3 Sahlqvist tense formulas.
In the previous section we saw that a Sahlqvist formula is canonical: if it holds in a
canonical model, then it is valid on all models on the underlying canonical frame. In this
chapter we develop and use non-standard notions of canonical structures, for which we
have to adapt the proof of the Sahlqvist theorem. In fact we will show that van Benthem’s
substitution method (which deals with Kripke frames) also works for the following class
of general frames:

Deﬁnition 2.3.1.
A general frame Q3= (3, A) is discrete if for all worlds w in 3, {w} 6 A.

33

A crucial distinction will be made among the diamonds of the similarity type, between
the uni-directional ones and those of which the converse. diamond also belongs to 5,
cf. Appendix A.40.
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Deﬁnition 2.3.2.
A Sahlqvist tense formula, or shortly: an St-formula is a Sahlqvist formula satisfying the
extra. constraint that all boxes occurring in strongly positive formulas are tense boxes. 83
As an example of a.Sahlqvist formula which is not an St-formula, we can take our Church
Rosser formula <>Dp—+EJ<>p(at least, if 0 is not a tense diamond). Our ‘tense axiom’
p —->CJ‘1<>pitself is an St-formula. Note that in a tense similarity type, there is no
distinction between Sahlqvist formulas and St-formulas.

The theorem that we need is the following:

Theorem 2.3.3.
Let E5= (3, A) be a discrete general tense frame and o a Sahlqvist tense formula such
that Q5|= 0. Then 3*f: o.

The remainder of this section is devoted to prove Theorem 2.3.3; as a side result, Wecan
give an easy formulation of the algorithm producing the ﬁrst order correspondent of a
Sahlqvist formula.

The deﬁnition of Sahlqvist formulas is a syntactic one, but in fact the important constraint
on the consequent is a semantic one, viz. monotonicity:

Deﬁnition 2.3.4.
Let V and V’ be two valuations on a frame 3. V’ is wider than V, notation: V 3 V’, if
for all atoms p, V(p) g V’
A modal formula ¢ is monotone if for all 3,V,V’ and w:

$,V,'w|=¢>andV_§V’imply{§,V’,'w|=¢

Q3

We also need related concepts for the ﬁrst order model-language.

Deﬁnition 2.3.5.
Let Q be the set of propositional variables of the language. Recall that L5,Qdenotes the
ﬁrst order language with S-accessibility predicates and a. monadic predicate P; for every
propositional variable P.‘E Q. The sign of an occurrence of a predicate T in a formula
¢ is deﬁned by induction to 45: T occurs positively in the atomic formula Two. . . :c,,_1.
If T occurs positively (negatively) in 4),then it occurs negatively (positively) in -143,and
positively (negatively) in gt V 1,0and 31:45. An L5-,Q-formula is positive (negative) if all

occurrences of Q-predicates are positive (negative).
An L539-formula ¢(:c1,. .. ,a:.,,) is monotone if for all valuations V,V’ and all n-tupels
‘(D1, . . . , w,,:

.‘§,V |= ¢[w1,...,w,,]

and V 3 V’ imply 3, V’ |= <,2S[w1,
. . . ,w.,,].

EB

Note that in the above deﬁnition it does not matter how the accessibilitypredicates occur
in a formula. There is a lot to be said about the above concepts, but we conﬁne ourselves
to the following facts, of which the proof is standard:
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Lemma 2.3.6.
(i)

If (13is a positive (negative) formula, then so is qbl.

(ii)

Negations of positive (negative) formulas are equivalent to
negative (positive) ones.
Positive formulas are monotone.

(iii)

From here until 2.3.13 we ﬁx the St-formula 0 and the general frame 6 = (55,A), 3 =
(W, Rv)vE5. To establish the validity of 0 in 3, we must prove that for every valuation
V, the model 3,V I: 0. So let us start with deﬁning a set of valuations for which we
already know that 3, V |= 0 (the proof is standard):

Deﬁnition 2.3.7.
A valuation V is admissible if V(p) E A for all atoms p.

Lemma 2.3.8.
For all admissible valuations V, 3, V I: 0.

H3

We now proceed to deﬁne a second kind of valuations, intuitively those forming the min
imal valuations needed to make the strongly positive formulas, (these being the ‘real’
antecedent of the Sahlqvist formula 0,) true in a world of W.

Deﬁnition 2.3.9.
First we deﬁne basic rudimentary formulas, or short, br-formulas: a basic rudimentary
formula of length 0 is of the form ,6(a:,y) E :2:= y. If ,B(a:,a:,,) is a basic rudimen

tary formula of length n and R0 is the accessibility symbol of a tense diamond, then
E|a:,,(ﬁ(a:,22,.)A Roxny) is a basic rudimentary formula of length n + 1.

A rudimentary formula, or short, an r-formula, is of the form
PC1711- ' ° a311.:

E

V

lsign

ﬂicnia y):

where every ﬁg is a disjunction of basic rudimentary formulas in 22,-and y.

A subset X of W is rudimentary in w1,.. .,w,, E W if for some rudimentary formula

p(:c1,...,:c,,,y),X:{v€W|3l=p('w1,...,w,,,u)}.

.

A valuation V is rudimentary if for all atoms p, V(p) is rudimentary.

9

Note that, intuitively, a basic rudimentary formula ,6(1),y) of length n describes the exis
tence and form of an path from atto y followingtense accessibility relations. A rudimentary
formula p(:c1,. . . ,:c,,, y) describes the position of y with respect to $1, . . . ,:c,, in the frame,
in terms of ‘tense paths’ leading from a:,-to y, for every 2:,-.

Lemma 2.3.10.
Rudimentary valuations on discrete general tense frames are admissible.

Proof.
It is suﬂicient to prove that for every r-formula p(:c1, . . . ,:c.,,,y), the sets X,,,,;,-= {u E W I
3 l: p(w1, . . . ,w,,,u)} are in A for all n-tupels 117= (101,. . . ,w,,) of worlds in W. Because

A is closed under ﬁnite unions, we can do with showing the above for basic rudimentary

14
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formulas. By induction to the length 1::of a basic formula ,6(a:,y) we prove the following
claim:
For every 10E W, X“, E A.
For k = 0, we have X,3,,,,= {w} in A by the discreteness of 6.
For k = m + 1, let ﬁ(a:,y) be of the form 32:,,(,6’(:c,a:,,)/\ Roxny) where O is a tense

diamond.
Now X3“, = {'0 E W | 3 I: ,6(w, 22)}is the set of Worlds 1)such that there is a u E W with
3 |= £3'(w,u) and 3 l: Rouv.
So X,3,,,,contains precisely the worlds having an R0 -predecessor in Xg:,,,,, or
X,g,,,,= {'0 E W | v has an R51-successor in Xmw}.

By the induction hypothesis, X55“,is in A, and by the fact that Weare in a tense frame,
(Ro)‘1 is the accessibility relation of <>'1. So X5“, = mo-1(Xg,,,,) E A, cf. Appendix
A.17.

EH

Note that in the above proof it is essential to have tense operators in tense frames.

Lemma 2.3.11.
Let gbbe an untied formula. Then its ﬁrst order model-equivalent z,b1(a:g)is equivalent to
33:1. ..a:,,(1r /\ A Vy(p,-(:E',y)—+By) /\ A N,-(u,-)).
i<k

j<m

where the 12,’s are distinct variables different from 2:0, all the variables u,- are among
2:0,. . . ,::2,,,1r is a conjunction of atomic L5(a:o, . . . ,z:,,)-formulas (i.e. atomic accessibility
formulas of the form Rv(:c.-0,. . . ,:::,-,(v))with V an arbitrary S-operator and every variable
in {$9, . . . ,a:,,}), the p,-’sare suitable rudimentary formulas, and the N,-’s are negative.

Proof.
By a straightforward induction to the complexity of untied formulas, cf. Sambin and
Vaccaro [118].

E3

Lemma 2.3.12.
Let 0 = 2,01—>1/22be a Sahlqvist formula. Then cr1(:co) is equivalent to
‘v’a:1...:z:,,((7r A /\ \7’y(p,-(:3,y) —>P,-y)) —+'y2(:I:o,...,:1:',,)).
i<lc

where the antecedent is as in the previous lemma and the consequent 72 is some positive
formula.

Proof.
Let N(:co, . . . , :t:,,) be the formula A,-<,,,N,-(u,-), then N is negative. By lemma 2.3.11, the
local model correspondent a1(:z:o)of a is equivalent to
vac. . . . a.-.((« A /\ vy(p.(:a.y) ~» Pm) A N) —»¢;(«=o>).
:‘<k

2.3. SAHLQVIST TENSE FORM ULAS.
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So, by moving the negative N from the antecedent to the consequent, we obtain
vac. . . . z..((«

A /\ vy<p.-<=2*.y>—>P.-y>) —+(AN v ¢;<mo>)).
:'<k

where the antecedent is already as desired, and the consequent is positive as it is a
disjunction of two positive formulas (cf. 2.3.6).

EB

Proof of Theorem 2.3.3.
Let 0 be of the form 1/J1—>1/22,where 1/J1is untied and 1!);is positive. We use the notation

of the previous lemmas and set

71($0a
' ' ' 33311.)
E 77AA —-l
i<k

Obviously, a1(:co) is equivalent to ‘v’:c1...:c,,(71 ——>
72), where 72 is positive and hence

monotone.
So by the fact that 6 = (3-',A) l: 0 we get
for all admissible valuations V, 3, V |= Vzo. . . :::,,(71 -—>
72).

(1)

Our aim is to show that this implies 3 )2 0, or equivalently
for all valuations V, 3,V |= V210. . . :c,,(71 -—>
72).

So let a valuation V be given, together with worlds wo,w1, . . . ,'w,, 6 W for which we have

31-Vl=71(w07w1a"'7wn)’
Now let V’ be the rudimentary valuation that precisely ‘ﬁts’ in 71, i.e. V" (p,-) = {v E
W | 3 )= p,-(2D','v)},then

33V- l: 71(w0aw1.a°'°awﬂ)'
V‘ is admissible by lemma 2.3.10, so (1) and (3) give
3,V_ l= ’)’2(’lD0,’£U1,...,tU.n).

But by (2) and deﬁnition of V‘, we have V‘ 3 V. Together with the fact that 72 is
monotone, this yields
39V l: 72(w09w12°°°7wn)1

whichensures

FE

As a.matter of fact, from this proof it is only a minor step to give the algorithm producing
the correspondent a"(2:¢',)of an arbitrary (i.e. not necessarily tense) Sahlqvist formula:

Deﬁnition 2.3.13.
For a Sahlqvist formula 0, let a‘(xo) be the L5-formula
V231...:z:,,(7r—-+
(72(a:o,. . . ,:r,,)[p,-(:E:',

16
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(i.e. we substitute, everywhere in 72, p,-(:3,u) for the atomic formula P,-u.)

EB

Theorem 2.3.14 (SAHLQVIST CORRESPONDENCE).
Let 0 be an arbitrary Sahlqvist formula, 20a world in a frame 3. Then
3,1129 |== 0

<==> 3 |= a"[:z:o I—+200].

Proof.
(=>) Let w1,...,w,, be such that 3 l: 7r[wo,...,w,.]. This implies that, with V" the
valuation such that
V‘(p.)

= {v 6 W I as‘l= p.—(u‘2’.v)}.

we have
3, V‘

|= 1r /\ \7’y(p,-(a‘:’,y) —>P,—y)[w0, . . . ,w,,].

So by the assumption 3, wo }= 0, lemma 2.3.12 gives 3, V‘ |= 'y2(:z:o,. . . ,a:.,,). By deﬁnition

of V’ we immediately obtain
3 l= ('r2(-'vo. - - - .$n)[pe(5='='u)/1’wl)[wo,

- - - Ava],

which is what we desired.

(<=) Here we can copy the proof of Theorem 2.3.13, after making the observation that
now
31 V-7 700 l: U

by deﬁnition of 0’ and the assumption 3 I: a’[wo].

EB

2.4 The D-operator.
An important role in this dissertation is played by the so-called dzﬁerence operator D.
This operator is special in having the inequality relation as its intended accessibility rela
tion:

Deﬁnition 2.4.1.
Let S’be a similarity type containing the monadic operator D. An S’-frame3 = (W,Rv)ve5
is called (D -)standard if
RD = {(s,t) E 2W | 3 ;£t}.
As abbreviations we use Q45 5 -wDﬁ¢, OqbE qﬁA Q-id», E¢ 2 ¢ V Dd).

For K a class of S-frames, we denote the class of standard frames in K by K9‘.

When referring to standard frames, we will suppress mentioning the inequality relation
RD. Thus we may identify standard frames for S with the frames for the similarity type

2.4. THE D-OPERATOR.
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obtained by dropping D from S. In the sequel we will frequently omit the adjective ‘stan
dard’ when referring to the intended semantics, explicitly using the term ‘non-standard’
for the frames with RD ;£ {(s,t) E 2W | .975t}. Note that in a standard model we have

£m,w|=D¢> iff thereisav;éwwith9JI,v}=¢,
91!,w |= O43

am,10 |= E¢

iff
iff

w is the only world with DR,w l: <35,

there is a world '0 with 9JT,v l: (,6.

In many examples the D—operatoris deﬁnable in the poorer language; for example, over
the class LI of irreﬂexjve linear orderings we have
Ll l= D45 <—>(Fqb V P45).

All of the similarity types studied in this dissertation have the property that over the
class of frames to be axiomatized, the D—operatoris deﬁnable.
The D—operatorwas introduced independently by various authors, including, in (probably)
chronological order: Sain [113, 116], Koymans [65]and Gargov-Passy-Tinchev [41]. A nice
feature of this new operator, and the main reason for its introduction, is the fact that it
greatly increases the expressive power of the language. For example, irreﬂezivity is easily
seen to be characterized by the formula Op —>Dp. Maarten de Rijke proved many results
on the expressiveness and completeness of modal and tense logics having a D-operator,
cf. [104]. We only need the following:

Deﬁnition 2.4.2.
Let .5’be a similarity type containing D. For A an S-logic, AD denotes the logic A
extended with the following axioms:
(D 1)

p —+.1_2Dp

(D2)
(D3v)

1919? -+ (P V DP)
V(P1, - - - apn) —’/\EP.'

AD+ is the logic AD extended with the irreﬂezivity rule for D:

(IRD)

l-0p—>gb=>t-¢,ifp¢¢.

Instead of Kw} (the minimal D-logic), we write KD, instead of KDD: K D.

33

Theorem 2.4.3.
For any similarity type S, K5D and K5D"‘ are both strongly sound and complete with
respect to the class of standard .5’-frames.

Proof.
Cf. de Rijke [I04].

33

As a corollary of this completeness theorem some nice semantic properties of the operators
are also provable:

Lemma 2.4.4.
(i) |- KD”)

l- E(0p/\

Q5)/\ E(Op/\ wﬁ) —>_I_.

18
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(ii) If V is an S-operator, then

I-K5D(+)|- (V(...,0p/\qb,...)/\V(...,0p/\-w¢,...))
If V is an .5‘-operator,
then
I—
K5D<+>|- /\,-V(...,Op/\¢,-,...)

-+ _L.

_. V(...,0p/\/\,-¢,-,...).

Proof.
By showing that the above schemes of formulas are semantically valid in standard S
frames, and then using the completeness theorem for K D”).
E3
Combining the notions of Sahlqvist (tense) formulas and the D-operator, we seem to have
two options. Because of the general result on Sahlqvist correspondence, we know that
every Sahlqvist formula 0 has a local correspondent a"(:z:o) in the language L5 where
RD is the symbol for the accessibility relation of D. However, we are almost exclusively
interested in the way this equivalence works out for the standard S-frames; this means
that we will only consider interpretations where R1) is the inequality relation. It is then
very natural to let this preference be reﬂected in the syntax,_by a slight abuse of notation:

Deﬁnition 2.4.5.
Let S be a similarity type and 0 a Sahlqvist formula. If S does not contain the D-operator,
a‘(:co) denotes the ordinary ﬁrst order Sahlqvist equivalent of 0 given in Deﬁnition 2.3.13.
If S’does contain D, o""(aco)denotes this ordinary ﬁrst order equivalent, a‘(a:0) is o"'(:co)
with every occurrence of RD replaced by 75.

33

As an example, the Sahlqvist correspondent of Op —>Dp is not Va:1(Ra:oa:1-> Rpxoml),
but ‘v’a:1(Ra:o:c1—>1:0 # :31), (or even better:

-aR:co:cg.) With this notation

we have

equivalence of o‘ and 0*’for the standard frames:

Theorem 2.4.6.
Let 0‘be a Sahlqvist formula, 20a world in a standard frame 3. Then

aw I= 0 <=> 3 |= 0‘(wo)

Proof.
Straightforward by Theorem 2.3.14 and the deﬁnitions of 0‘ and standard frames.

33

However, by restricting our attention to standard frames we loose the automatic com
pleteness of Sahlqvist’s theorem: where we do have, for a set of Sahlqvist axioms E,
KSDE is strongly sound and complete w.r.t. Frg,
we are not (yet) sure whether

K3D+Z is strongly sound and complete w.r.t. Fr;
In the next section we will prove the above statement, for Sahlqvist tense axioms.

2.5. THE MAIN PROOF.
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2.5 The main proof.
This subsection contains the main idea of the proof on the Sahlqvist theorem in a context
with modal derivation rules. To keep notation as simple as possible, we consider a tense
similarity type .5’having besides the difference operator D only one pair {F, P} of tense
operators. We let 0 range over the monadic modal operators, El is the dual of O, and
0”‘ is the converse of O, i.e. F’1 = P, P‘1 = F and D‘1 = D. Note that for this
similarity type there is no distinction between ordinary Sahlqvist formulas and Sahlqvist
tense formulas. We intend to prove the following theorem, keeping some generalizations
and corollaries for later subsections.

Theorem 2.5.1. SD-THEOREM (monadic operators).
Let S be a tense similarity type with three diamonds F, P and D, and let 0‘be a Sahlqvist
formula. Then K ‘D+a is strongly sound and complete with respect to Frff‘.

Recall that K ‘D+o has the followingaxioms:
(CT) all classical tautologies
(DB)
(CV)

'3(p -> <1)-+(Dp —>U9)
d) —>H F p

(D1)

12—+.201»

(D2)
(D3)

1717? -+ (P V DP)
010-> p V DP

(0)
0
Its derivation rules are
(MP)
Modus Ponens
(UG)
Universal Generalization
(SUB) Substitution
and the irreﬂexivity rule for D:

(IRD)

l‘Op—>¢=>l-¢,ifp¢¢.

Note that the above theorem is not an automatic corollary of the ordinary Sahlqvist
theorem, because of the special interpretation for the accessibility relation of D that we
have in mind, namely the inequality relation, and the fact that the axiom system has the
unorthodox derivation rule I RD. The difference with the ordinary Sahlqvist case shows
itself in the fact that the logic K ‘D+a is not canonical:
Consider the set {(1)——>
D¢ | :75a formula}. This set is consistent, so it must be contained

in a maximal consistent set A which is a world in the canonical frame. Clearly however, A
is RD-reﬂexive, so inequality is not the canonical D-accessibility relation. In other words:
the canonical frame is not standard.
So it ‘turns out that the canonical frame is bad because it _contains RD-reﬂexive worlds.
A naive approach to this problem is to simply throw them out of the canonical universe.

20
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This is not sufficient however: consider the set
{Po A Q-npo} U {FT}

U {G(¢ —+Q45) | <15
a formula}.

It is consistent, so it has a MC extension A E W‘. A itself is not RD-reﬂexive, but all of
its RF-successors are. S0 A, having at least one R1:-—successor,
is an unwelcome inhabitant
of the canonical frame too.
Now instead of successively throwing bad MCSS out of the canonical frame, we feel it is
better to follow a more constructive path, deﬁning a canonical-like model consisting only
of good MCSS. To give this notion of a ‘good’ MCS, we need some auxiliary deﬁnitions.
The ﬁrst one is meant to provide us with a unique representation
¢0 A <>1(¢1 A ~' - On—l(¢n—1 A <>n¢n))a

for every formula 46.

Deﬁnition 2.5.2: Diamond Forms.
For notational elegance, instead of V we take /\ as our basic boolean connective, and
we add the dummy diamond G)to the set of monadic operators. This operator has the
following interpretation:
sm,w t=@¢ ¢=> :m,w (:45.

Formula paths and their lengths are deﬁned by induction:
(0)
(1)

If a5is a formula, (gb)is a formula path of length 0.
For a formula 96,O E {F, P, D, G} and t a formula path of length n,

((¢, 0), t) is a formula path of length n + 1.
For t a formula path, the formula <i>p(t)is deﬁned as
(0)
(1)

‘I’.u((¢)) = «)5
‘1’#(((¢. <>),t)) = 11’A <>‘I’u(t)

Notions like ‘consistency’ apply to formula paths as if they were formulas.
For a5a formula, its path representation Pr(qb) is the following formula path:
(at) P1'(p)
= (P)
(-1) Pr(—ﬂ/J)
(A) Pr(¢AX)

=

, . r ’)) If
' 20 ',<>e {FPD}
, .
<ﬁ(b(>1/I<>)P(
((1/2,®),Pr()):)) othcerwisdc

(0)
P7‘(<>1/J) = ((T,<>)»P7‘(1l)))
The diamond form N (gb)of a formula 46is a representation

of 43as <I>,u(Pr(q5)),viz.

¢o A O1(¢1 /\ --- <>n—1(¢n—1/\ <>n¢n))

Let t be a formula path, C a formula and m a natural number. By a nested induction to
m and t we deﬁne W‘°((, m,t) as the following formula path:
W"(C, 0, (45))

=

(C A (:5)

W”(C,0, ((1/I,<>).t)
W"(C.m + 1.(¢))

=
=

((4 /\ 1/J,<>),t)
(915)

W”(C.m + 1.((¢,<>)»t))

((10, 0)» W”(C» mt 15))
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For C and 4)formulas and m a natural number, we set5
W(C. m,¢) = ‘1’#(W’(C.m,P?‘(¢)))-

33

The intuitive meaning of W((, m, gb)is the following: let gthave a diamond form
¢o A <>1(¢1 A - - - <>n—1(¢n—1 A <>u¢n))»

then W((, m, (,5)is dowith C added as a witness at level m, viz.
‘£30A <>1(¢1 A - - - Om(C A ¢m A Om+1(¢m+1

A ~- - <>n—1(¢n—1A 0n¢n)

--

- - -)a

if m 3 n. Otherwise W((, m, q5)= 43.

As an example, the diamond form of
gb= <>qA(q/\<><)r)
<>qA ®(q A <>(T /\ <>r))

W(C.0. ¢) — (A 09 A ®(q A <>(T/\ 0?»
W(<.1,¢)

— 04 A ®(< A q A <>(T A <>r))

W(<.2,¢) = <>qAe(qA <>(<ATA or)
W(<. 3. ¢) =
W((, 4, ) =

09 A ®(q A <>(T A <>(CA r)))
<>qA ®(q A <>(T A <>'r)).
'

Deﬁnition 2.5.3.
A set of formulas E is distinguishing, or a d-theory if
(i) it is maximal consistent and
for every 45in )3 and natural number m, there is a propositional variable p with
W(Op,m,<,b) in 2.

33

Note that as d-theories are MCSs, the canonical accessibility relations R}, R5, and Rf,
for F, P and D have the ordinary meaning:
R$23Aifffor allqb E A, (>496 2

We want to take the d-theories as the possible worlds in our version of the canonical model.
A minimal constraint which a canonical-ish model must meet is that every consistent set
of formulas is somehow to be found as (part of) a possible world. In our setting this
means that every consistent set must have a distinguishing extension.
First we need a lemma of a rather technical nature:

Lemma 2.5.4.
Ifp

does not occur

in gb or 17, then

I--W(Op,

m, 43) —->77 => |-- 925—>1;.

Proof.
‘To be precise, we deﬁne a function from S-formulas to formulas in the extended similarity type with
the dummy operator.
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By induction to m.
If m = 0, W(0p, m, <75)is equivalent to Op /\ 45,so I--W(Op,m,q5)
(<75—>17), whence

by an application

of I RD we obtain

-9 77implies |- Op —+

|- <75
—+77.

If m = k + 1, distinguish two cases:
If qbis an atom or a. negation, then W(Op, m, qb)= a3,so the claim is immediate.
In the other case we have Pr(¢) = ((10,O), Pr(x)) for some ib,x (where O E {F, P, D, G)}),
so W(0p, k + 1, (75)= 1/2A OW(0p, k, X). The claim is now proved as follows:
l- (V;A OW(0p, k, x)) -—+
17
=> |- <>W(0p, /c, x)) —+(gb —->77)

(assumption)
(propositional
logic)

=:» l- W(Op, k, X) —>D‘1(1p —+7;)
(tense logic)
=> |- x -> Cl"1(1,b—+17)
(induction hypothesis)
=>

|- Ox —>(1/: —>77)

:2)» l- (30 /\ Ox) —>17

(tense

(propositional

logic)

logic),

and we are ﬁnished, as an easy proof shows that l- qﬁ+->(1/2/\ Ox).

E3

The following propositions form our version of Gabbay’s generalized irreﬂexivity lemma
(cf. [35]):

Lemma 2.5.5.
Let E be a consistent set in which the variable p does not occur, and (75E 2.
2 U {W(0p, m, ¢)} is consistent for all m.

Then

Proof.
Suppose otherwise, then l- W(Op,m, gt) —->570 for some m E w and 1/1E )3. By Lemma
2.5.4 this would imply |—¢ —>-up, contradicting the consistency of 2.
EB

Lemma 2.5.6.
If )3 is a consistent set, then there is a distinguishing 2' containing )3.

Proof.
Let Q be the set of propositional variables in E, assume that Q is countable“ and let
p0,p1, . .. be mutually distinct propositional variables not in Q; set, for 0 3 E 3 w,

Q£=QU{Pi|5<§}
For a set A of formulas in Q“, let PV(A) be the set of propositional variables appearing
in (formulas of) A. A theory A is called an approximation if A is consistent, 23_C_
A and
PV(A) = Q“ for some n < w. In this case p,,+1 is called the new variable for A and
denoted by pA.
Now let A be an approximation and (qb,m) a potential shortcoming, i.e. <75
is a formula in
Q.., and m E w. The pair (96,m) is called a shortcoming of A if 45E A while no witness
W(0p,m,¢) is in A. Assume that we have a wellordering W of the set <I>(M(Q,,,))x w
of potential shortcomings. If A has shortcomings, let (<7$A,
m4) be the ﬁrst (in W) of A’s
shortcomings. Now set

A_,__
—

A
if A has no shortcomings
A U {W(OpA,mA, d>A)} otherwise

“This restriction can easily be lifted.
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We claim that if A is an approximation, then so is A’':
A+ is consistent by lemma 2.5.5; the other conditions are straightforward.
We now deﬁne the following sequence of theories E0, 21, . . .:

E9

=

2

=

22,, U {¢,,}
if 22,,“ U {<,/>,,}
is consistent
22,, U {-v¢,,} otherwise

_
-

}32,,+1

2

2”“

2"”

E

(22,,+1)"' if 22,,“ has shortcomings
otherwise

and set 2' = U,,<,,,En.
It is then straightforward to prove the following:
(0) (2,,),,<,,, is an increasing sequence.
(1) Every 2,, is an approximation.
(2)

For every Q“,-formula 43,either 45or -wqbis in E’.

(3)

For every Q“,-formula 4/2and m E to, there is a witness W(0p, m, qb)
in E’.
This gives all the desired properties of 2'.

E3

The fact that any consistent set is contained in a d-theory, means that in a certain sense
there are enoughdistinguishing sets. Note however, that we needed to extend the language
to prove lemma 2.5.6. This could mean that problems might arise if we want to show
that every d-theory I‘ containing a formula Ogbhas a distinguishing O-successor A with
«:3E A. For, in context of ordinary maximal consistent sets, this proposition is proved by
showing that the set

{¢}U{¢IU¢e1“}
has a maximal consistent extension. We might do the same here, but then we have to
show that this set has a distinguishing extension in the same proposition letters. We
choose a different proof, using the fact that because the language has the 0-operator, the
distinguishing I‘ contains a.complete description of A:

Lemma 2.5.7.
If I‘ is a d-theory and <>q56 F, then there is a d-theory A with <15
6 A and R‘<’,I‘A.

Proof.
As <>¢is in I‘, so is <>(¢/\ Op) for some atom p. Let A be the set {'40| <>(Op/\¢) E F}. A
is consistent, for assume otherwise, then there are 1111,
. . . ,¢,, in A with every <>(0p/\ ¢v,-)
in I‘ and
l‘ (A 1.5:‘)“* J

By lemma 2.4.4 we have
P /_\(<>(0p/\ 1/2.))-* <>(0p A

the)

So <>(Op /\ /\,-1,0,-)and hence <>_Lis in I‘, contradicting its consistency.
As 0017 E F, for every 1/)either <>(Op/Mb) or <>(0pA -rib) is in I‘, so clearly A is maximal.
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The fact that Rf,,I‘Ais immediate by deﬁnition of A.
To prove that A is distinguishing, let :1)E A, and m 6 cu. We have to show that for some
q, W(Oq, m, 1/J)is in A:
By deﬁnition of A, <>(0pA 1/))6 I‘. As 1"is distinguishing, there is a q with
W(Oq, m + 2, <>(0p A 1/1))

in I‘. But a simple calculation shows this formula to be equivalent to
T A <>(0p A W(Oq,m,1/2)),

whence W(0q,m,'¢)

E A.

El

These two lemmas aresuﬂicient to establish that there are enough d-theories. There is
still one difference with the ordinary case which we need to discuss: suppose we would
take the set of all distinguishing sets to form the universe of our canonical model. Then
there would be too many worlds, for consider two D-theories A, A’ with p A _I2-IpE A,
p A_12p6 A’. If both were to be "in our ‘canonical’ model, the underlying frame would be
non-standard, for A’ is not an RD-successor of A, while clearly A -75A’. This inspires the
following deﬁnition:

Deﬁnition 2.5.8.
Two distinguishing theories I‘ and A are connected, notation: I‘ ~D A, if either I‘ = A
or Rf,l"A. A set of d-theories is called connected if all pairs of its members are.

Lemma 2.5.9.
~13 is an equivalence relation.

Proof.
Reﬂexivity of ~19 is immediate.
For symmetry, let I‘ ~p A. If I‘ = A, we are ﬁnished. If not, we have Rf,I‘A. Now Rﬁ
is a symmetric relation (this is an immediate consequence of having the Sahlqvist axiom
D1 in the logic). So we have Rj,AI‘, implying A ~D F.
For transitivity of ~D, it suﬁices to show that Rf, is pseudo-transitive:
‘v’xVyVz((:cRy

A 31122) -——>
(:1: = 2 V :cRz))

But this is immediate by the fact that pseudo-transitivity is the Sahlqvist correspondent
of axiom D3, and the completeness part of Sahlqvist’s theorem.
B

Deﬁnition 2.5.10: d-canonical structures.
A d{ist'lngu2'shz'ng)-canonicalframe is of the form 3‘ = (W‘‘,R}, Rjis,Rﬁ) where W‘ is a

connected set of distinguishing theories, and the R“’s are the R°’s restricted to W‘.
Deﬁne also d-canonical models 911“= (3“,V“) and d-canonical general frames 6" =
(3“,A"), where V‘ is V“ restricted to W4 and A is given by X 6 Ad iff X = Vd(q5)
for some

«)3.
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In the sequel we will have a particular d-canonical model, frame, etc. in mind, viz. the
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one consisting of all worlds connected to a ﬁxed d-theory E. Therefor, we will frequently
speak about the d-canonical model, frame, etc.
We need several nice properties of the d-canonical model. The easiest to establish is the
truth lemma, via the fact that the d-canonical frame is a tense frame and standard:

Lemma 2.5.11.
Let 3‘ be a d-canonical frame, then
(i) R}? and R}. are each others converse.

Rﬁ is the inequalityrelation.

Proof.
(i) is immediate by the fact that 3"’is a substructure of the canonical frame.
For
the connectedness of :5‘ implies that I‘ 75 A => R$I‘A. The fact that every
d-theory contains a witness p AQ-up ensures that no element of W‘ is Rf;-reﬂexive, so
R}, is contained in the inequality relation.

H3

Lemma 2.5.12.
9)t"|==¢[w]iff¢Ew.

Proof.
By a formula induction, of which we only give the induction step for the modal operators:
Let «t»be of the form Orb.

First, suppose 931‘,w |= ¢. We show that this implies the existence of a v with Réwv and
9314,12|= 1/2:for O E {F, P} this is immediate by lemma 2.5.7, for O = D we also need
lemma 2.5.11, namely the fact that v is an Rf,-successor of 111if v =,£w. By the induction
hypothesis then, we get: there is a v with Rgwv and 1b6 '0. So by deﬁnition of R0 we
get 01,0 6 w.

For the other direction, suppose 01/26 w. By Lemma 2.5.6 there is a v with Rgwv and
1.0E 11.By the induction hypothesis DJt"',vI: 11).Again, for O E {F, P} this immediately
implies am“,w I: Oqb,for O = D we need lemma 2.5.11 once more (now we use RD _C_
In both cases we ﬁnd the desired am‘,w I: Q5.
EB

So it is left to prove that the underlying d-canonical frame is in Fr,, or, equivalently, to
show that 3”’,V l: 0 for all valuations V. This is immediate by the following lemma and
Theorem 2.3.3.

Lemma 2.5.13.
Any d-canonical general frame is discrete.

Proof.
Let 20be a d-theory or world in a d-canonical general frame 6"’ = (3d,A‘). Let p be the
propositional variable such that Op 6 10,then by the truth lemma w is the only d-theory
of Gd with Op 6 212.So {w} = Vd(Op) 6 A“.

E9

Proof of theorem 2.5.1.
Soundness is immediate.
For completeness, suppose 23I7’gb,then )3U {ﬁgb}is consistent, so by lemma 2.5.6 there is
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a d-theory 2' with E U {-vqﬁ}Q 2’.

Let 9)?’= ,

V‘) be the d-canonical model with 2’ E W‘. By lemma 2.5.13and Theorem

2.3.3, 3”‘ l: 0 and by the truth lemma, EDI"|= '¢ for all 1/)E E U {-web}.

So we obtained 2 b£Fr:,¢ ¢.

B3

2.6 Uni-directional Complications.
In this section, which is not needed for understanding the sequel, we will see where our
proof fails for a. monadic similarity type S which is not versatile. It suffices to take the
case where we have only one diamond F besides D. We would like to extend the results
of the previous section to this case, but there seem to be two problems:
The ﬁrst of these was already noted by Gabbay [31]and is also discussed in Gargov and
Goranko [39].
The point is the following. In the previous section we saw that it is not sufficient to
prove completeness by purging the canonical frame of RD-reﬂexive points: their prede
cessors also needed to be thrown out, and the predecessors of those, ad inﬁnitum. In our
‘constructive’ approach this problem arises in the following way: it is not sufficient to
show that Op A 4':is consistent if gois so, we must also prove that 460A <>1(Op A ¢1) is
all right if (259
A 01¢; is, etc. In the tense—logicalsituation, we can do this by changing

our ‘perspective’ on the formula, namely by moving the qS1-positionto the top level: we
look at cmA 01"1420(which is consistent iff 490A 01491 is so), then we insert Op, obtaining
(OpA cm)A <>1‘1¢o.Returning to the old ‘perspective’ we see that indeed go.)A <>1(q‘>1
A Op)
is consistent if (150
A <>1¢1is consistent. It will be clear that tense operators are indespens

able instruments for this surgery.
We will now prove that it really goes wrong in the uni-directional case:

Deﬁnition 2.6.1.
Let p be the formula G(p —>Dp), p’ the formula p A FT.

93

Note that p is a Sahlqvist formula (cf. the footnote to deﬁnition 2.2.1), its equivalent p"
is \7’:z:Vy(R:r:y
-9 Rpyy).

So p says: all R—successors are RD-reﬂexive.

Recall that KF-D+p’is the axiom system with the following axioms:
(OT) all classical tautologies
(DB)

0(1) -* <1)-* (Up —+D4)

(D1)

29 —>_12Dp

(D2)
(D3)
(P')

DDp —->(p V Dp)
Op -—>
p V Dp
p’
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Its derivation rules are MP, UG, SUB and I RD. If we had an analogon of theorem 2.5.1
for this logic, Kp-D+p’should be inconsistent, for we have

Proposition 2.6.2.

Kj=6

Proof.
It suﬁices to show that p’ only has non-standard frames. Assume 3 |= p’, where 3 =
(W, R, RD) and w is a world of 3. By 3,w |= FT, 111has a successor v, by 3 |= p"'(*w),v
is RD-reﬂexive. But then 3 is not standard.
EB

But, K F-D+p’ is not inconsistent, as we can easily show by considering non—standard
frames again:

Proposition 2.6.3.
KFD+(P’)

V -1»

Proof.
We will deﬁne a K1;-D+p’-consistent set A. Consider the following non-standard frame

3=

R»RD):
W =
R
=
RD =

{w, v}
«w. 22)}
{(w1v)1(v7w): (U:U”?

and set A = {qb| 3, w |= gb}. Clearly then J. 9.‘A. We show that A contains the axioms of
K1:-D+p’and is closed under its rules. For the axioms, this is fairly trivial: for instance,
p’ is in A as 3 l: \7’y(R:cy—+Rpyy)[w]. Concerning the rules, the only thing worth

treating is that A is closed under I RD: but this is immediate by the fact that to itself is
R D-irreﬂexive.

A"

EB

This problem is not difﬁcult to mend: a close inspection of the completeness proof in
the previous section reveals that the essential property that we need and which versatile
logics automatically give us, is the deep insertion property

(mp)

"W(0p.m.¢)

->72 => *-45-+72

for all m E w and p not occurring in 45or 17.

The idea is now to extend the deﬁnition of the irreﬂexivity rule so as to obtain a logic in
which the extension lemma holds again:

Deﬁnition 2.6.4.
Deﬁne the following set of derivation rules:

..
URI’)

l‘ -'W(0P.m.¢)

=> " "1/1

for all m E w and p Q’zb.

Lemma 2.6.5.
Let A be a logic having I R33. Then A has DIP.
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Proof.
By the following chain of consequences (where we assume that p does not occur in 45or
in 1;):

F W(0p,m, (15)—+27
=> " “(*0 /\ W(0P, m, 45))

(assumption)
(P1‘0P108)

=> F -vW(0p, m + 1, -In /\ d2) (evaluation of W)
=> +--(~n A ¢)
(IE3)
=>

|- 45 —»7:

(proplog)

93

So for a similarity type where not all diamonds have converses, it is necessary to have
the rule I R"Dinstead of I RD. This was already noted by Gabbay [31] and by Gargov
and‘ Goranko [39], from which we derived the above example. It is not yet clear whether
this extension is also suﬂicient to prove the analogon of the SD-theorem, at least if we
want to consider axiom systems with arbitrary Sahlqvist axioms. For, there is another
difference between the tense logical case and the unidirectional one.

This second problem seems to be more serious; assume that, analogous again to the
previous section, we have constructed a d-canonical model and for a MCS 2. We want
to prove 34 |= 0, where 0 is the Sahlqvist axiom added to the logic K5D+. In the
tense logical case, we could do this, by using a special kind of valuations which we called
rudimentary. We showed that for such a valuation 3°’,V I: 0. This path however can only
be taken if we have the converse diamond of 3 in the language (cf. the proof of Lemma
2.3.10); in the uni-directional case, rudimentary valuations need not be admissible. It
even turns out that not every d-canonical frame validates 0'. We consider an example:

Deﬁnition 2.6.6.
Let 7 be the formula 0 = FGp —>GFp.

EB

We have already met 7 in section 2; its ﬁrst order equivalent is the Church-Rosser formula
7‘(a:) = Vy\7’z(Ra:y/\ Rmz —+3t(Ryt /\ Rzt))

We will give a distinguishing theory A with {ydbz’:'y(A) for the d-canonical frame of A.

Deﬁnition 2.6.7.
Consider the following standard frame 3 = (IV,R):
The set of possible worlds is given as W = {u, v,w} U {'v,,,w,,,:c,, I n 6 cu}.
The accessibility relation R holds as follows: Rm), Ruw,Rvv.,, and Rwwn, all n, Rvnxo
and Rwnxg, all n, and R:z:,,:c,,+1,all n, viz. the picture on the next page.
Finally, we define a model amon 3. Let the propositional variables of the language be
named 10.q.'r.po.p1.p2. - -.

The valuation V is deﬁned by
W?) = {u}

V(<I)= {9}

W?) = {'0}

V(p3n)= {vﬂ} V(p3n+1)= {wn} V(p3n+2)=

Q
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Lemma 2.6.8.
em[= 07 for all substitutions 0.

Proof.
It is our aim to show that for all formulas (X)and t E U:
9J't,t|:=FGq3——>GF¢

For t 7Eu this is immediate by 3 I: 'y‘(t).

Fort=u,let V4,={n€w|£m,v,,t=¢} andW¢,={'n.€w|9Jt,w,,|=¢}.
By a straightforward induction to «bwe can show:
V4,and W¢ are either both ﬁnite or both coﬁnite.
Now assume im,u I: FG¢; without loss of generality we suppose that Em,'vl: Ggb. So V¢
contains all v,,, but then V4,and W¢ are both inﬁnite. This_implies 9Jt,w }= F¢. As we
have em,12|= Fqb too, we obtain am,u l: GF¢.

H3

Deﬁnition 2.6.9.
Let for t E W, A, be the set {43| £DI,t |= 45}.

EB

Lemma 2.6.10.
For every t in W, A, is distinguishing.

Proof.
By induction to m we will prove:
For all t E W, qt»6 At, there isap

such that W(Op, m, Q5)E A,.

For m = 0, let t E W. By deﬁnition of the valuation V, there is a propositional variable
pt such that V(p¢) =
So £Ut,t|= Opt, giving W(0p,, 0, gb)6 At.
For m = k + 1, let t E W and ()56 At. The only interesting case is where Q5has the form

¢AOx

If am,t |= 1/2A Ox, there is a t’ with Rott’ and wt,t’ l: x. By the induction hypothesis,

there is a.p with 9Jt,t' |= W(0p, k,

But this means

:0 A <>W(0p. k. x) = W(0p, k + 1. <25)6 A..

H3
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Lemma 2.6.11.
Let 3‘ be the d-canonical frame of A.,,. Then {fdhr’:'y’(A,,).

Proof.
It is straightforward to verify that in rm‘, A, and A", are RF-successors of A,,. Let 2
be a maximal consistent R}.-successor of both A, and Aw. We can prove that such a 2
cannot be distinguishing, by showing that for each propositional variable 3

Gs—>s€E.
For, if .9 E {p, q, r} U {p3,,+1,p3,.+2 | n 6 cu}, we have G(G'.s —->.9) in A,,, so by the truth

lemma rm‘, A” }= G(Gs -> .9), immediately giving the above claim. For 3 6 {p3,.,I n E no}
we can prove something similar, now using Aw.
EB

Note that in the situation above, we have an example of a Sahlqvist formula which is not
persistent with respect to the class of discrete frames: let 05= (8, A) be the general frame
with 3-’as deﬁned in 2.6.7 and X E A if either X or its complement is ﬁnite. Then 0 is
discrete, 0 |= 7, while 3 bé 7.
Sahlqvist tense formulas however are still persistent for discrete general frames. Note that
for a uni-directional similarity type, atoms are the only strongly positive formulas, so the
set of St-formulas is rather small. Still, for this restricted set we do have a completeness
theorem:

Deﬁnition 2.6.12.
Let S’ be an arbitrary similarity type of constants and diamonds. K5D* is the basic
.S'-logicextended with the set of rules I R3.

EB

Theorem 2.6.13.
Let S be an arbitrary similarity type of constants and diamonds, and E a set of Sahlqvist
tense formulas. Then

K5D"2 is strongly sound and complete for Kg .

Proof.
An copy of the proof in section 5, using lemma 2.6.5 instead of 2.5.4.

We conjecture that for any individual set of Sahlqvist axioms, the completeness like in
Theorem 2.6.13 can be shown to hold, but we are doubtful whether there is a uniform
proof (analogous to that of Theorem 2.5.1) taking care of all Sahlqvist axiomatizations
at once. On the other hand, Goranko [45] announces a general weak completeness proof,
for arbitrary canonical formulas.
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2.7 The SD-theorem.
There are some problems involved, mainly of a technical nature, in extending the com
pleteness proof of the SD-theorem to languages having dyadic operators.
First of all we have to make clear what we mean by a Sahlqvist formula in a dyadic
language. In fact, the deﬁnition and all the results in section 2 already apply to arbitrary
similarity types. The following point is worth some discussion, however: in a similarity
type with only diamonds and constants, we allow boxed atoms in the strongly positive
formulas. A naive approach to deﬁne Sahlqvist triangle formulas would then be to allow
duals of dyadic operators too. But de Rijke showed that the formula
(P./-i«PlAP -* (PAP) A10

is not acceptable as a Sahlqvist formula, as it does not have a ﬁrst order equivalent on
the frame level. So for triangle similarity types, the atoms and negative formulas are the
only admissible building blocks of Sahlqvist antecedents. This implies that for arbitrary
similarity types, the difference between Sahlqvist tense formulas and ordinary Sahlqvist
formulas is caused by the nature of the diamonds alone.

On the other hand, there is a difference between versatile (cf. Appendix A.40) triangle
similarity types and uni-directional ones, analogous to the monadic case: if we consider
a language and semantics which are not versatile, one irreﬁexivity rule is not suflicient,
but we have to add inﬁnitely many rules, allowing the building in of witnesses at all
depths in a formula. To avoid these technical complications, we have to get familiar with
the versatile logic of dyadic operators. Let us for the moment consider a similarity type
consisting of three dyadic operators A0, A1and A2. Frames for this similarity type have
the form 3‘= (PV,Ro,R1, R2), where R,- is the ternary accessibility relation of A,-. Recall
that the truth deﬁnition of a dyadic operator gives
u |= qbn,-q <=>

there are v,w-with

R,-uvw, v |= ()5and w |= 1,b.

In the intended versatile semantics, the three R,-’sare ‘directions’ of one ternary relation
R; as a standard we take R = R0.

Deﬁnition 2.7.1.
A frame 3 = (IV,R), R1, R2) is a versatile frame if it satisﬁes the following conditions, for

i: 0,1,2 (wewrite 2+ 1 = 0):
(Qi)

R,-uvw —+R,-+1vwu

The class of versatile frames is denoted by Fr”.

EB

Analogous to the monadic case, Fr” can be quite easily characterized and axiomatized:
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Deﬁnition 2.7.2.
Deﬁne the following formulas, for z’= 0, 1, 2:
(V12)

1) /\ ‘1('I'A,-+1p)A,-1‘ —> J.,

and set V5 V1/\V2AV3.
Let K; be the versatile S-logic, i.e. the minimal S-logic K5 extended with the axiom V.
E
Note that Vi is a Sahlqvist formula: p is strongly positive, —I('rA,-+1p)
is negative and 1' is
again strongly positive, so p/\ -n(rA,-+1p)A,-r
is untied, and as J. is positive, we are ﬁnished.
This means that we immediately have the following:

Theorem 2.7.3.
Forz'=O,1,2:

3«'|=Qz' <=> 3-'|=Vz'.

Proof.
The proposition is immediate by the Sahlqvist theorem, but we give a direct proof (taking
2'= 0):

(=>) Suppose that for some model amon 3, 93?,u |= p/\-:(1°A1p)Ag'r.By the truth deﬁniton of
Au, there are 11,m with Rozww, v |= "I(1‘A1p),w I: 1', while u l: p. 3 l: Q0 implies Rlvwu,
so by the truth deﬁnition of A1we get 21l: 7‘A1pand ﬁnd the desired contradiction.
(<=) Let (u,'v,w) be in R0. We want to show (v,w,u) E R1. Suppose otherwise and

consider a valuation V with V(p) = {u}, V(r) =

Then '0 |= —u(rA1p),
so u f:

w(pA1T)Ag1‘.By 3 |= V1we then have u }=-up, contradicting V(p) =

EB

Theorem 2.7.4: Soundness and Completeness.
K; is strongly sound and complete with respect to the versatile S-frames.

Proof.
Immediate by the fact that the axioms are Sahlqvist formulas and 2.2.2.

EB

Corollary 2.7.5.
The following deduction rule is a derived rule of K _‘.,1:

l"

qn,-r) 4:} l‘ —I(q
/\ 7‘A,'+1p).

Proof.
By the observation that the rule is sound in the class of S-versatile frames.

B

Note that intuitively, int }= -:(p A qA,-1*)denotes the impossibility of the existence of a

triple (u,v,w) in R with u |=p, v |= q and w |= r.
We can easily generalize this idea to operators of rank 1‘762. For example, for the monadic
case we have
F -=(p A <>q) <=> |-- —(q /\ <>‘1p)

as a derived rule of the minimal tense logic.

Now we are ready to add monadic tense operators, including the D-operator to the lan
guage.

2. 7. THE SD-THEOREM.
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Deﬁnition 2.7.6.
Let S be a versatile similarity type ‘havingconstants, monadic tense operators {<>,-,0,7 1 I
i < a} and dyadic operators {A3,A{,AgI j < ,6}.
The versatile S-logic K; is deﬁned as the extension of the minimal S-logic K5 with the
tense axiom CV for every diamond pair, and the versatility axiom V for every triple of
triangles.
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Theorem 2.7.7. THE SD-THEOREM.
Let S be a versatile similarity type containing D and 2 a set of Sahlqvist formulas. Then
K §D+2 is strongly sound and complete for Kgfé.

The remainder of this section will be devoted to the proof of this theorem. For notational
simplicity, we assume that S = {D,F, P, A0,A1,A2}and that E is a singleton {0}. From
now on we abbreviate the logic K_f;D+(cr,-E) by A. Formulating in this context the
notions we deﬁned in the monadic case causes some technical problems. The main idea
is exactly the same, however:

Deﬁnition 2.7.8.
Formula trees and their depth are inductively deﬁned as follows:

(0) Formulas are formula trees of depth 0.
(1) If 1/;is a formula, 0 is a diamond and t’ is a formula tree of depth a, then
((1/2,<>),t’) is a formula tree of depth 71+ 1.
(2) If 1/)is a formula, A is a triangle and to, t1 are formula trees of depths no, 711,

then ((1,1),
A),to,t1) is a formula tree of depth 1 + max(no,n1).
For t a formula tree, the formula <I>p(t)is given as
(0)

‘1’u((¢)) = 45

(1)
(2)

‘I’u(((1/I, <>).t’>) = 10A <>‘I>u(t’)
<I’u(((1/2,A).to,t1>) = :0 A <I>u(to)A‘I>#(t1)

For qﬁa formula, its tree representation Tr(¢) is the following formula tree:
(at) T'r(p)
= (P)
(‘O TT(*¢)
= (W5)
(A)

T7'(¢ /\ 1/I) =

(0)

T7‘(<></’)

(A) Tram)

<(¢, ©),Tr(1/0)

ll ((T, <>).T7‘(1/2))
= «T. A).T'r(¢).T'r(x)>

E

Analogous to the monadic case, we want to be able to place £-witnesses in every node of
a tree. Different from the monadic case, nodes will now be named by sequences of 0’s and
1’s (think of going left or right.)

Deﬁnition 2.7.9.
Let 2* be the set of sequences in the alphabet {O,1}. Inductively 2* can be deﬁned by:
(i) the empty sequence 6 is in 2"‘,and (ii) if s is in 2*, then so are 3 * 0 and .9:1:1.

Now let C be a formula, .9a sequence and t a formula tree. We deﬁne W((, s,t), the tree
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t witnessing C at node s, by a nested induction to s and t:
W‘(C. 6. (43))

(C /\ <25)

((C /\ 10.<>).t’)

A$3A)>t09t1)
W‘

<.s

(¢)
(W: 0). W‘(C. 3»t'))

=~=
2. <¢>5

Wt Ca3 * 0:

A)vt0vt1))

<('‘/’1A):Wt(C: 3: t0)1t1>

Wt (:3 * 1:

A)>t0:t1>)

<(¢1A):t01Wt(C73)tl»

For ( and Q5formulas and s a sequence, we set
W((, s, ()5)= <I’,u(W‘((,s,Tr(¢))).

EE

Deﬁnition 2.7.10.
A set of formulas A is distinguishing if it is maximal consistent, and for every 915
in A and
s in 2"‘,there is a propositional variable p with W(Op, s, ()5)E A.
El

Lemma 2.7.11.
If Op has no letters in common with qband 17,then for all sequences 3:

*“W(0p.s.¢) ->77 =>|-¢>-+'n

Proof.
We prove the lemma by induction to the length of s:
If s = 6, then W(Op, s, (:5)= Op /\ gb,so the proposition is immediate by I RD:

F(0p/\¢)->77 =>|-Op-+(¢—>7I)=>|-¢->n
If s has a positive length, distinguish the following cases:
(1) «)3is an atom or a negation. As this implies W(0p, s, qb)= gt,there is nothing to prove.
(2) If (I)has the form <>¢vor 1/:/\ X, we have a situation analogous to the monadic case, so
for the proof we refer to 2.5.4.
(3) So the only interesting case is where gthas the form zbax. Without loss of generality
we may assume s = s’=I=0 and A = A1.

Abbreviate W(Op, s at0,¢) by g6’and W(0p, s, 10) by ab’,then ¢' = 1,b'Ax.
The proof now goes as follows:
|- ¢' -2»17
=i> F 'gb'A1x —+17

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=:»
=>

F
F
lF
|F
F
|-

(assumption)
(deﬁnition)

(-117/\ 1//Alx) —>_L
(propositional logic)
(W A xA2ﬁ17) —>_L
(Corollary 2.7.5.)
gb’—>-1(xA2ﬁn)
(propositional logic)
gb—+-1(xA2-I17)
(Induction Hypothesis)
('o,bA xzsgﬁn) -9 _L
(propositional logic)
(-17)A 1/mix) —>L
(Corollary 2.7.5.)
wﬁnlx —>1;
(propositional logic)
¢ _. .7
(deﬁnition)
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Lemma 2.7.12.
Every consistent set has a distinguishing extension.

Proof.
Analogous to lemma 2.5.6.

FE

Lemma 2.7.13.
If I‘ is distinguishing and 6A1rE I‘, then there are d-theories A and H with 6 E A, 7r 6 H
and Rf,FAH.

Proof.
As mm is in I‘, we have (6 A 0d)A(7l' A Op) in I‘ for some propositional variables d and p.
S

et

A

{¢ I (e5A 0d)A0p 6 F}

H

{1,b| 0dA(‘l,() A Op) 6 F}

The argument that A and H are maximal and consistent is just like in 2.5.7. To show
that RgI‘AH, let d>6 A and 1/2E H; we have to prove that ¢A¢ E I‘.
As (¢ A 0d)A0p is in 1", so is either (Q5A Od)A(Op A 1/2)or (<15
A 0d)A(0p A ﬁtb). If the
latter were the case, then the formula 0dA(Op A --n/))would be in I‘ too. But this would
imply‘-n,bin H, contradicting the consistency of H.

The proof that A and H are both distinguishing is again analogous to the monadic case.
33

Deﬁnition 2.7.14.
Distinguishing canonical structures are deﬁned as in deﬁnition 2.5.10.

EB

Lemma 2.7.15.
Let 9)!“be a d-canonical model, I‘ a world in SW’.Then

sm“,I‘|=¢ ¢=> ¢€I‘.

Proof.
By a formula induction, of which we only give the step for qb= 1/mx:
By the truth deﬁnition, 9)t"‘,I‘ |= 1/IAXimplies that there are A,H with R"'I‘Al'I and
9Jt",A |= ab, 9Jt“,H |= x. By the induction hypothesis, gbis in A and x is in H, so by
deﬁnition of Rd, tlmx E I‘.
For the other direction, suppose gbnx E I‘. By 2.7.13 there are A, H with R°I‘AH and
1,12
6 A, x E II. The induction hypothesis now gives 9Jt“,A |= ¢,9Jt",H l: x, soby the
truth deﬁnition, am‘, 1'‘I: 1/mx.

EB

Lemma 2.7.16.
Let 3‘be a d-canonical frame. Then 3 is in Frf,”¢.

Proof.
The proof for 3 in Frffis as in section 2.5. 3 is versatile by the fact that 3 is a.substructure
of the canonical versatile frame 3‘ and the fact that the universal L5-formula. deﬁning
versatile frames is preserved under taking substructures.
93
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Proof of theorem 2.7.7.
Exactly like the proof of theorem 2.5.1.

EB

2.8 The SNE-theorem.
We are now ready to prove our main completeness theorem for a versatile logic having
other non-§ rules besides IRD.

Deﬁnition 2.8.1.
Let S be a versatile similarity type containing the D-operator, 2 a set of Sahlqvist for
mulas and E a set of arbitrary formulas. K§D+(2, -3) is the logic Kf;’D+extended with
the axioms E and the non-£ rules for all 5 6 E.
8
Recall that the above deﬁnition implies that the rules of K_'.,iD+(2l,
-3) are MP, UG,
SUB, IRD and {N512 I E E E}.

If the similarity type contains only constants and diamonds, then the system has the
following axioms:

(CT)

all classical tautologies

(D3)
(CV)
(D1)

D09 —><1)-> (Up -> Uq)
¢ -5 |'_'l<>”1p
10—>QDP

(D2)

DD? -+ (P V DP)

(D3)

010 -> 10V 1719

(E)

)3

If there are also triangles around, then the system has the versatility axiom V too
(cf. 2.7.2).

Note that the class FrZ’§f_E.)
was deﬁned as the class of standard versatile S-frames with

.‘§|=a foralloinil
3,wbé£ forallwin:5,£inE
If all £’s have local ﬁrst order equivalents H (:::)on the frame level (for example, if every £
is a Sahlqvist formula too), then Fr;’gf_E)is elementary, as we have
3 in Fr__5 <=> 3 l: Va:-u§f(:c).

So, the theory below takes care of many classes of frames, for example the asymmetric or
intransitive frames (cf. the characterizations given in the introduction).

Theorem 2.8.2. SNE-THEOREM.
Let S, E and E.‘be as in deﬁnition 2.8.1. Then
K _}’D+(2,-3) is strongly sound and complete for FrE’§f_E).

2.8. THE SNE-THEOREM.
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The proof of Theorem 2.8.2 is in fact a straightforward adaptation of the proof in section
2.7. There we started with a. MCS A and inserted in A, for every .9E 2* and formula «,6E
A, formulas W(0p, s, 45),in order to witness the RD-irreﬂexivity of all worlds connected

to A. Here we will add more formulas (of the form W(ﬁ£(p1,... ,p,,), s,¢)), this time in
order to ensure that the canonical-like general frame we end with is not only standard
(with respect to RD), but also in Fr_-_.-._.
So we set

Deﬁnition 2.8.3.
A set A of S-formulas is witnessing if it is distinguishing and satisﬁes that for all sequences
s E 2", formulas ()3E A and £ 6 E, there are propositional variables p1,.. . ,p,, with
W(—'£(pla-' ' apart):3: E

Lemma 2.8.4.
Every maximal consistent set A has a witnessing extension A’.

Proof.
An straightforward analogon of 2.7.12.

H3

Deﬁnition 2.8.5.
A w(itnessing)-canonical frame is of the form 3"’ = (W“’,R$)v€3 where W“ is a ~13
connected set of witnessing theories and R8 is the canonical accessibility relation of V,
restricted to W“’. Witnessing models and witnessing general frames are also deﬁned in
the obvious way. For a w-theory A, the w-canonical frame (model, etc.) of A is the
w-canonical frame with A 6 W”. If we want to make the set E explicit, we use the term
w-canonical structure witnessing against E.
33

Lemma 2.8.6: Truth Lemma.
Let 9)?” be a w-canonical model, A a world of 931'”.Then

9Jt“’,A}=¢ <=> ¢eA.

Proof.
In the same manner as in section 7, we prove that for every w-theory A and for every
diamond 0, triangle A we have
043 E A
d>1A¢2E A

<==>
<=>

there is a w-theory A’ with (A, A’) E R3 and (b6 A’,
there are w-theories A1, A2 with
(A,A1,A2)

E R1’ and 43,-E A,-.

As we can also show that 3'” is standard, the truth lemma follows by a straightforward
formula induction.
33

Lemma 2.8.7.
Let 6"’ = (;f‘'’,A”) be a w-canonical general versatile frame witnessing against 3.

Then as is in Fri’;

Proof.
Let A be a world of ;§"’. As A is a w-theory of the logic, we can ﬁnd for every t‘ E E

38.
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propositionalvariablesp‘with -:£

6 A. By the truth lemma then 93!”,u I: -:5

So 3”, A bé 5, for all ofE E. The proof_that 3"”is standard and versatile runs just like in
section 7.
8

Proof of theorem 2.8.2.
Soundness is already proved in the introduction to this chapter. For completeness, let A
be a K§D+(E, —E)-consistent set of formulas. By the extension lemma, A is contained
in a w—theoryA’. Let 9:?” be the w-canonical model of A’. By the truth lemma,

9Jt"’,A'|=¢forall¢6

A’.

A (by now) standard argument shows that 3"’ is versatile, so by lemma 2.8.7, 3-""is in
Fri’; It is in Ff};by the facts that 0"’ is discrete (every w—theoryis distinguishing!) and
that 6"’ )= 23. So we have satisﬁed A in a model based on a frame in the intended class
' 91¢

E

Just like in section 6, we can prove a poorer version of Theorem 2.8.2 for arbitrary (not
versatile) similarity types, but we leave this to the reader.

2.9 Conclusions, Remarks and Questions.
2.9.1 General Conclusions.
This chapter was a study in the semantics and axiomatics of non-5 rules, styled after
Gabbay’s (Generalized) Irreﬂexivity Rule.
On the semantic side, we deﬁned K--5 as the class of frames 3 in K where no 6 E 3 holds
anywhere, i.e. for no E E E is there a w in 3 with 3,2» )= 5. In general, such a class
will not be definable by a modal formula. Natural examples are formed by the irreﬂexive,
asymmetric or transitive frames.
The main result of this chapter, the SN .'-3.-theorem2.8.2 states that under certain condi
tions, classes of the form K_3 are axiomatizable, by a derivation system having a non-E
rule for every 5 E E. In the various sections of this chapter we have discussed these
conditions.
The most elegant formulation of the SN E-theorem is in the case where the similarity type
is versatile and contains the D-operator. For such a similarity type, our result gives a nice
derivation system for every class K_g where K is a class of D-standard, versatile frames
which is characterized by a set of Sahlqvist axioms. For poorer similarity types, there are
various options, of which we list a few:
(i)

If the similarity type is not versatile, Wehave to add a schema of non-£ rules
(cf. sections 6 and 7).

2.9. CONCLUSIONS, REMARKS AND QUESTIONS.
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If not all diamonds are tense, only Sahlqvist tense formulas are allowed as
axioms (cf. sections 5 and 6).

If the similarity type S does not contain the D-operator, the theorem does
not apply directly.

Fortunately, this does not mean that the full power of the SN E-theorem is lost for these
poorer similarity types; one only has to work a bit harder for it. To give an example: in
many cases, over the class K__=_
we can deﬁne the D-operator in the poorer formalism, so

that we can work with this deﬁned D’-operator. Each chapter of this thesis contains a
worked out example of this idea.
I
So, more than a theorem, the SN E-concept is a procedure to ﬁnd axiomatizations for
non-£ classes:

(i)

Find the proper characterization of the class (maybe in an extended similarity
type).
Apply the SNE-theorem, immediately obtaining a strongly sound and com
plete derivation system.

Try to simplifythis system.
This schedule will be used througout this dissertation.

It would be unfair not to mention the fact that axiomatizations using non-£ rules have
some disadvantages too: ﬁrst of all, such axiomatizations may not have all the nice math
ematical properties that orthodox axiomatization have. For example (cf. Goldblatt [43]):
deﬁne, for a logic A, the corresponding algebraic variety VA of Boolean Algebras with
Operators as the class of algebras where the set of equations {cf}= 1 | A l- 96}is valid.
Now for a ﬁnite orthodox A, the complement of VA will be closed under ultraproducts,

while this need not be the case for an unorthodox A. Second, by the nature of the deriva
tion rule, it may be necessary to add new propositional variables to the language in order
to derive a formula ¢, whence we have less control on derivations in these unorthodox
systems.

These disadvantages take us to the question, in which cases a non-§ rule can be eliminated
from a system.

2.9.2. Conservativity.
An interesting point which has not been discussed yet concerns the question whether
non-£ rules add new theorems to a logic.
Some scattered results are known:
In the introduction we saw an example where a rule is conservative: the logic K ‘4 already
axiomatizes the class of irreﬂexive transitive tense frames, so adding IR does not produce
any new theorem.
On the other hand, adding IR to K‘L(G'p —>p) makes this logic inconsistent, so here
IR is not conservative. In Zanardo [141], Zanardo replaced the irreﬂexivity rule used in
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Burgess [23]to axiomatize a branching-time temporal logic, by (inﬁnitely many) axioms.
An similar case is found in cylindric modal logic and the modal logic of relation algebras
(cf. Venema [131, 132]), where adding a non-{ rule to a ﬁnite set of axioms creates a ﬁnite
derivation system for a logic which is known not to be ﬁnitely axiomatizable when only
the orthodox derivation rules MP, UG and S UB are allowed. A striking difference be
tween a uni-directional similarity type and its tense counterpart concerns the modal logic
of the two—dimensional‘domino relation’, where an axiomatization of the uni-directional
modal logic needs both inﬁnitely many axioms and a no_n-£rule (cf. Kuhn [68]), while the
tense logic allows a ﬁnite and orthodox axiomatization (cf. Venema [135]).

The general question
Are there natural (syntactic/ semantic) criteria deciding when a non-§ rule is
conservative over a derivation system?
lies (almost) completely open. We have one minor result: recall that a formula is closed
if it does not contain propositional variables (only constants).

Deﬁnition 2.9.1.
A logic A has the interpolation property (I P) if A |- «,6—+1/)implies the existence of an
z'nte1-polant x in the common language of gband 1/),such that A l- q5—+x and A |- x —»1/2.

E

Proposition 2.9.2.
Let A be a logic and 5 a formula, such that
(i) A has the IP.
for every closed formula 7, A(—§)|- 7 implies A F 7.
Then N {R is conservative over A.

Proof.
Assumethat A and 5 satisfy

and

Denote derivabilityin A by I-. To show that

NER is conservative over A, we must prove

|--wf(p')—»¢ => I-¢, ifnop,-occursinqb
So assume I- -15(1)‘)—+¢ where 17¢ (,5.By there is an interpolant 7 for -:5
must be closed, as -u(p”)and a5do not share any variables.

As |-

and ()5;7

—->
7, one application of N£R showsthat 7 is a A(—§)-theorem,so by

l- 7. Now l- (6 is immediate

by l- 7 —>()5.

2.9.3. Questions and Remarks.
We end this chapter with some miscellaneous questions and remarks:

(i)

The most obvious question is whether the SN E-result can be extended to
similarity types not having the D-operator or tense diamonds, and to arbitrary
canonical formulas. Independently from our result, Goranko [45]announces a
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similar meta-theorem on weakcompleteness, for arbitrary canonical formulas.
Hodkinson [35]extends our result to a similarity type where diamonds come
in pairs too, here having complementary accessibility relations (12.0 = (Ro)°).
Call a class negatively deﬁnable if it is of the form Fl'_g. There seems to be an
interesting connection between this notion and what Kracht calls describable
properties, cf. [66]. Is there a structural characterization for negatively deﬁn
able classes, like there is for modally deﬁnable classes? It is not diﬂicult to
see that negatively deﬁnable classes are closed under disjoint unions and gen
erated subframes; any Ff_g reflects p-morphic images, and if it is elementary,
ultraﬁlter extensions too. Do these preservation properties give the desired
characterization for (elementary) negatively deﬁnable classes?
Let A be the set of formulas G(Fr(}3,_g)),and Fr,, the class of frames where A
is valid. What is the relation between Fl'(3,_3)and Fr,,'?
Consider the tense similarity type with diamonds {F, P, D}. To axiomatize
the irreﬂexive frames, we now have the choice between the F-irreﬂexivity rule
and the axiom Fp —+Dp. When and how can rules be replaced by axioms,
and vice versa?
An interesting aspect of non-5 rules is that in some sense they behave like
axioms; in the introduction we already saw how they characterize the class
K_£ as the class of frames where N {R is sound.
Maybe it is better to use the term anti-aa:ioms7, however, according to their
behaviour in derivation systems: an orthodox derivation system MD = (AX,
{M P,U G’,SUB}) generates a logic, to be precisely, the smallest set of for
mulas containing the axioms AX which is closed under MP, UG’and SUB.
For the set A of formulas generated by the axiom system M D(—{) = (AX,
{MP,U G',SUB, N£R}), we may add the clause that A, if consistent, must
also be the least set of formulas not containing the formula 5 (to be more
precisely,not containing 5 in any ‘existential position’, like in <>(6/\
(Vi) In the following chapters we will see examples of applications of the SN 3
theorem in algebraic logic, but there is also a general perspective. Recall
that in the theory of Boolean Algebras with Operators one is interested in
representing algebras over sets, and deﬁnes canonical extensions for this aim.
Now in fact, our ‘constructive’ way of deﬁning distinguishing and witnessing
theories, leading to the notion of distinguishing resp. witnessing canonical
frames, constitutes a new set representation of free algebras over sets. In
this new way of representing algebras, one seems to have more control on the
properties of the frame than in the ordinary representation over ultraﬁlters.
Obvious questions are to extend the construction to arbitrary algebras, and to
investigate its (algebraic) properties.

7This explains our notation ‘-5’
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CHAPTER 3.
THE SQUARE UNIVERSE.

Outline.
Giving a detailed treatment of two-dimensional modal logics, this chapter
forms the pivot of the thesis.
In the introduction we give an overview of the literature on two-dimensional modal logics;
we also provide a uniform, technical framework for the topic. Section 2 deals with a
rather simple formalism, two-dimensionalcylindric modal logic. In section 3 we give an
extensive account of the modal counterpart CC6of relation algebras. In section 4 we add
a temporal component to the formalism CC6,obtaining a two-dimensional temporal logic.
The last but one section shows what results in algebraic logic our modal approach yields.
We ﬁnish in section 6 with conclusions, and questions for further research.
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3.1 Introduction.
3.1.1. Why.
There are several reasons for developing a framework of modal logic in which the possible
worlds are pairs of elements of the model instead of the points themselves, and in the
literature one can ﬁnd similar ideas arising in this direction, from different backgrounds,
sometimes in quite different disciplines.
First, in tense logic there is a.research line inspired by linguistic motivations. In ordinary
tense logic as developed by Prior (cf. [100]), the truth of a formula is only dependent
of the form of the formula itself and the time when its truth is evaluated. However,
temporal discourse has both a referential and a deictic side: the truth of a proposition
may change not only with the point of reference, but also with the point of utterance by the
speaker. In the seventies, the development of formal linguistics and the strive to provide a
logical foundation for it, led people like Gabbay, Guenthner, Kamp, Segerberg and Aqvist
to investigate two-dimensional temporal logics taking care of these phenomena, cf. for
example [30, 33, 62, 119, 142]. So these papers all have a temporal aspect in common,
e.g. models always having some ordering relation. For an overview we refer to Gabbay
[35], in section 4 we will give some more details on two-dimensional temporal logic.
In order to provide a modal framework where the absolute (logical) and the relative
(e.g. physical) necessity can be distinguished, both Humberstone [55] and van Fraassen
[29] suggest a two-dimensional approach. Studying Humberstone’s system, Kuhn gives
a technical account in [67] of the two-dimensional modal logic of the domino relation

((u,v)R(.'c,y)iffv =
More abstract is the approach of V. Shekhtman, whose motivation to study many
dimensional modal logics seems to come mainly from pure logic. In [120], his aim is
to axiomatize the ‘Cartesian product’ of two modal logics. For example, the intended
frames of the Cartesian product of S4 and S5 consists of a set of possible worlds of the
form U0 X U1, with a reﬂexive transitive relation on U0 and an equivalence relation U1.
An earlier article in this direction is Davis [26].

Related frameworks with a two-dimensional ﬂavour are branching-time temporal logics
(cf. Zanardo [140]), combinations of modal and temporal logics (cf. Thomason [128]), and
in computer science, formalizations of the behaviour of distributed systems (cf. Spaan
[124]. In these three areas, the worlds in the intended frames can be seen as pairs consisting
of a timepoint, together with respectively a branch of time, a state of affairs and a
computation sequence.
In chapter 5 we will give a detailed account of how temporal logics of intervals ﬁt in the
two-dimensional picture.
Many of the systems described above may be perceived as following a general trend in
modal logic, namely of bridging the gap between the old-fashioned intensional framework,
which is simple, elegant and has nice computational properties, and classical ﬁrst order
logic which is expressive and perhaps still more familiar. Examples of other extensions
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of the classical modal formalism are: Blackburn [19] and Gargov and Goranko [39] add
‘nominals’ or ‘names’ to the language, these being atomic propositions holding at unique
possible worlds. Orlowska. [92], Humberstone [56] and Goranko [44] enrich the system
with new operators, e.g. one for having the complement of the accessibility relation of the
original 0 as its accessibility relation. The D-operator discussed in the previous chapter
can be seen as another example.
Let us have a. closer look at this relation between modal logics and classical logic. It is
well-known (cf. van Benthem [14]), that (on the model level) modal logic corresponds to
a fragment of ﬁrst order logic, and that there exists standard translations from modal
logics to ﬁrst order formulas. The co-domain of these translations is formed by a set of
first order formulas having one free variable, in a language with a ﬁxed set of accessibility
predicates and arbitrarily many monadic predicate variables. One-dimensional extensions
of the simple modal logic aim at reaching a larger set of ﬁrst order formulas, but still these
formulas have only monadic predicates (besides the accessibility predicates) and one free
variable. In the above-mentioned two-dimensional extensions, these parameters are shifted
too: the co-domain of the translation1 may now contain formulas in two free variables
and with dyadic predicate variables.
These characteristics of two-dimensional modal logics are shared by the algebraic theory
of binary relations (cf. Németi [89] for an introductory overview), which forms our last
source motivating the study of two-dimensional modal logics. The analogies between
algebras of binary relations and two-dimensional modal logics are striking but (as far as
we know) they have never been made this explicit. We hope to do so in this chapter —
in fact the idea can be put into one slogan:

Algebras of binary relations are the modal algebras of two-dimensional modal
logics.

This idea forms our guideline in choosing the particular examples of two-dimensional
logics that we will study.

3.1.2. How.
In this subsection we will acquaint the reader with the technicalities of our approach to
many-dimensional modal logics. We will ﬁrst give the general setting, then we mention
two examples known from the literature. So, to start with the general idea, we need:

Deﬁnition 3.1.1.
Consider the similarity type 52 with a modal constant 6, the followingmonadic operators:
9, <1),G’, <I>’,€>,<9,8), G and (D, and the dyadic operator

0.

33

By Appendix A.4,5 we have a deﬁnition of a semantics for S2 and its subtypes. The
intended semantics for 32 however has a two-dimensional character, the set of possible
‘Note that for two-dimensional logics, this translation (cf. section 3.3.3 for details) is not the same as
the standard correspondence map as deﬁned for the similarity type.
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worlds consisting of a Carthesian square” and the interpretation map having a ﬁxed and
uniform deﬁnition for this kind of universes.

Deﬁnition 3.1.2.
A two-dimensional frame or a square is a frame 3 = (W, I) where W = U X U for some
set U, and the deﬁnition of I is given as follows:

1(5) = {(v,v)Iu=v}
1(9)
=
I(<1>) =
N9’) =

{((u.v). (=v,y)) I '0 = 3!}
{((u.v). (M/)) I U = =6}
{((%'v). (56.9)) I U 5*mm = y}

I(4>,) = {(("a”)v

Iu = 3:” 7e3'}

1(0)

=

{((u.'v). (9:.y)) I u = y}

I(®)
I(®)

=
=

{((uv'”)>($:y)) I v = 17}
{((u.v). (M1)) I U = zhv = 93}

1(0)

=

{(('u,v), (as, 21)) I U = =1:= 21}

1(9)

=

{((u,v). (rt, 21))I v = -'8= 9}

I(°)

= {((uav)v(wvxlv(3/33))I u = wt” = Z2“:=

A two-dimensional or square model is a model based on a two-dimensional frame.

EB

We are interested in the following questions for subtypes S of S2:

(1) Can we distinguish the squares among the (abstract) S-frames? And if so, in
which language (M5 or L5) and how exactly?
(2) Can we give a derivation system generating the .5’-formulasvalid in the class
of two-dimensional frames?
(3) Which fragment of ﬁrst order logic does the set of S-formulas capture?

A nice thing about two-dimensional modal logic is that structures can be represented
geometrically, in a very intuitive way. Let ambe a square model, and (:5,y) a world in am,

then

£m,:z:,y|= égb <=>
9Jt,:c,y I: <I>¢ <=>

there is az in U with £m,z,y |= gb
there is a z in U with 9J?,a:,z I: 913

em,:c,y I= 6

at = y

<=>

.4”,
.e¢

.¢

.¢

6

“We do not consider the case where the universe is of the form U0 x U; with possibly dzferent base
sets U0 and U1. For this wider case an analogous theory can be developed.
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9J?.$,yl=®¢

<=> 9J?.3J.$|=¢

9Jt.x.yl=9¢

<=> !m.y.yl=r/>

9Jt,a:,y|=CDd>

<=>

£Ut,:z:,:z:|=¢.

viz.

‘M

d»

°¢

«I»

‘e

«:6

‘<9 «I»

£m,:c,yi|=€>¢ <=> thereisazinUwith9Jt,z,:cl=<;b.

fm,:c,y|=®qb <=> thereisazinUwith9Jt,y,z|=¢
viz.

We do not show the pictures of the irreﬂexive versions 9', <1)"of 9, <I>;for the picture of
the dyadic operator 0, we refer to section 3.3.2.

In the literature some subsystems of D2 have been studied explicitly: we mention the
similarity type SEG, with operators {9, <I>,
®, 6, CD}.It was ﬁrst studied by Segerberg
in [119],where he gave a ﬁnite axiomatization of the SEG-formulas valid in the class of
two-dimensional frames. He also showed that this validity problem is decidable, and he
introduced the intuitive symbols 6, <1>,etc. Kuhn treated the {<9}-fragment K U in a
paper [68],providing an complete derivation system with inﬁnitely many derivation rules
and a non-(;‘rule. In Venema [135] it was shown, that adding the inverse operator 61>to
K U, one can give a ﬁnite and orthodox axiomatization.
Finally, a remark about conventions: as the interpretation of the operators in D2 is
uniformly deﬁned for all squares, we usually neglect mentioning the interpretation when
referring to a two-dimensional frame. Also, par abus de notation, we will not write
9)! = (U X U,V) but im = (U, V) to denote a two-dimensional model. ‘The purpose of
this is that now models can be seen as structures for classical first order logic with dyadic
predicates: every modal propositional variable, corresponding to a dyadic predicate in the
ﬁrst order logic, is indeed interpreted as a binary relation over U.
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3.2 Two-dimensional cylindric modal logic.
3.2.1. Two-dimensional cylindric modal logic.
In this section we will focus our attention on a particular two-dimensional modal logic:

Deﬁnition 3.2.1.
Consider the similarity type of cylindric modal logic of dimension 2 CML2 = {G, <1>,6},
for which we introduce some auxiliary terminology. A CML2-frame is called a 2-frame
and usually represented as a quadruple F = (VV,H, V,D) where H, V and D are the ac
cessibility relations of respectively 9, <I>and 6. A 2-model is a model based on a 2-frame.
Two-dimensional frames (squares) have been deﬁned in 3.1.2. The class of CML2-squares
is denoted by C2.
For a 2-formula qb,its mirror image q5"‘is obtained by replacing all occurrences in 45of 9
by <1>and vice versa.

B3

The symbols H, V and D are mnemonics for the horizontal resp. vertical accessibility re
lation and the diagonal, cf. the pictures in the introduction. Note that in two-dimensional
models, the projection operators 9, (D,and the domino operators <9,€>can be deﬁned as
abbreviations in CML2. This is not the case for the irreﬂexive versions 9’, <[>’of 9, <I>,

but then, strangely enough, we do have a deﬁnition of the D-operator (cf. section 2.4) in
our language:

Deﬁnition 3.2.2.
We use the following abbreviations:
@245 =

9<l>(b

G d) = 9(5 /\
‘D ‘I5 =

4>(5 A (15)

Z396 =

(Di9(-:5/\

<l>¢)

Zycf) = G <I>("I5
/\ 9
D2975 =

ZH¢ V Zv¢

Proposition 3.2.3.
Let em= (U, V) be a two-dimensional model, 21.,'0 E U. Then

(i)

9Jt,u,v |= $43

there are :c,yin Uwith 9Jt,:c,y|=¢,
g <=>
9Jt3'U7‘v%¢3

(iii) 9Jt,u,v|=(D¢

<=> £m,u,u|=¢,

(iv)

<==>- there is a (u',v') 76 (u,v) with 9Jt,'a’,'v' |= :15.

9Jt,u,v |= .D2¢

Proof.
We only treat (iv). First we show
91!,u,v |=
4=>

¢=>
<=>
<=>
<==#

Zgqb
£m,u,v)=CD9(—16/\<I>d>)

9Jt,u,u|=9(-:6/\<I>¢)
there isau’ with 9Jt,u’,'u.|=-:6/\4>¢
there isau'¢uwith£Ut,u',u|=<I>d>
there are u’,wvvith u'7£uand9J‘t,u’,w|=¢
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So u, 1:I: Z51¢iff there is a point with a different first coiirdinate where :1)holds. Likewise,
u, v }= Zyqi iﬂ’there is a point with a different second coordinate where qbholds. As two
pairs of points are different iff (at least) one of their coéirdinates is different, this implies

that D2 indeed has the inequality relation as its accessibility relation, in two-dimensional
frames.
8
We chose to study the fragment CML2of S2 in order to have the important two—dimensional
cylindric algebras (cf. Henkin-Monk-Tarski [53]) as (a subclass of) our modal algebras;
this connection however will not be studied before section 3.5.

As was already mentioned in the introduction, we are interested in the connection between
2-frames and two-dimensional frames. It is not very hard to give a characterization of
two-dimensional frames in the ﬁrst order language LcML,,and as the analogous task for
an extension of CML will be undertaken in the next section, we omit it here.
The axiomatization problem is much more interesting, and the remainder of this section
will be devoted to it. We propose the following axioms:

Deﬁnition 3.2.4.
Consider
(CH1)
(CH2)
)

the following CML2-formulas:
p —>9p
p —>8 9p
9 9p —>9p‘

)9®pa®9p

(CH5) 96
) 9(5/\p)—>E(5—>p)
(CH7) (6/\9(—Ip/\<l>p))-> <l>(-I5/\9p)
The mirror image of (C'Hz') is denoted by (C'Vz'), (C'HVz') denotes (CHi A C'Vz').
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All these formulas are in Sahlqvist form. It is convenient to have names for their Sahlqvist
correspondents:

Deﬁnition 3.2.5.
Deﬁne the following Lg-ML,-formulas:

(NH1) Hm:
(NH2)
(NH3)

Vy(H:cy —>Hyz)
VyVz((Ha:y A Hyz) —+Hmz)

(NH4)

‘v’uy((Ha:u A Vuy) —+Elv(Va:v A Hvy))

(NH5)

3y(H:cy A Dy)

(NH6) Vyy’((Ha:yAH:cy’ADyADy’) —+y=y')
(NH7)

\7’uy((Da: A Ham A Vuy A u 75 y) —+Elv(Va:v A -wDv A Hvy)).

The mirror image of (NHz') is denoted by (NVz'), NHVz' = NHi A NVz'.

EB

So, N H 1, N H 2 and N H 3 express that H is respectively reﬂexive, symmetric and tran
sitive; together they state that H is an equivalence relation. N H 5 and N H 6 then mean
that in every H-equivalence class there is exactly one element on the diagonal D (N H 5
for existence and N H 6 for unicity). The meaning of N H 4 and N H 7 is best made clear
by the following pictures:
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For these formulas, the correspondence part of Sahlqvist’s theorem means the following:

Theorem 3.2.6.
Let 3 be a 2-frame, then for 2'= 1,. . . ,7, Z 6 {H, V}:
.’§,w |= CZz' <==> 3l=NZz'[a:I—>'w].

Proof.
The claim is immediate by the fact that (CZz')‘ = (N Z2')and theorem 2.2.2. We give
some details of the computation of the Sahlqvist equivalent (CH 7)’ of CH7, as deﬁned
in 2.3.13. Clearly we have :5-',
w l: CH7 iii
3‘,w |= VP

[(Da:o A 3:n1(H:z:oa:1 A -1P:z:1 A 3a:2(V:c1a:2 A Pa:-2))
—*aZ1(V$oZ1 A "1.DZ1A 3Z2(HZ1Z2 A PZ2))],

which is equivalent to
3,10 |= ‘v’PVa:1\7’:I:2

[(D2:o A Hmoxl A -IP31 A V231172A P32

-+ 3z1(Va:oz1 A ﬁDz1 A 3z2(Hz1z2 A Pz2))].

Then the previous statements are equivalent to
3, w I: \7’PV:c1V:1:2

[(Da:o A Hzroccl A V3132 A Vy(ar:2 = y —»P3/))

—>(P31 V 3Z1(V33oZ1
A “D21 A 3Z2(HZ1Z2A
So by deﬁnition 2.3.13 we obtain (CH 7)’ by substituting v = $2 for P2) everywhere in
the above formula (the ‘minimal’ substitution making the antecedent true). This gives
3, w |= \7’:c1V:c2

[(Dzco A H2931 A Vmlasg)

—>(£1 = 1:; V 3z1(Va:oz1 A ﬁDz1 A Elz2(Hz1z2 A 22 = a:2)))],

or, equivalently
3, w I: ‘v’a:1V:c2

[(Da:o A H3031 A Vxlzg

A 2:1 7’: 1:2)

-'> 3Z1(V$oZ1 A “|DZ1 A HZ1$2))],
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which is NH7.

H3

In fact, (CH7) is the modal counterpart of (a simpliﬁed version of) Henkin’s equation
which plays an important role in the theory of cylindric algebras. For details we refer to
subsection 3.5.2.

3.2.2. Two-dimensional cylindric completeness.
In this section we prove a completeness result for CML2: we will give a strongly sound and
complete axiom system for the set of 2-formulas that are valid in the class C2 of squares.

Deﬁnition 3.2.7.
Let A2 be the basic axiom system KCML,for CML2 extended with the axioms CH V1,
..., CH V7.
EB

Theorem 3.2.8.
A2 is strongly sound and complete with respect to C2.

The proof of theorem 3.2.8 will consist of two parts: First we show that A2 is strongly
sound and complete for the class of so-called hypercylindric frames, and then we show that
these hypercylindric frames and the two-dimensional ones have the same modal theory.

Deﬁnition 3.2.9.
A 2-frame F is hypercylindric if F I: OH V1 A... A CH V7. The class of hypercylindric
2-frames is denoted by HCF2.

IE

Theorem 3.2.10.
A2 is strongly sound and complete with respect to HCF2.

Proof.
An immediate consequence of the completeness part 2.2.2(ii) of Sahlqvist’s theorem.

EB

Note that for CML2 the notion of a zigzag morphism boils down to the following: let F
and F’ be two 2-frames, then a map f : W I—+
W’ is a zigzag morphism iif it satisﬁes the
following properties:
(1) f is a homomorphism
(2) Du if D’fu
(3) If H'fuv’ then there is a v E W such that Hm: and fa = v’
(4) If V’fuzz’ then there is a v E W such that Vm; and fv = 1;’
We will call a map f satisfying the ﬁrst two conditions a potential zigzag morphism.

The following lemma states that every hypercylindric frame is a zigzagmorphic image
of a disjoint union of two-dimensional frames. This immediately implies that @(C2) =
(-)(HCF2).
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Theorem 3.2.11.
HCF2 = H;-Pf-C2.

Proof.
Clearly every square is hypercylindric, so Ht-Pg-C2Q HCF2.

For the other direction, observe that H IV is an equivalence relation, in fact the accessibil
ity relation of the 5'5-diamond 9. Call a frame connectedif this relation H [V is total, nice
if it is connected and hypercylindric. It is an easy observation that every hypercylindric
frame is a. disjoint union of nice frames, so it suffices to show that
every nice frame is a zigzagmorphic image of a square.
So, let 3 = (VV,H, V, D) be a nice frame. We will deﬁne a chain of potential zigzag

morphisms (f£)5<A(where /\ is the maximum of
and Lu),such that the union f), of
this chain is the desired zigzag. Every map fg should be seen as an approximation of f;.
Look at the set of potential defects P = /\ X A X W X {6,<1>}. Call the quadruple
(,6,7,'v,O) 6 P a defect of a homomorphism f : 5 X £ r—+
W (where £ < A), if it deﬁes
one of the zigzag conditions (3) or (4), e.g. for (4): O = <1>,(,3,’7) E f X £ and Vf(,6,'y)v
while there is no 7' E 4' such that _f(,6,'y') = v; f is called perfect if it has no defects.

Assume that P is well-ordered, then we may speak of the ﬁrst defect D(f) of an imperfect
potential zigzag morphism f : § X .5 s—>
W. By the following‘ lemma such a map has an

extension 1" lacking the defect D( f):
Claim.
Let f : £ X f :»—+
W be a potential zigzag morphism, (,6,"/, 2:,O) a defect of 1‘. Then there
is a potential zigzagmorphism f’ D f, f’ : (£ + 1) X (£ + 1) I—+
W such that (,B,7,'v, O) is

not a defect of f’.
Proof.
Without loss of generality we assume that H = 7 = 0 and O = <1>.
We ﬁrst set

f’(C,n) = f(C,n)f0rC.n<£.
f’(0a£)

=

U)

viz. the left picture on the next page (where we denote f’ (C, 6) by féo).
Next we are concerned with the f'(n,£), 17< 5. By assumption we have '0 75f (0,1)), and
as f is a potential zigzag morphism we get a situation as showed in the right picture. By
:5‘l: NV7(f’(1y,n)), 3‘has a 12,,¢ D with H'v,,'v and Vv,,f’('q,'q). We deﬁne

f’(777 ': vu
and set f’ (£, 5) as the unique diagonal H -successor of any/all of the f’ (17,5).
It is straightforward to verify that with this deﬁnition the part of f’ deﬁned up till now

satisﬁesboth conditions(1) and
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For the deﬁnition of f’(§, 77)(7;< £), we use the same trick as above to ensure f’ (5, 17)5!D:
as f'(§, E) is in D and f’(7),5) is not, they cannot be identical. So f’('r),E) can be deﬁned as
any non-diagonal H -successor of f’ (1),7))which is a V-successor of f'({, 5) (such a f'(£, 7;)
exists by N H 7).
33

We now deﬁne the chain of maps as follows:

fo

= {((0,0),

f

_

f;

‘+1 (f5)'
f9
= UK, fg

for some it on the diagonal of F.

if f; is perfect.

otherwise
if 0 S Ais a limit ordinal

It is now straightforward to verify that f), has the desired properties: ﬁrst of all it is
a potential zigzag morphism as all the maps in the chain are. Suppose that f,\ is not
a zigzagmorphism, then there are quadruples in P witnessing this shortcoming. Let
1r= (ﬂ, 7,12,0) be the first of these in thewell-ordering of P, suppose its ordinal number
is 17.Take 0 = ma:c(ﬁ + 1, 7 + 1), then 1ris a defect of f9. It need not be its ﬁrst one, but
there can be at most 17problems before 7rthat are more urgent. So 1r must be the ﬁrst
defect of f9...,,, whence it can not be a defect of fg+,,+1. But this gives a contradiction,
since fg+,,+1 (_Ijg. So f; is a zigzag.

Finally, the proof that f; is surjective is straightforward by the connectedness of 3.

Proof of theorem 3.2.8.
Immediate by 3.2.10 and 3.2.11.

EB
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3.3 A Modal Logic of Binary Relations.
In this rather large section we treat a second two-dimensional logic, in more detail. Instead
of giving an overview, we let the titles of the subsections speak for themselves.

3.3.1. (Representable) Relation Algebras.
In the algebraic theory of binary relations (cf. Németi [89] for an overview), one studies
operations on the set of binary relations.

Deﬁnition 3.3.1.
Let U be some unspeciﬁed set. Re(U) is deﬁned as the set of all binary relations on U,
i.e. Re(U) = {R | R Q U X U}.
The composition R | S’of two relations R and S is deﬁned by

RIS = {(s,t) E U X U | E|u((.s,u) 6 RA (u,t) E 5)},

the converse of a relation R is

12*‘= {(s,t) e U x U | (t,s) e R}
and ﬁnally the diagonal is the relation

Id={(s,t)EUxU|s=t}.

E

Although Tarski [126]was not the ﬁrst one to suggest an algebraictreatment to the subject
(cf. Maddux [80]for a historical introduction), his approach set the standard:

Deﬁnition 3.3.2.
A relation type algebra is deﬁned as a Boolean Algebra with the following operators: a
binary ;, a unary " and a constant 1’.
The class FRA of full relation algebras consists of those relation type algebras that are
isomorphic to an algebra of the form

me(U) = (Re(U), U,°, |, ”‘,Id).
The class RRA of representable relation algebras is deﬁned as the variety generated by
FRA, i.e. RRA = V(FRA).

B3

The question naturally arises as to study the representable relation algebras. By ap
plying some elementary universal algebra (cf. Burris-Sankappanavar [24])s we obtain
RRA = HSP(FRA) and by Birkhofl"s theorem we have 21is in RRA iff all the equa
tions holding in FRA are true in 21. Tarski proved that every representable relation al
gebra is a subalgebra of a direct product of full relation algebras, i.e. RRA= SP(F RA).
Some reﬂection then shows that every RRA can be embedded in an algebra of the form
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(P(E), U,‘ , |, '1, Id) where E is an equivalence relation over some set U.

In order to enumerate the equations holding in the variety RRA, Tarski proposed the
following axiomatization:

Deﬁnition 3.3.3.
A relation algebra is a relation type algebra 521= (A, +, —,; ,", 1’) in which the following
axioms are valid:

(RAO) Axioms stating that (A, +, —)is a Boolean Algebra

(RA1) (:c+y);z = a:;z+y;z
(RA?)
(RA4)
(RA5)
(RA6)

(rs + y)" = =v"+sf’
(=0; ); z = 3:;(y; z)
:::;1’ = :1:
(a:")"= a:

(RA7)

(-'6;31)”= if’; rc”

(RA8)

93’;-(93; 3/) S —y

The class of relation algebras is denoted by RA.

H3

For an introduction to the theory of relation algebras and their arithmetic, we refer to
Jénsson [58, 59], or to Tarski-Givant [127], where the formalism U‘ can be seen as an
alphabetic variant for the arithmetic of relation algebras that are generated by one ele
ment.
It soon turned out that the RA-axioms do not exhaustively generate all valid principles
governing binary relations. There are RAs that are not representable, as was ﬁrst shown
by Lyndon [73];perhaps the simplest, ﬁnite example was provided by McKenzie and can
be found in [127]. The question whether ﬁnitely many equations might be added to the
RA-axioms was answered negatively by Monk in [81], while in [83] he showed that it is
not even sufﬁcient to add inﬁnitely many axioms in only a ﬁnite number of relation vari
able symbols. Recent further strengthenings of this negative result have been found by

Haiman [47]and by Andréka
On the other hand, explicit inﬁnite axiomatizations are known: cf. Lyndon [73]or McKen
zie [74]. Unfortunately, these axiomatizations are intuitively not very appealing. Wadge
gave another way of recursively enumerating Equ(RRA)using a Gentzen-type deduction
method, cf. Wadge [137]or Maddux [77]. Here variables referring to elements of the do
main are introduced again in the proofs, thus violating the paradigm of algebraic logic
not having such variables.
Natural saﬂicient but not necessary conditions for representability can be found in Mad
dux [75].

The study of relation algebras is not restricted to algebraic logic: in de Roever [106],they
are used in a computer framework science framework, for proving program correctness.
Recently, van Benthem [15] found interesting applications for relation algebras in a gen
eral theory of information processing. He shows various connections with linguistics and
inference systems. These patterns are also present in Roorda [107], who treats a modal
logic closely related to the formalism presented in the next section.
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3.3.2. A Modal Logic of Binary Relations.
In this section we give the modal system in which the modal algebras have the type of
relation algebras. Therefore this logic must have the following signature:

Deﬁnition 3.3.4.
006 is the modal similarity type {o, (8),6} with o a dyadic, ® a monadic modal operator,
and 6 a modal constant.
33

Just like in the case of CML2, we have two kinds of semantics: the intended models have
a cartesian square as the set of possible worlds; they form, a subclass of the class of C'C'6
models provided by the general deﬁnition of a semantics for a modal similarity type.

Definition 3.3.5.
A CC5-frame is a quadruple 3 = (W, C, R,I) with C’ Q 3W, R Q 2W and I Q W. A
CC6-frame is two-dimensional, or a square, if W is of the form W = U X U for some set
U, and

C’ =

{((u:,v),(w,:I:),(y,z)) 6 3(U X U) | u = w /\a: = y/\'v = 2}

R

{((%.'v).(3=.y)) '5 2(U ><U) | it = 3!/W = =0}

=

I = {(u,v)€UxU|u=v}.

The class of two-dimensional CC6-frames (squares) is denoted by SQ.

EB

So, in a two-dimensional model amwe have

9JI,u,'v|=6
<=*» u=v
9JI,u,v|=®¢>
<=-> £m,v,u|=¢
9Jt,u,'v|=¢o1/2 <=> thereisawwith.9Jt,u,w|=dJa.nd9Jt,w,v}=1b,
viz.
7,0

SW.

D

42 0 10

A

A

5

¢.

A’

ﬁg. 1: 6 and ®

6

C

a

B

ﬁg. 2: 0

As we have already seen, the constant 6 is true precisely on the diagonal, to verify if
A }= ®¢ we look at the image A’ of A after reflecting in the diagonal. The formula
:1;o gbholds at a. point A if we can build a rectangle ABC D with the following properties:
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B }=43,D |= 1/)and C‘lies on diagonal, where B is the vertex on the same vertical line as

A and D on the same horizontal as A.
The connection with RRAs is given by the following

Proposition 3.3.6.
3 is a square iff 0113is (isomorphic to) a full relation algebra.

E

Note that the cylindric operators 9 and <I>,their irreﬂexive companions 6’, <1>’
and the
D-operator can be seen as abbreviated operators of CO6:

Deﬁnition 3.3.7.
Deﬁne
941') =

T045

®¢

Q501

=

9’¢ = -16o¢
®'¢ : ¢)0'16,

D'¢ = To¢o-u6Vﬁ6o¢oT.
It is a straightforward exercise to verify that in the squares, these deﬁned operators indeed
have the right semantics. We only state

Proposition 3.3.8.
SQ l= Dqﬁ H D'gb.

EB

3.3.3. CC6and Classical Logic.
In the introduction we have already mentioned that two—dimensiona.lmodels for CO5can
also be seen as ordinary structures for a ﬁrst order language with dyadic predicates, and
that in fact, this identiﬁcation was precisely the reason to study (the algebraic version of)
systems like CC6. In this section we will see how far the expressive power of CC5 takes us
in classical logic. In section 3.4 we give some examples of how this language can express
properties of binary relations like transitivity or irreﬁexivity.

Deﬁnition 3.3.9.
Let L be an ordinary signature of ﬁrst order logic, N a set of L-formulas, k _<_
w an ordinal
and X a set of variables in L. We set
N2 =

N(X)
N;,

{(19E N | ()5contains only dyadic predicates }

=

{a56 NI all free variables of ()5are in X}

=

{Q56 N | all variables of 45are in {$0, . . . ,:z:;,_1}

[B

We will show that CC6 has the same expressive power as L§(:co,a:1), a fragment of L
which we will call “the three variable fragment of first order logic”, by a slight abus de
langue. We hasten to remark that this claim is an immediate consequence of the fact that
the corresponding relation algebraic system has the same property. This matter is also
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treated in detail in Tarski-Givant [127]. We prove this correspondence directly in order
to give a clear picture of what is going on.
Note that, as we have two kinds of semantics for CO5,namely the squares and the wider
class of more general 006-models, we also have two kinds of correspondence maps. The
one below is directed to the squares:

Deﬁnition 3.3.10.
Let

be the followingtranslation from CC6-formulasto L§(a:o,2:1):
pi’ =

Pzworci

(«pm/»)° = ¢°m/2°

(ﬁ¢)° :
(®¢)° =
(¢°'/’)°
=

-1¢°
¢°($o/$1;-'31/$0)
3$2(¢°(-"32/$1)’\¢’°(<'32/$o))-
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Note that in the above deﬁnition we tacitly assumed that the substitution of variables
can be performed in L§. This is not very difficult but rather tedious to establish, so we
refer to Gabbay [32] or Tarski-Givant [127]. The following proposition states that every
CO6-formula has an equivalent in L§(a:o,2:1):

Proposition 3.3.11.
Let em= (U, V) be a two-dimensional model. Then
9JI,ug,u1

|= Q5 <==> 932 l: ¢°[:c,- r—>u,-].

Proof.
By a trivial formula induction.

H3

To show that conversely, every L§(:co,:51)-formulahas an equivalent in C06, is a bit harder.
Maybe the easiest proof uses a second subset of L as an intermediate system:

Deﬁninition 3.3.12.
In this deﬁnition Weassume {i, j, k} = {0, 1,2}. By induction we deﬁne the sets L+(a:,-,1:,-):
All atomic formulas in L2(:r.,-,3:,-)are (atomic) formulas of L+(:c,-, at,-). L+(a:,-,22,-)is closed
under Boolean formula-building, and ﬁnally, if ¢ is in L+(:c,-,23,-)and 2/2is in L+(a:,-,2:;,),
then

Elrc,-(gb/\ 1/1)is in L‘'"(a:,-,:c,,).

33

L+(a:,-,:3,-)is designed to be the exact ﬁrst order counterpart of 005:

Definition 3.3.13.
Let (-)‘j be the following translation from L+(:c,v,:n,-)to C05:
(P1$,'£l7,')':'l:=

P;

(:8; —

(P1-Tijili.-)’_"_
=
(1’z9:awe)'_’_=

69?:
‘NP: /\ 5)

(-'52‘=
= 5
(“ii ‘ 93:‘)? = T

(.P[CCJ'Q)J.)¢J
s

9(P1 A 6)

3$k(¢($i,

(
(<6A W

501:)/\ ¢(-“Btu3«‘j))"

:

qsij
<15“A W

=

(15%0 '/”°j

(a2_,= 35)::

— 6

:

T
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Proposition 3.3.14.
Let am be a two-dimensional

model, 42in L+(a:,~,:t:,-). Then

am |= ¢[a:,- r—>u,-,:c,- I-—>u,-]

¢=>

9.7t,u,-,u,-

|= q(>"’-.

Proof.
By a trivial formula-induction.

33

So we are ﬁnished if we can prove that every L§(:co,:c1)—formula has an equivalent in
L+(a:o, 1:1). We need something stronger:
'

Proposition 3.3.15.
Every formula. in Lg is equivalent to a Boolean combination of L+-formulas.

Proof.
By induction to the complexity of L§-formulas. We only treat the induction step involving
the existential quantiﬁer.
Let go 6 L3 be of the form ct = 32:22/2.As gbis in L§, so is 1,0. By induction

hypothesis

then, 1/)is equivalent to a Boolean combination of L+(:1:,-,:c_,-)-formulas.
Assume that this
combination is in disjunctive normal form, and distribute the 3:132
over the disjuncts. This
shows that in fact we may assume that 1/2is equivalent to a conjunction 1,001/\ 1/Jog/\ 1&1;
with 1,lJ.-,E L"'(:c,~,a:,-). Clearly then <15is equivalent

Boolean combination

to ibm /\ 3a:2(¢o2 /\ $12) which is a

of two L+(a:o, :c1)—formulas.

EB

Proposition 3.3.16.
Let :1)be in L§(:co,:1:1). Then Q5has an equivalent

Q3‘in 006 such that for all two

dimensional models:
ml |=

F->11.5]4:?

9Jl,’l.l.o,’l.t1
I: ¢..

Proof.
Let 915*be ¢’s L+(a:o, :I:1)—equivalent,which exists by the previous proposition. Then take
d)’ = (¢"')°1. The claim then follows by proposition 3.3.14.
EB

3.3.4. E

and Relation Algebras.

In this subsection the exact relationbetween CC6and RAS will be discussed. By a result
of Maddux [76], it is known that the algebraic equations deﬁning RA have ﬁrst order
equivalents in the frame language. Our aim is to show that there are Sahlqvist formulas
characterizing AtRA. Particularly in this area, we are deeply indebted to Johan van
Benthem for his guidance into correspondence theory. The observation that the RA
axioms are Sahlqvist forms was made and worked out during conversations with him, and
is also reported on in van Benthem [16].
The ﬁrst order language of the Sahlqvist correspondents is slightly different from our
L005 having C, R and I as accessibility predicates, however. Because of the intended
interpretation of (-)‘l as taking the unique converse of a relation, the relation symbol R
is replaced by a function symbol f. This inspires the following deﬁnition:
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Deﬁnition 3.3.17.
An arrowframe is a quadruple 3 = (W, O’,f, I) with C‘ Q 3W, f 6 WW and I Q W.
Elements of W are called arrows. An arrowmodel is a OC6-modelbased on an arrowframe.
LA is the ﬁrst order language for arrowframes, having relation symbols 0 (ternary), I
(unary) and a function symbol 1‘ (unary).
EE

Of course, the arrowframes form a subclass of the CC6-frames, viz. those CC6 frames
where R is functional. For the truth relation in arrowmodels we obtain

sm,w I=®¢ <=> sm.fw l=¢.
Note that in all squares R is functional.
From now on we will concentrate on arrowframes rather than on CC6-frames, and for
example use the ﬁrst order language LA instead of Law. This change of language is not
essential, because the class of arrowframes is quite easy characterizable by a Sahlqvist
formula:

Proposition 3.3.18.
Let 3 = (IV,C, R, I) be a CC6-frame, then

3|=®p—> -:®-up
3I='I®‘1p-+®p

<=> 3f=V:cVyVz(R:cy/\Ra:z—>y=z)
<=> {s'|=Va:3yR:cy

3 I= ®p <->n ® -1p

<=>

R is functional.

Proof.
These are standard Sahlqvist equivalences, cf. 2.2.2.

El

Arrowframes are known from the literature, cf. Maddu}; [76]. (The nice name ‘arrowframe’
is due to Johan van Benthem.) Informally, we will use the following pictures to represent
arrows and their relations:

n

In
or

u
<—

T,

v

_

'

ﬁt

u

u,f'u

Cuvw

We now give the modal version of the RA-axioms:

w

;

_
7
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Deﬁnition 3.3.19.
Set the following (pairs of) 005- and LA-formulas
(000)
(001)
(AR1)

W +-+-v®-19
p —»®®p
ffa: = :1:

(002) P0 (907) -* (p°q)°T
(003) (p°q)°r ->190(<10?)
(AR2)
(AR3)

Vyztw((C'a:yz A Czuv) —->
3w(Ca:wv /\ C'wyu))
‘v’ywuv((C':nwv A Cwyu) —>E|z(C:z:yz /\ C’zuv))

AR2
(CC4)
(CC5)

AR3

p —>6 o p
6 op —->
p

(AR4)

3y(I y /\ Czcyx)

(AR5)

Vyz(Ca:yz A Iy) ——>
2: = z)

<33
as

AR4
(C05)
(007)
(AR6)
(AR7)

®(P 0 <1)-* (®q 0 69?)
(C840 6919)-+ ®(p 0 q)
‘V’yz(Cf.7:yz—»Cxfzfy)
Vyz(C':z:fzfg -—>
Cfmyz)

<33
V"

2

AR5
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fa:

_

‘R47

f

as

AR6 and AR7

(C08) ®p°-=(p°q) /\q —>i
(AR8)

Vyz(C:cfyz —>Czyx)

Y-——’”X
E}/K
$

ﬂ

{II

_

RA8

(A CC6-frameor) an arrowframe is called relational if (000 and) CC 1, .. . , CC8 hold in
it. The class of relational frames is denoted by AR.
8

The relational frames are the atom structures of the relation algebras; we state the con
verse proposition, which is immediate by Appendix A.19:

Theorem 3.3.20.
RA = CmAR.

EB

Warning 3.3.21: It is tempting to see these pictures as graphs, and reason accordingly.
But as not all relational frames are squares, such reasoning could lead to wrong conclu
sions: one should be careful not to use intuitions about graphs that are not explicitly
justiﬁed by the axioms. However, it might follow from theorem 5 of Maddux [77] that
in subgraphs containing not more than four points, all graph-based intuitions are sound.
(By lack of space, we can not go into details.)
As we had already announced, the CC’-axioms are Sahlqvist formulas; so Wehave both a
correspondence and a completeness result.

Deﬁnition 3.3.22.
Let AR be the minimal axiom system K005, extended with C00 . . . CC8 as axioms.

EEI

Theorem 3.3.23.
Forz'=1,...,8: $|=C’C’z'<=> 3|=ARz'.

Theorem 3.3.24.
AR is strongly sound and complete with respect to AR.

Proofs.
Immediate by the Sahlqvist form of the axioms and theorem 2.2.2.

EB
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3.3.5. Characterizing squares.
In this section we set out to characterize the class SQ of two—dimensionala.rrow- resp.
CC6-frames. The simplest way to do so is in the ﬁrst order language LA.

Deﬁnition 3.3.25.
Deﬁne the following LA-formulas:
(ARU)

\7’:z:uu'vv’ww'yy’((C’a:u'v A C'a:’uv’ A Cyvw A Cy’v’w) —->v = 12’)

(ARE)

\7’uw3v:cy(Ca:zwA Cyvw).

B

3 l: ARE means that for every arrow pair 21.and to there is a connecting arrow 1:,while
3 |= ARU means that such a connecting arrow must be unique, viz.

31
x

_____y_____,
___IL'___._
U
—>-

1’

15
71}

:

'w
93

;

i

I
3’

ARE

e,

>

s,

ARU

Theorem 3.3.26.
Let 3 be an arrowframe. Then

3in so <=> 3|=AR1,...,AR8,ARU8zARE.
Proof.
The direction from left to right is straightforward, so we only prove the other side: suppose
3 = (VV,C, J‘,I) is a relational arrow frame satisfying ARU and ARE. We will show that
3 is isomorphic to the‘ square based on I Q W. To this end we give an isomorphism
g : W I—>
I X I. Before doing so, we prove an extra fact about F, namely that the mirror
images of AR4 and AR5 hold in it:
Claim. 1: 3 }= V:z:3y(Iy A Curry) and 3 I: V:cyz(C:z:zy A Iy —>z = 3;).

Proof. It belongs to the standard arithmetic of relation algebras that 1:;1’ = :1:holds in
an RA. This implies that if 3 is in AR, we have 3 |= p o 6 <—>
19. Taking the Sahlqvist
correspondents of the formulas p o 6 —+p and p —>p o 6, we immediately obtain claim 1.

We can now deﬁne a unique ‘left point’- arrow 1,, and ‘right point’—arrowr., of an arrow
11,:

Claim 2: 3 I: V'u.3!l(C'uluA II) and 3 f: VuEl!r(C'um'A Ir).
Proof: Existence is given for I by (AR4), and for 1*by claim 1.
Uniqueness we only prove for I: suppose there are 1,!’ with Culu A Cul’n A I I A I I’. By

AR2 there is an m with Cml’I. It is straightforward to verify that by I I and I I’ this
implies I = m = Z’.
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So we are justiﬁed in deﬁning the ‘left point’ 1,,and ‘right point’ 1', of an arrow 11.as the
arrows satisfying the ﬁrst resp. last condition of the second claim. We can now deﬁne the
isomorphism

g : W r—>
2I by

9" = (In: Tu)

Claim 3: g is surjective.
Proof: Let 1,1‘be in I. By ARE there are 2),2:,y with C'a:1vand Gym‘.
Ca:1vand I1 imply :1:= v by AR5, Cyvr and Ir imply y = v by claim 1.
So we have Cvlv and Cvvr, implying gv = (1,1').
Claim 4: g is injective.
Proof: Suppose gu = gu'. Set 1 = 1,, = 1,,, 1' = 1', = r,,:, then both a and 2:.’connect
1,,= 1,: and 1', = r,,», so by ARU we have u = a’.

Claim 5: g is a homomorphism.
Proof: Let u 6 I. By Cmm we ﬁnd u :1, = r,,, so get= (u,u) E I.
For f we have to show fgu = gfu. Now fgu = (r,,,1,,). For gfu, we ﬁnd 1;, = r,,, as
f1, 6 I and C'u1,,uimplies C’fafu_ﬂ,,.Similarly, 7,, = 1,. So, indeed, gfu = fgu.
For C’, suppose Cwuv. We have to show 1,, = 1,, r,, = 7', and 1', = 1,. We only treat
1', = 1,: using AR2 and AR3 we can easily show that both :1:= r, and :1:= 1,,satisfy
Cuua: and Com), so by ARU we have 1', = 1,.

Claim 6: g is an anti-homomorphism.
Proof: For I: if 1,,= 'r,,, we have both a and 1, connecting fa and u, so u = 1, whence
it E I.
The part for f is already proved in the previous claim.
For C’,suppose Cgwgugv, then 1,, = 1,, r,, = 1', and r,, = 1,. Deﬁne m = r,,(= 1,).
Cuum and Cvmv imply the existence of an 2:with Cmuv. We will prove that :1:= w. Cxuv
implies 1, = 1,, (e.g. by the previous claim, where we proved g to be a homomorphism)
and 1', = r,. But then 1,,= 1,, and 1', = r,,, so we obtain 2: = w by the injectivity of g.
Ctvav is then immediate.
EB
Unfortunately, SQ is not characterizable in CC6. Of course, this is obvious as FRA (=
CmSQ) is not a variety: it is not closed under products or subalgebras. However, after
adding the D-operator (cf. section 2.4), we can deﬁne SQ in the new language, by Sahlqvist
formulas:

Deﬁnition 3.3.27.
CCD is the similarity type CC6 augmented with the difference operator D.

EB

Note that the CC6-frames can be identiﬁed with the class of standard CCD-frames. (We
refer to deﬁnition 2.4.1 and the remarks below it for notions concerning the D-operator,
like the deﬁnition of 0 and E’, or the identiﬁcation of CC6-frames with standard OGD
frames.)

Deﬁnition 3.3.28.
Deﬁne the following CCD-formulas:
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(O-1pOq0()ﬁr/\E(-1p0'1qO'-17))-)_L
(CCE) p/\Eq—>E(P°T°q)
Proposition 3.3.29.
Let F = (IV,C, f, I) be a (D-standard) relational arrowframe. Then

3}=CCU <=> s|=ARU
3|=C‘CE <=> 3|=ARE.

Proof.
The proposition can be proved by the Sahlqvist form of CCU and C CE , but in this case
a direct proof is much more perspicuous; we only treat CCU =5 ARU:
Suppose 3 bé ARU, then there are arrows u,w, '0 76 '0', a:,:c',y and y’ as in the picture
above theorem 3.3.26. Deﬁne a valuation V on 3‘with V(p) = W —{u}, V(r) = W - {w}
and V(q) =
Recall that (in a standard frame) Cd)holds at a world iff this world is
the only one where 45holds. Now let 2:be an arrow with Czuy and Czzcw; z’ is deﬁned
likewise. It is straightforward to prove that under this valuation, 2 f: 0-upo q 0 0-11‘and
z’ I: pp o -»q 0 pr. This latter fact implies z l= E(-up o —:qo -17‘),showing am,.2 hi: CCU.

E

We now have our desired characterization of the squares: they are the D-standard rela
tional arrowframes where CCU and CCE are valid:

Theorem 3.3.30.
SQ = ARCCE/\CCU'

Proof
By 3.3.23 and 3.3.26.

Hi

We have already seen that on the class of squares, the D-operator is deﬁnable. Theorem
3.3.30 seems to contradict the fact that SQ is not characterizable in CC5— why not take
the D’-versions of CCE and CCU? The point is that for the D-operator as a primitive
we have stipulated that inequality be its accessibility relation, for the deﬁned D’-operator
this will not hold for all frames in AtRRA, only for the squares.

3.3.6. Axiomatizing Squares.
As we have found a characterization of the class of two-dimensional frames in terms of
Sahlqvist CCD-formulas, we can obtain a completeness result which is an almost imme
diate consequence of the SD-theorem. Formally however, we have to extend the language
once again, as in the formulation of this theorem one needs an versatile similarity type:

Definition 3.3.31.
Let CCD‘ be the similarity type CCD extended with two dyadic modal operators 01 and
02 besides o.

E

The set {o, o1,02} should be seen as a triple of versatile dyadic operators, cf. deﬁnition
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2.7.1. Note that we can identify CO6-structures (with CCD-structures and thus) with
versatile CCD‘-structures: in versatile C’CD‘-frames, the accessibility relations of 01 and
02 are given by Rolvwu

<——>
Cuvw H R°,w'u.'v.

Deﬁnition 3.3.32.
Let ACCD‘ be the axiom system K(‘,CD.D+(cf. 2.7.2 and 2.4.2), extended with the ax
ioms CCO, .. . , CC8, CCE and CCU and the following:
(XD) Dp<—->
(ﬁéopo T)V (T opo-16).

Theorem 3.3.33.
ACCD‘ is strongly sound and complete with respect to the class of squares.

Proof.
Immediate by the SD-theorem 2.7.7 and 3.3.30. (In fact, the axiom X D is superﬂuous;
note that it is sound.)

EB

We will now show that we can in fact formulate a much simpler sound and complete
axiom system which does not need to go beyond the borders of the old language CC6.

Deﬁnition 3.3.34.
Let AR"' be the extension of AR with the irreﬂexivity rule for D’:

(IRE)

l‘(P/\“D'P)‘“’¢

=‘r‘l‘¢aifP¢¢-

93

In other words, AR+ has as its axioms: all propositional tautologies, distribution for o
and 8), and CO0 ...CC8. Its rules are MP, UG’,SUB and IRDe.
We will prove that ACCD‘ is a conservative extension of AR"', using induction to the
length of ACCD‘-derivations. Loading the induction hypothesis makes the proof more
perspicuous; we need the following deﬁnition:

Deﬁnition 3.3.35.
Let

be the followingtranslation from C’CD‘-formulas to OC6-formulas:

§Z :§
(ﬁ¢)O : ﬁ¢O
(¢Mb)° = ¢°Aw°

(®¢)o= ®¢O

(¢o¢)° = ¢°o«/»°
E:o1$;o ;
°’ . f

—

1p:p0®:o
‘3’..°

Proposition 3.3.36.
For a CCD‘-formula ¢:
ACC/"Dt |' Q54=> ARI’ l- ¢°.

Proof.
The direction <=is easy, as all AR+-axioms are ACCD‘-axioms and the irreﬂexivity rule
for D’ is easily seen to be a derived rule of ACCD‘. (Here the axiom X D comes handy.)
The proof for the other direction is by induction to the derivation of <15
in ACCD‘.
For the basis step, in the next section we will show that
(at)

AR |- a° for all axioms or of ACCD‘.
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If «)5is derived from earlier theorems by applying one of the orthodox derivation rules, ¢°
is derived from the translations of these earlier ACCD‘-theorems by applying the same
rule in AR+.
So the only case left is where the last step in the ACCD‘-derivation of (I)used the D
irreﬂexivity rule: we have ACCD‘ |- (p /\ -wDp) —+qb,where p does not occur in 45. By
the induction hypothesis, AR+ l- (p /\ -1D'p) —>q5°,so an application of (I RD!) gives
AR+ |- ¢°.
53

Theorem 3.3.37. SOUNDNESS AND COMPLETENESS.
2l'AR+ ¢ 41> 2 l’-=SQ

Proof.
Soundness is immediate. For completeness, let 2 |=5Q qﬁ,then )3 I-ACCD:d) by 3.3.33. By
deﬁnition this means that there are 01, . . . , 0,, in 2 such that AC’C’D‘ |- (01/\. . ./\o‘,,) —>()5.
By 3.3.36 we obtain AR+ |- ((01 /\ . . . /\ 0,.) —>gb)°,but as 45and the 0; are C06-formulas,
we have ((01 /\ .../\a,,_) —->
q5)°= (01/\ ... A0,.) —>d). So.(a1 /\ ...a,,) —->
¢itselfis an
AR+-theorem. This gives 2 I-AR+d’).
E

3.3.7. Some Arrow-Arithmetic.
The previous section had an open end: for some CC6-formulas we have to show that they
are derivable in AR+.

Proposition 3.3.38.
Let

be as in 3.3.35. For every ACCD‘-axiom 0:, AR''' |- 01°.

Proof.
In fact, the D’-irreﬂexivity rule is needed for none of these derivations. We will fre
quently use the completeness theorem 3.2.24, giving semantic proofs about relational
arrowframes instead of formal derivations. We let 0’ and E’ denote the obvious abbrevi
ations, i.e. 0’¢ = ¢>A -=D’¢, E'¢ = 45V D'¢.
Claim 1: AR I- V‘’

Proof. Recall that V E V0 /\ V1 /\ V2 is the tense axiom associated with the operator
triple {o, 01, oz} of CCD‘.

We only treat

15 =p/\--(ro2p)o1r—>
An evaluation shows that V2° is
p/\'ro®-a(®por)

_I_.

—->
J_,

which by CCO, C06 and C C 1 is equivalent to
p/\ro-=(®'rop)

——>
J.

and then by CC1 to
p/\®®'ro-:(®rop)

——+
_l_.
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So by one application of SUB to the axiom CC8 it follows that this formula is an AR
theorem.
Claim 2: AR l- D1°.
Proof. Recall that D1 is the axiom p —>_QDp, so it is sufficient to show that AR }=p ——>
-1D’-vD'p.

So suppose that an is a model based on a relational arrowframe, and that an,u |= p A
D’-vD’p. We will derive a contradiction from this.
By 14I: D’-D’ p and the deﬁnition of D’, there are 2:21,102with Cuwlwg and either wl Q I,
102}= -D’po T, or ‘(.02Q’I and w; }= To-D'p.
Without loss of generality we assume the ﬁrst, so there are '0,:1:with Cwgva:and v |= -ID’p.

By AR2 there is a. y with Cywlv and Cuyx, viz.

Cuya: implies Cyufw, so u }=12gives 3/ I: po T.
Cywlv implies Cvfwly, and as fwl ¢ I (by 201Q’I), we get 2:|= -I6O(pOT), contradicting
*0f: wD’p.

EB

To show that AR l- D2°, AR l- D3° (cf. 2.4.2 for deﬁnitions), we ﬁrst prove an auxiliary
result. Recall that 9 925
is the formula T 0 Q5o T.
Claim 3: AR l- 91) ——>
pVD’p.

Proof. All of the following formulas are AR-theorems:

9p-> (6V-r6)opoT
®p—+ (-v6opoT)V(6opoT)
ep—» D'pv(6opo<«sv-«an
<9p-> D'pV((6opo-u6)V(6opo6))
01>-> D'PV((T°P°"5)VP)
$p—+ D’pVD’pVp.
Claim 4: AR |- D2°, AR |- D3° .
Proof. It is fairly easy to establish that the followingformulas are AR-theorems:

D’D'p—>€="p.

®p—>®p.

poq-+4>p.

The derivation of D2° and D3° in AR is then easy to ﬁnd, by claim 3.
Claim 5: AR l- C'C’E°.

q°p—>4>p
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Proof. We will show that AR I: p/\ E’q —->
E'(p o T o q).
Let u be a world with u I: p/\ E’q. By deﬁnition of E’, we have II.|= q or u l: T o q o -16

or u l: -I6 0 q o T, of which we only treat the last case. Analogous to the proof of claim 2,
using the same terminology (and the same picture), we ﬁnd wl f: -:6, v |= q and u |= p.

This gives3;|=poToq.

If:z:6I, wehaveu=y, sou |=poToq.
If:z:¢Iwe haven}: (poToq)o—II5=>
u|=To(poToq)o-16:?» u |=D'(poToq).
So we obtain u I: p V D’p, QED.
Claim 6: AR |- C'C'U°.
Proof.

We will show that
AR [2 (O'—Ipoqo O'wr) /\ E'(-Ipo —Iqo-Ir) -I _L.

Suppose otherwise, that in a relational arrowmodel, 1: |= (O' -IpoqoO'ﬁT)/\E' (-Ipowqo-11').
It is a tedious, but not too diﬂicult exercise to show that this implies a: f: -wpo-Iqo -Ir. So
there are u,y,'v,w,u’,y’,v',w'
such that u |= 0'-up, v I: q, to |= 0-11‘, u’ I: -wp,22’l: -Iq,
w’ I: -17',where these arrows are situated as depicted as in the left ﬁgure:
'0



I

I

'“

Iz

3/

‘W

yl

wl

I

I

'

1:

I
I

I

u’

I

'
I

v’

'

First we show that u = u’: by Cxuy and C:cu’y’ there is a z with C'u':w and Cg/zy.
Suppose that z ¢ I, then u’ |= --p => u l: wpo-I6 => u }=To-Ipowé => u I: D’-up, which
would contradict u I: 0’-wp. So 2 is in I. But then u = u’ by AR5 and y = y’ by claim 1
in 2.3.26.
So we get a picture as in the right ﬁgure. (Note that now we have a reduced ‘graph’ of
four ‘points‘, cf. 3.3.21).
There is a t with C'v"vt and C'wtw'. In the same way as for 2, we can show that t E I.
But then C"v"vtimplies v = '0', contradicting '0 |= q and I)’ l: -Iq.
E
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3.4 A Two-Dimensional Temporal Logic.
In the introduction to this chapter we mentioned extended tense logics as one of the main
examples of modal formalisms with a two-dimensional semantics. In this section we will
develop such a two-dimensional temporal logic as a simple extension of C06, compare it
with some of the existing two-dimensional tense systems and prove some results concerning
expressiveness and completeness.
The main idea behind our system CC’)is very simple: as the ordering relation of temporal
structures is a binary relation, in a two-dimensional modal logic we can introduce a modal
constant referring to this relation.
The technical framework of this section is closely connected to that in chapter 5. Many
results carry over, in both directions. We have tried to keep the overlap as small as
possible. For more information on the technical side of this congruence we refer to [131].

Deﬁnition 3.4.1.
CC’).is the similarity type CC6 extended with a modal constant A. A two-dimensional
frame for CC} is a pair ‘I = (T, <) with < a binary relation on T. A two-dimensional
model is a CC'»\-modelof which the frame is two-dimensional.
The CC6-operators obtain their usual interpretation in two-dimensional models for CCA,
for A we have

sm,s,t|=A <=> 3<t.
As abbreviations we deﬁne the compass-operators by

<'>¢=¢o®A

<>¢=®)\o¢

<>¢=)so¢
<>Q5=q5o)..

Note that in a two-dimensional model 91!,these compass-operators get their natural in
terpretation, e.g.
9It,s,t |= Ogb <=>

<==> thereisauwith s,'u,|=¢andu,t|=A

<=> thereisauwith.s,u|=¢andu<t

<==> there is a point (5, a) south of (.s,t) with s,u f: Q5,

A

6

®*

A, 6 and i®/\

¢oA

(mt)

(3 )

6<uu)

¢(su>
south.
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A nice consequence of having an explicit referent to the (ordering) relation in the object
language, is that it becomes very easy to characterize properties of <:

Deﬁnition 3.4.2.
Consider the following CCA-formulas:
(TR)
(IR)

A o A —>A
A —»-16

(transitivity)
(irreﬂexivity)

(TO)

A v .5v ®A

(LN)

TR AIR ATO

(DI)

(DE)
(W)

A 0 A —>A o (A A -v(A o A)) A (A A -n(A o A)) o A
(discreteness)
A —+A o A
(denseness)
$19 —->®(p A E) II]-119)
(well-orderings)

(FP)
(LP)

OT
0T

(totality)

(linearity)

(ﬁrst point)
(last point)

Proposition 3.4.3.
Let 1 = (T, <) be a two-dimensional frame. Then
(i)
‘I )= TR
<=> < is transitive.
(ii)
‘I I: IR
<=> < is irreﬂexive.

(iii)

1 |= T0

4=>

(iv)

‘I I= LN

<==> < is linear.

Now suppose < is linear.
(v)
‘I |= DI
<:=>
(vi)
1 )= DE
<=>
(vii)
‘I )= W
<=>
(viii) T I: FP
<==>

‘I )=LP

< is total.
Then
< is discrete.
< is dense.
< is well-ordered.
T has a ﬁrst point.

<==> T has a last point.

Proof.
As an example, we prove

Let ‘I be linear.

First, assume that ‘I is discrete, and that 932is a model on I with rm,.9,t |= Ao A. Clearly
then t is a successor of .9,but not the immediate one. So let u be the immediate successor
of 3. By linearity of < we have .9 < u < t, and as u is the immediate successor of .9:
3,2; I: AA-1(AoA). So .9,t |= (AA-w(AoA))oA.
We treat the other conjunct of the consequent in DI likewise, here considering the imme
diate predecessor of t.
Now, assume that ‘I I: DI and let 5 < t. We have to ﬁnd an immediate successor for
.9. If t is the immediate successor of s, we are ﬁnished. Otherwise, s,t |= Ao A (in every
model on it), so s,t |= (A A ﬁ(A o A)) o A by assumption. By the truth deﬁnition, there is
a u with s, u )= AA -w(Ao A) and u,t |= A. It is then straightforward
is the immediate successor of .9.

to verify that this 21.
33

Compared to the existing two-dimensional tense logics, we feel that CCAhas the advan
tage of being both quite expressive and perspicuous. In fact, concerning the ﬁrst point, all
of the systems known to us can be seen as subsystems of CCA. For example, the system
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studied by Aqvist in [142] uses a set of operators that can be deﬁned as the following
subtype of CCA:

{bf = )«,id = 6,af = (8).,(P) = O, (F) = <>,(0) = G,(X) = ®}.
As a second example, one of the systems discussed by Gabbay in [35] has two modal
operators, F and P, with F having the followingsemantics:

9Jt,s,t|=F¢ <=> Either s=tandforsomet’>t,£m,s,t'|=¢
or
s<tand9Jt,t,t|:q5

or

s>tandforsomes<u<t,9JI,u,ul=¢.

It is a straightforward exercise to show that Fgbcan be deﬁned in CCAas

(5 _» o¢) /\ (,\ .4 ea) A (®,\ _. <><>(5/\¢)).
Of course, for practical purposes such operators may be necessary: Gabbay’s motivation
for the introduction of F is that it exactly captures the future perfect tense in English.
However, we feel that it is better to use a formalism where the basic operators have a
more perspicuous semantics, provided that this clarity does not stand in the way of the
system’s expressive power.
We will now pin down this expressive power of CCAprecisely:

Deﬁnition 3.4.4.
Let L< denote the set of ﬁrst order formulas in an ordinary signature with one ﬁxed
dyadic predicate symbol < (which is, of course, to be interpreted as the ordering relation
in two-dimensional models).

EE

Recall from the previous section that L§2(:ro,2:1)is the set of ﬁrst order formulas, in a
language with binary predicates, one of which is <, using only the variables :39,:31and
2:2,of which 2:0and 2:1are free. The results in section 3.3 immediately give:

Proposition 3.4.5.

,

Over the class of two-dimensional models, every C'C'z\-formulahas a L§<(:ro,a:1)-equivalent,
and vice versa.

FE

Suppose now that we restrict the valuations on two-dimensional models in such a Way
that atomic propositions correspond to monadic predicates instead of dyadic ones. This
is not an unusual or unnatural restriction in two-dimensional temporal logics; in fact,
both of the systems mentioned above satisfy this constraint.

Deﬁnition 3.4.6.
Let ‘I = (T, <) be a two-dimensional frame. A CC’).-valuation V : Q r-—>
P(T XT) is called

ﬂatif

’
for all .9,t,t' E T, q E Q, .(s,t) E V(q) <:=> (s,t) 6 V(q).

A two-dimensional model am= (T, V) is flat if V is so.

33

So a model is ﬁat if the truth of the atomic formulas only depends on the ﬁrst coordinate
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of the evaluation point. This means that in fact, ﬂat models are not structures for dyadic
predicates, but for monadic ones. For more information on the subject of ﬂat versus
ordinary two-dimensional tense logic we refer to Gabbay [35] (where these types of logic
are called weakresp. strong). To connect the notion of ﬂatness with ﬁrst order logic, we
need

Deﬁnition 3.4.7.
L1‘ is the set of ﬁrst order formulas in a language with one binary predicate < and
arbitrary monadic predicates. M0D(L1<) denotes the class of structures for L1‘ (in the
ordinary sense of ﬁrst order model theory).
H3
Clearly then MOD(L1<) can be identiﬁed with the class of ﬂat COX-models. An almost
immediate consequence of 3.4.5 is

Proposition 3.4.8.
Over the class of ﬂat two-dimensional models, every CCA-formula has an equivalent in
L§<(a:o,9:1), and vice versa.

Proof.
By slightly adapting the deﬁnitions of the translations already given for ordinary CC6in
section 3.3.3.
The basic CC)‘-proposition p now can be translated as Paco.
For the other direction, we may proceed as if an atom Pxo were of the form Pzcoxoand
then continue as in 3.3.16.
B3
A fortiori, every CC).-formula has an equivalent in L1<(:no,1:1). We will now prove the
converse of this fact, establishing an expressive completeness result, in the style of Kamp’s
famous result stating that over the class of continous linear.-.orderings,every formula in
L1<(.'co)has an equivalent in the one-dimensional formalism with the operators 3 (‘Since’)
and U (‘Until’) (cf. Kamp [61], or Gabbay [35] for a more accessible proof).

Theorem 3.4.9.
Over the class of ﬂat models based on a linear frame, every L1<(:co,2:1)-formula has an
equivalent in CC), and vice versa.

Proof.
Let (6be a formula in L1<(.'co,931).By results of Gabbay [32], resp. Immerman and Kozen

[57], L“ has Henkin-dimension three, resp. the three-variable property over the class of
linear orderings, both implying that (15has an equivalent in L§<(:z:o,2:1). By proposition
3.4.8 then,

(23has a CC‘A—equiva1ent.

33

Note that the restriction to ﬂat CC/\/monadic predicates is essential here, as it is shown
in Venema [136]that no ﬁnite system of two-dimensional temporal operators can be as
expressive as L§<(.'co,:31).

Our notion of expressive completeness is not the only one possible, and CC’).is not the
only two-dimensional expressively complete system. We refer to Gabbay [35] for more
details.
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We now turn to completeness matters, the last topic of this section. We will show that CO);
allows very simple axiomatizations, simple at least on top of the completeness theorem
for CC6.

Deﬁnition 3.4.10.
Let AL+, ADE* and AD+I be the axiom system AR"' of OC6,extended with the following
axioms:
AL"' :
AR"' + LN

ADE+ : AR+ + LN + DI
ADI'*': AR+ + LN + DE.

Theorem 3.4.11.
AL"', ADI + and ADE'+ are strongly sound and complete with respect to respectively the
classes of linear orderings, discrete linear orderings and dense linear orderings.

Proof.
We only show completeness. For AL+, let A be an AL+-consistent set of formulas.
Considering A as a propositional variable in 066, we obtain by AL"' 3 AR"’ and the
completeness theorem 3.3.37 for CO6, that A is satisﬁable in a two-dimensional model
am= (U, V). Deﬁne < :.= V()«), then by 3.4.2(iv) and the fact that amI: LN, < is a linear
ordering. Clearly then A is satisﬁable in a linear two-dimensional model.
The proofs for ADE+ and ADI + are analogous, using 3.4.2(iv) and 3.4.2(v).
B3

3.5 Two-Dimensional Algebras.
3.5.1. Two-dimensional Cylindric Algebras.
CML2 is not the only ‘simple’ subtype of $2; the reason why we picked it out is that the
Boolean CML2-algebras are well-known in algebraic logic under the name cylindric type
algebras (of dimension two). We change some of our notation, in order to keep in tune
with the algebraic standard:

Deﬁnition 3.5.1.
In this section we write co, c1 and dol for the operators 9, <l>and 6, and T0 (or: ~o), T1
(or: ~1) resp. E01 for the accessibility relations H, V resp. D.
33

Deﬁnition 3.5.2.
Boolean CMLg-algebras are called cylz'ndrz'ctype algebras; Cylindric type algebras in the
variety generated by CmC2 are called Representable Cylindric Algebras of dimension 2;
this variety itself is denoted by RCA2.
93

For a discussion of these notions we refer to the next chapter where (representable) cylin
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dric algebras of arbitrary dimension are treated; the standard textbook is Henk.in-Monk
Tarski [53].

The set Equ(RCAg)is ﬁnitely axiomatizable, and a ﬁnite, explicit set of equational ax
ioms has been known for a. long time, cf. [53], pp. 79-84. It is interesting to note that
the method used there to prove the representation theorem (originating with Andréka
and Németi), is virtually the same as the two—dimensionalbulldozing technique Segerberg
used to prove his completeness result for the two-dimensional similarity type SEC’, cf.
Segerberg [119].

By Appendix A.19, our completeness result 3.2.8 has an immediate algebraic counterpart
in the form of a new ﬁnite axiom system for Equ(RCA2):

Deﬁnition 3.5.3.
Deﬁne the following CML2-equations (where {z',j} = {0,1}):
(CE1,-)

as 3 c,-1:

II}S '-C,‘—C5113
(CE3,-)

c,-c,-:1:3 c,-2:

(CE4,-)

Cgdol
=1

c.-c,-cc 3 C,-c,-:1:

C,'(do1'(B)S -*C,‘(d01
' -58)
dol ' C,'(-(E ' C118)S C3'(—do1
° C523).

CE: {C'El,-(5)
|l=1,...,7,
Theorem 3.5.4.

{z',j}={0,1}}.

EB

CE axiomatizes RCA2.

Proof.
Immediate by A.19 and 3.2.8.

EB

3.5.2. Simplifying Henkin’s equation.
As we have mentioned before, it has been known for a long time that the class RCA; can
be ﬁnitely axiomatized. This standard axiomatization is slightly different from ours:

Deﬁnition 3.5.5.
Consider the following CML2-equations:
(052%)

ce(=v- c.-9) = c.~:c- c.-y

(Hij)

Calm‘ -3/'C:'(-‘B '31) S C:'(—do1°_Co9«‘))-

,

A cylindric type algebra 91is a Cylindric Algebra if CE1, CE211,-,CE4, CE5 and CE6
hold in it. The variety of Cylindric Algebras is denoted by CA2.
93

Among algebraic logicians, H is known as Henkin’s equation. Traditionally, it is the
equations CE1, CE2%, CE4, CE5, CE6 and H that are used to axiomatize RCA2. It
is immediate that this system is equivalent to the set CE, as both axiomatize the same
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variety RCA2. We will prove the equivalence directly however, because this proof is a nice
illustration of how easy Sahlqvist’s theorem can make life, enabling us to reason in the
frames instead of giving algebraic derivations. First:

Proposition 3.5.6.
Let 521
be a CA2-type algebra with Q I: C E1. Then
21L: C'E2§ <=> 21}= CE2/\ CE3.

Proof.
By 2.2.6, the Sahlqvist form of the equations gives us the advantage it is sufﬁcient to prove
that the first order Sahlqvist correspondents to be equivalent. As we have (CE2§-)" =
(T)

VwVy((’I‘.-um/\ TM)

<->(Tm: /\ T.-us/)).

we have to prove that for CI‘;-reﬂexiveframes 3:

3 I: (T) <=:> T; is transitive and symmetric.
But this is almost immediate by the deﬁnitions.

EB

Corollary 3.5.7.
A cylindric type algebra 91is a cylindric algebra iff 21I: CE 1, . . . , C E6.

E3

Now we will prove that in the variety of cylindric algebras, Henkin’s equation is equivalent

to CE7:

Proposition 3.5.8.
Let 91be in CA2. Then

2t|=H ¢=> 21|=CE7.

Proof.
By a similar argument as before, it suffices to prove that on the class of cylindric frames,
the Sahlqvist correspondents of H and CE”? are equivalent. Now CE7‘ = \7’a:N
H V7(a:)
and H " has the form
(H‘)

\7’uVv‘V'w((u~ov~1w /\ v 75w) -—>
3:c(ﬁDa: /\ u~1:z: /\ (:2:~01: V :v~o

So we have to show that for a cylindric frame 3
3 |= H‘ <=> 3 |= \7'a:NHV7(a:).

The following pictures show the meaning of H ‘ and N H V7 for cylindric frames:
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ﬁg. 1: H‘.

ﬁg. 2: N7.

(<=)

Assume that 3 |= N H V7. To prove that 3 |= H ‘, let u,v and m be worlds in 3-’with
u~o'v~1w and v yé w. We have to ﬁnd an 2: with 3: ¢ D, u~1a: such that :1:is in the
0-equivalence class with v or with w.
Distinguish the following cases:
Case 1: u E D. Then 3 |= N H V7(u) immediately gives us the desired :5,with :c~o w.
Case 2: 21.g’D. Then a itself is the desired 2:, as u~o'v and u~1u.
(=>)

For the other direction, we assume that 3' I: H ‘, we consider arbitrary worlds rm) and
w in 3 with 11.¢ D, a~ov~1 w and v 75w, and set ourselves the task to ﬁnd an .1:with
:1:¢ D and u~1a:~ow, viz. ﬁgure 2.
By 3 I: H’, there is a. 3;Q’D with u~1y and y~ov or yrvow. Distinguish
Case 1: y~o w.
This means we are ﬁnished immediately: take a: = y.
Case 2: yrvov.

By 3 l: NHV4, there is a z in 3 with u~1z~ow, viz. ﬁgure 3.
0

w‘

‘z

w’

1

lﬁé

O

‘y

137’:

‘y

0

1

vo

0

on

D

0

vo

1

on = Z

D
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Distinguish
Case 2.1: 2 g‘D. Again we are ﬁnished: take a: = 2.

Case 2.2: 2 E D. This implies z = u by 3 f: N H V6, so we have the situation as in ﬁgure
4.

We now have in ~o z = u~g 22~;, 3;, so y~o w after all, and we are back in case 1: take
a:=y.
EB

3.5.3. Relation Algebras.
The completeness theorem for CC6has as an immediate corollary a ﬁnite derivation system
generating Equ(RRA):

Deﬁnition 3.5.9.
Deﬁne the following derived CC6 term:

d'(a:)E0’;:z:;1+1;a:;0’.
Clearly d’

B

is the algebraic version of the deﬁned D’-operator.

Deﬁnition 3.5.10.
Let ‘I12be the smallest set of C05-equations containing RAO, ..., RA8 which is closed
under ordinary algebraic deduction and under the following closure operation:
3/ ~—d’(y) 3 t(a:o, . ..:z:,,_1) / t(a:o, . . . ,a:,,_1) = 1

provided y does not occur among the 5:’.

Theorem 3.5.11.
‘P2 = E<1U(RRA)

Proof.
Immediate by the fact that the derivation system generating \I’2is the algebraic version
(cf. Appendix A.33) of AR+, the completeness theorem 3.3.37 and 3.3.6.
EB

3.6 Conclusions, Remarks and Questions.
3.6.1. General Conclusions.
In this chapter we have given a setup for a uniform, systematic study of two-dimensional
modal logics (section 1). Three examples have been worked out in detail: CML2 (section
2), 006 (section 3) and CC’).(section 4). CML2 and CC5 form the modal counterpart
of two-dimensional cylindric resp. relation algebras. In these two formalisms we have
put some modal machinery in action: for CML2 we used Sahlqvist’s theorem to ﬁnd a
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complete axiomatization of the formulas valid in the squares; to obtain an analogous result
for CO6we needed the SD-theorem of the ﬁrst chapter as well. In section 4 we added to
CC6a constant referring to the ordering relation in a time structure and obtained a two
dimensional temporal logic, CCA. For this similarity type we found, besides a rather easy
completeness proof, a result on expressive completeness, in the style of Kamp’s theorem.
The modal approach to the algebraic framework turned out to be rather fruitful: in
section 5 we saw how the modal completeness results for CML2 and CO5 yielded ﬁnite
derivation systems for the equations valid in the classes of representable cylindric resp.
relation algebras3 We also proved that in cylindric algebras, Henkin’s equation could be
simpliﬁed to CE? (cf. deﬁnition 3.5.3), a possible candidate as the shortest equation in
E'qu(RCAg)—Equ(CA2)(cf. Problem 10 in

3.6.2. Questions and Remarks.
Lots of topics have been left untouched. To mention a few:

(1) There are more two-dimensional modal operators possible besides the ones
we have mentioned; for example, operators corresponding to the algebraic
Q-operators deﬁned by Jénsson [59]. The corresponding modal similarity
type would contain all two-dimensional, ﬁrst order deﬁnable, additive modal
operators‘. Andréka-Németi [9]and Venema [136]study the expressive power
of this similarity type; in both papers it is proved that over the class of
squares, the system with Q-operators is still less expressive than ﬁrst order
10giC I12(1.'g, 231).

Other examples are non-additive modal operators, like two-dimensional ver
sions of S and U (‘Since’and ‘Until’), or modal versions of operators that are
not ﬁrst order deﬁnable, like the Kleene star.
(2) We have conﬁned ourselves to studying squares; it is also interesting to study
rectangle models where the set of possible worlds W is of the form W = U0XU1
with U0and U1possibly distinct. This is the approach taken by e.g. Shekhtman
[I20].

(3) There are more connections between relation algebras and modal logics. In
Orlowska [92, 93] similarity types have some additional algebraic structure,
namely that of a relation algebra. The idea is that if 0,, and (>1,are diamonds,
then so are <>;,—1,0-“, <>,,;;,,etc. In the intended frames one should ﬁnd
R0” = —Ro., etc. This formalism can be interpreted in CO6, cf. [131]. Note

that, extending this relation algebra with the Kleene star, we would obtain an
enriched dynamic logic.
(4) An intrigueing question (at least to the author): is At RRAelementary?

Finally, many of the remarks made in the conclusions of chapter 4 apply to the modal
version CU6of (representable) relation algebras as well.
3For a more detailed discussion of the relation algebraic case, the reader is referred to the conclusions
of the next chapter, where an analogous result on higher-dimensional cylindric algebras is treated.
‘cf. also 5.5.2(ii).
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CHAPTER 3. THE SQUARE UNIVERSE.

CHAPTER 4.
QUANTIFIERS AND CUBES.

Outline.
Our aim in this chapter is to treat (a restricted version of) classical ﬁrst order
logic as if it were a modal formalism.
In the introduction we deﬁne restricted ﬁrst order logic, its algebraization in cylindric
algebras, and some related notions. Section 2 treats the modal perspective on these
matters. In section 3 we will see how to characterize the intended frames (the cubes)
in the modal language. Section 4 treats the complete axiomatization for cube validity
yielded by this characterization. As corollaries to this result, in section 5 we ﬁnd several
completeness results deﬁned in the introduction. In section 6 an example is given of a
derivation where a non-£ rule is actually used. We ﬁnish with giving our conclusions and
making some remarks; in particular we will show that in fact, ordinary ﬁrst order logic
has a modal counterpart too.
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4.1 Algebraizing Restricted First Order Logic.
In chapter 3 we saw how two-dimensional modal logics form an extension of ordinary
modal logics in capturing a larger fragment of ﬁrst-order, logic. The aim that we set
ourselves in this chapter is then a natural one:

to devise and study a many-dimensional modal formalism which is equally
expressive as ﬁrst order logic itself.

The obvious approach is to try and mimick the language of the ﬁrst order predicate
calculus, by looking at quantiﬁers as if they were modal operators. Indeed, quite some
authors have observed the resemblance between quantiﬁers and modal (S5-)operators,
some references are listed in Kuhn [67].
In the implementation of this idea we meet technical obstacles, however, one of which
concerns the following. If our many-dimensional modal logics are to be the analogous
of the two-dimensional ones, we want the modal version of a formula ¢(:z:o,. . . , a:,,_1) to

be evaluated at n-tupels of elements of the model. Now in unrestricted ﬁrst order logic,
formulas may have arbitrary many free variables. This means that we have to think about
the precise nature of our possible worlds.
One possibility is to allow all ﬁnite sequences as possible worlds in a model; this is
the approach taken by Kuhn in [67]. A consequence of this choice is that his modal
language PREDEX is sorted, having for example distinct propositional variables for every
n (corresponding to n-adic predicate symbols of ﬁrst order logic). The most important
result of [67]is a completeness theorem for PRED%X.
The alternative approach we concentrate on in this chapter is motivated mainly by the
desire to study a modal logic which bears a close resemblance to intensively studied
algebras of relations. For an overview of the algebraic approach towards relations we
refer to Németi [89]. Just like in the two-dimensional case, our guideline will be that the
algebras of polyadic relations are to be (a subclass of) the modal algebras of our system.
Now it happens to be that the most important algebraic theory of relations concerns
the cylindric algebras (cf. Henkin-Monk-Tarski [53]). Concentrating on cylindric algebras
forces us to study modal similarity types where the dimension of the models in the intended
semantics is a ﬁxed ordinal 0:. This implies that again we do not reach all formulas of
ordinary ﬁrst order logic, but (a fragment of) L3: the set of ﬁrst order formulas that use
3 ozvariables in a language where all predicate symbols are a-ary.
It is the following version of ﬁrst order logic of which cylindric algebras form the direct
counterpart:

Deﬁnition 4.1.1.
Lg, the language of restricted ﬁrst order logic, is deﬁned as follows: its alphabet consists
of the set of variables {v,- I i < oz}, it has got a countable set Q of relation symbols
(R9, R1, . . .), identity (=), the Boolean connectives n, V and the quantiﬁers 322,-.Formulas
of L; are deﬁned as usual, with the restriction that all atomic formulas are of the form
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12,-= 11,-or R;(vo . . . 22,-. . .),-(Q. As abbreviations

EB

we will freely use A, —->,Vv,-,etc.

For oz< w, we get a logic with finitely many variables. Such logics have been studied in
the literature, for purely logical reasons (Henkin [52], Henkin-Monk-Tarski [53], Tarski
Givant [127], Sain [115], Monk [84]) or because of their relation with temporal logics in
computer science (Gabbay [32],Immerman-Kozen [57]). For a __>_
w the logic is sometimes
called the ﬁnitary logic of inﬁnitary relations, of. Sain [I12].
In fact, the variables in atomic relational formulas do not provide any information. In
the sequel we will leave them out, writing R; for R;('uo . . . v,-. . .),-(0,, so we have L; Q L;

if a 3 Ii.
Besides possibly having a. deviant number of variables, the language L; differs in two
respects from ordinary ﬁrst order logic: ﬁrst, because all relations in L; have the same
rank (1, and second, because atomic formulas like Rvlvlvl or R'U1'Uo’U2
are not allowed.

In section 7 we will discuss how to overcome these restrictions; for a detailed discussion
of the connection between logic and cylindric algebras we refer to ‘section 4.3 of Henkin
Monk-Tarski [53].
The model theory of L; is the same as for ordinary ﬁrst order logic:

Deﬁnition 4.1.2.
A structure of L; is a pair 932= (U,V) such that U is a universe and V is an interpretation
function mapping every R, to a subset of “U. Truth of a formula in a model is deﬁned as
usual: let u be in “U, then
9Jl]='U,"=’UJ'[’ll.]

IL,’-‘-‘—'ll,j,

im ]= R;[u]

if u E V(R;),

Sm ]= Elv,-¢['u.]

if

Em[= ¢[u(u§/u,-)]

for some it: E U,

etc.
An a-formula

d) is (oz-)valz'din Em(notation:

am |= (:5)if

]= ¢['u.]for all u E “U. An

oz-formulais (a)-valid (notation: |=a qt) if it is valid in every structure of L;.

33

Note that we now have several versions of validity for a-formulas, as we may see them as
ﬂ-formulas as well, for every ,6 2 oz. Fortunately, these notions of validity coincide:

Proposition 4.1.3.
Leta<;3,¢EL;. Then ]=a¢ <='>]=g¢.
Proof.
(This proof is an adaptation of a proof by Simon, cf. [121].)
First we show that, for any two ordinals oz,,6, one can see a model auto,for L; as a model
EDI];/afor Lg: if 931,,= (U, V,,,), set mm“ = (VV,V5/0,) with
Vg/a(R()

7- {(110, . . . ,’ll.;, . . .),'<p G 3U]

(21.0,. . . ,’ll,', . . .),'<a E Va(R()}.

Now let (:3be a formula in L;ﬁn(;m. By induction to the complexity of 45,it is straight

forward to show that

Ema I: <;b[-(uo,.. . ,u,-, . . .),~<,,,]iif 932,3/a ]= qb[(uo, . . .,u,-, . . .),-<5].
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Now we can easily prove the proposition: for the direction from right to left, let Q‘)be
the a-formula and suppose that #0, :12.Then there is an oz-structure sma with a sequence
in E “U such that 9)!l: -r¢[u]. By the above claim we have that, for (ac, . . . ,u,-, . . .)a5,-(,3
an arbitrary

sequence, Dﬁg/Q|= -¢[(uo, . . . ,u,-, . . .),-<3]. So #3 Q5.

The direction from left to right is similar.

EB

Now we turn to the algebraization of the above logics (for the general idea of a.lgebraiza
tions we refer to Blok-Pigozzi [20]). We start with cylindric set algebras of dimension (1.
These are for L; what Boolean set algebras are for propositional logic.

Deﬁnition 4.1.4.
Let U be some unspeciﬁed set, as an ordinal and i < a. The i-th cylindriﬁcation on
S'b(°‘U) is the following operation C; on .S'b(‘'U): for X Q “U
C,-,(X) = {u E “U | u[u2/'u.,-] E X for some 11.;E U}.

The i, j-diagonal in “U is the set
Dgj :- {U E GU I uni = Uj}.

The a-dimensional full cylindric set algebra on U is the structure
C5a(U) = (Sb(aU),U,—,C§,Dgj)5,j<a.

B

The idea is now to abstract away from the set-represented background:

Deﬁnition 4.1.5.
A cylindric type algebra of dimension (1 is an algebra 21 = (A,+,-,c,-,d,-3-),-,,-<0, with
(A, +, —) a Boolean Algebra, d,-,-a constant and c,-a "normal, additive unary operator,
for all i, j < oz.
We deﬁne the following classes of algebras: FCSO,is the class of full oz-dimensional cylin
dric set algebras over some set U. The class RCA‘,of representable cylindric algebras of

dimension a is the variety generated by FCSa.
The algebraic language used to describe these algebras is denoted by L0,.

B3

This framework forms the basis of the algebraization of L3:

Deﬁnition 4.1.6.
Let qbbe an oz-formula. The corresponding £0,-term 45‘of qbis deﬁned by
URI)‘

=

3?:

(‘"='=”:')‘

=

dz’:

=

—as*

(~¢)*

(¢v¢)‘
(3”z'¢)t

= ¢‘+«/»‘
=

C«'¢‘-

93

The exact connection between valid L;-formulas and equations holding in RCAC,(or,
equivalently, in FCSC.)is the following:
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Proposition 4.1.7.
Let «)5be an a-formula, then

|=.,d> <=> RCA,,,|=¢‘=1.

Proof.
The basic idea of this proof is that there is a 1-1-correspondence between structures for
L; and (countably generated) a-dimensional set algebras. For, let 9)! = (U,V) be an
L;-structure. Deﬁne, for any (66 LL,

¢‘”‘= {U6 "U|9ﬁl=¢[“]}
It is immediately seen that {¢“" I 45E L;(Q)} forms, together with the obvious operations,
a subalgebra of c:s,,(U) which is generated by {R,”°‘| R; 6 Q}. If we now give the following
interpretation in e:sa(U) to the variables of £0:
W31) = V(Rt),

then one can prove by a straightforward induction that ‘algebra and structure coincide’,
i.e. for all (15E L‘;
h(¢—’) = ¢‘”‘

This correspondence immediately gives

bé.,,¢>=>RCA,,,bé¢‘=1.
The other direction of this theorem is proved in an analogous way, by turning cylindric
set algebras into L;-structures.
EB
By proposition 4.1.7, ﬁnding complete derivation systems for |=a and for RCA‘,are really
two sides of the same coin. In the monograph “Cylindric Algebras” of Henkin, Monk and
Tarski, the followingaxiomatization is suggested, as a ﬁrst approximation of representabe
cylindric algebras.

Deﬁnition 4.1.8.
Consider the following £a—equations1:
(CL)
C50= 0
(C2,)

(C3,)

:1:3 c,-:1:
c,-(2: - c,-y) g c,-cc- c,-y

(C4,'j

C,'C_,'$ S CjC,'.’B_

(C55)

dii 7- 1

(C550

¢¢(d-3 ° -'0) ° C='(di5 ° —-'13))= 0

(C7,-1'1.)

d,-J‘= C]¢(d,1, ' dkj).

Finally, for ﬁnite a we set C1 E"A, 01,-, etc., taking 04 _=_/\,-J C4,-,-,06 E /\,-7,,-06,-, and
‘The names of the (hypercylindric) axioms in this chapter and chapter 3 do not correspond. We list
the normality axiom (C1), in order to keep in tune with the standard cylindric algebra terminology.
(Recall deﬁnitions A.29, A.30 for our standard.) .
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C7 5 /\,-,3-_,,
C7,,-;.. If oz2 cu, we let C 1, . . . , C7 be the corresponding equation schemata.

An oz-cylindric type algebra in is a cylindric algebra of dimension a (short: a CA“), if
91]= C0, . . . , C7. The class of these algebras is denoted by CA,.

H3

Analogous to the situation for relation algebras, cf. 3.3.1, Equ(RCA,,)turned out to be
very hard to axiomatize, at least for the cases a > 2. For a = 2 we refer to section
3.5 of this dissertation. Certainly C0, . . . , C’7 are not suﬁicient in axiomatizing RCAa. A
fortiori, though E'qu(RCAa)is known to be recursively enumerable, it was shown by Monk
in [83] that for a > 2, no ﬁnite schema of equations can generate Equ(RCA,,), if one
allows only the ordinary derivation rules; in the same article he gave a complete system
with inﬁnitely many axioms. Recently, Andréka [5] gave a very strong generalization of
the negative result by Monk. Roughly speaking, she proved that if E is a set of equations
axiomatizing the class RCA“,oz> 2, then for all natural numbers n, and all ordinals i < a,
there are inﬁnitely many equations 17E 2 such that 17contains more than n operation
symbols, more than 72.variables and a diagonal constant with index i. On the other
hand, in [8] Andréka and Németi deﬁned a ﬁnite schema of axioms and rules generating
Equ(RCA“), but this system has an axiom which is not in equational form.

In this chapter we will look at cylindric algebras from the modal point of view. Actually,
our modal language can be seen as an alphabetical variant of L3!

In other words, we may look at restricted ﬁrst order logic as if it were a modal logic, in
the sense that we may read the existential quantiﬁcation 30,-as a diamond <>,-.

Before turning over to this modal perspective, we discuss two interesting notions that are
related to restricted ﬁrst order logic.and cylindric algebras, namely type-free or typeless
logic and schema validity in ﬁrst order logic.
Typeless logic arises out of abstracting away from the ranks of relation symbols in ordi
nary ﬁrst order logic. Typeless logic is studied in e.g. Henkin-Monk-Tarski [53],Andréka
Gergely-Németi [6], Simon [121, 122].

Deﬁnition 4.1.10.
The language L‘; of type free or typeless logic is the same as LL. A type for L; is a map
p : w I—->
w assigning to each relation symbol R; a finite rank p(l).
Now let dzbe a type-free formula. Deﬁne the p-instatiation 45*’as the ﬁrst order for

mula obtained from 43by replacing all atomic (type-free) subformulas R; by the p-typed
.R((’Uo . . . ’Up(()_1).

E

This idea of giving types to L;-formulas lies behind the model theory of typeless logic too:

Deﬁnition 4.1.11.
A model or structure for Lt; is a pair 93!= (U, V) such that -there exists a type p with the
property that an is a structure for the restricted ﬁrst order logic of similarity type p (or
equivalently, V is a funcion mapping every relation symbol R; to a p(l) —1-ary relation

onU
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am )'=tf «f»,if 931is of type p and ¢>"is valid

in amin the usual classical sense. a5is type-free valid, notation: )2“ ¢, if a5is valid in all
models for Luv.
9

So an w-formula is type-free valid if it is valid in any model, no matter how we type the
relation symbols of ¢>. A simple example: the typed instance Pvovl —+Vv2Pvov1 of the
typeless formula P —>\7’v2P is valid, but its colleague P’U0'U1’U2
—>Vv2P'v0v1'v2 is not, so

P —>Vv2P is not a type-free valid formula.

Note that as Lt, = LL, we have deﬁned yet another kind of validity for the w-formulas
(besides |=a, a 2 w). But again, type-free validity is equivalent to w-validity:

Proposition 4.1.12.
Let 4) be an w-formula. Then )=¢f <=> |=.,, qb.

Proof.
Analogous to the proof of 4.2.3, we can convert typeless models into w-models and the
other way round, now giving each predicate an individual treatment according to the type
it has, resp. should get.

EB

A completeness proof for typeless logic is given by Simon [121, 122]. We will come back
to his result in the conclusions to this chapter.

The second concept we (brieﬂy) mention is that of schema validity, cf. Németi [88], Ry
ba.kov [110]. Formula schemas are used widely in logic, e.g. in aziomatizations of ﬁrst
order logics: an example of such a formula schema is ab—>3v,-43.Formally we set:

Deﬁnition 4.1.13.
Let Qfm be a set of formula variables (i.e. variables ranging over formulas), and assume
that we have a set {v,-| i E w} of individual variables. Formula schemas are deﬁned by
induction:
(i)

«:5is a schema if (:5E Q fm,

(ii)

12,-= vj is a schema if i,j < w,

3v,-0,-10, 0 V5 are schemas if i E w and 0, 5 are schemas.
An instance of a schema 0’is a ﬁrst order formula we obtain by substituting ﬁrst order
formulas for the formula variables in 0. A formula schema 0 is valid if every instance of
it is valid as a ﬁrst order formula.

EB

By Proposition 0.3 in Németi [88],schema validity is yet another (alphabetical) variant of
cu-validity or typeless validity: if we replace the formula variables by predicate symbols,
a schema is valid iff the resulting w-formula is w-valid (or typeless valid). We will not go
into details.
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Cylindric Modal Logic.

Fix an ordinal a with 2 g oz.

Looking at the deﬁnition of restricted ﬁrst order logic, we immediately observe that its
semantics is already of a modal nature; an‘atomic formula 25,-= 12,-can be seen as a modal
constant, the quantiﬁer E|'v,behaves like a diamond, etc. In the following three sections we
will take this modal viewpoint seriously, studying an alphabetical variant of L; in which
the modal features of the system are more clearly reﬂected:

Deﬁnition 4.2.1.
CMLO,is the modal similarity type having constants 6,5 for 2',j < 0: and diamonds <>,-for
2'< a. For a set of propositional variables Q, the formulas of the language M (CMLMQ)
are called cylindric modal formulas in Q of dimension oz,or shortly, a-formulas in Q. We
abbreviate

Cl,-()5
E -IO,--uqb.

9

Note that we now have three kinds of notation for the same similarity type:

ﬁrst order algebraic

modal

L;

£0,

CMLO,

'0,‘ = '05

dgj

(555

V

+

V

3'0;

C,

O,‘

Deﬁnition 4.2.2.
The ﬁrst order language Lama corresponding to CMLO,has monadic predicates E,-,-and
dyadic predicates T,-,2',j < a. CMLQ-frames are called oz-frames and formally denoted as
3 = (W, I), where W is the universe and I the function interpreting the E,-,-and T; as
unary resp. binary relations on W.
H3
We will be sloppy about the difference between the syntax of LCMLO,
and its semantics,
using the same symbols T,-,Eij to denote both predicate symbols and their interpretation
in an oz-frame: a frame is thus denoted as F = (VV,T,e,E,-_,-),-,5“.

Definition 4.2.3.
Let U be some set. By the a—cabz'cframe or the a-cube based on U we understand the
Kripke frame (W',T.-, E,-_.,-),-4-<,_.,,
Where W : “U, {Dav iif 'u.,-: 12,-for all j aé i (i.e. u and '0

may differ only in their i-th coordinate), and u E E,-_,iff u,- = uj. The class of a-cubes is
denoted by Ca. An a-formula ¢ is oz-valid, notation: |=,,, ¢ if C,,,l: ¢.
E3

The name ‘cubes’ for the intended frames is taken from a paper [99] by Prijatelj who
studies related structures modelling natural language phenomena. Note that by this def
inition, the oz-cubicmodels can be identiﬁed with the structures for Lg, so the notation
|=a is unambiguous for modal and restricted ﬁrst order formulas.

4.2. CYLINDRIC MODAL LOGIC.
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Obviously, the full cylindric set algebras are the complex algebras of the cubes:

Proposition 4.2.4.
FCSO,= Cm(C,,).

EB

As was mentioned in the introduction, Cylindric Algebras were developed as an approxi
mation to Representable Cylindric Algebras. We will now develop and discuss the modal
counterpart of Cylindric Algebras:

Deﬁnition 4.2.5.
Consider the following oz-formulas:
(CM1,-)

p —->O,-p

p —>
D,-<>,-p
(0 M3:)

0:05? -* 0;?

(CM4;j

O,-<>,-p -> <>_.,-<>,-p

(C’M5;)

6,-

(CM5s':')

°a'(5:':' /\ P) —*‘3':'(5a‘:°-+ 19))
5,3 4-9 O),(6,-1,/\ 61,5),

(CM7;jk)

and the LCMLQ-formulas
(N 1,-)

T,-2:2:

(N 2.-)
(N3,-)

Vy(T.-a:y -+ T.~y-'v)
VyVz((T,-rcy /\ T,-yz) —>T,-2:2)

(N 4,3)
(N55)

‘v’y(3z(T,-zcz
A T,-zy) ——>
E53

(N6,-,-)

Vy\7'z((T§a:y /\ Ei,-y /\ T,-a:z A E,-_,-z)—+y = 2)

(N7;j],)

E,-J-:1:<->3y(T;.:cy /\ E,-ky /\ Ekjy).

‘AT,-uy))

For CM1, . . . , CM7, N1, . . ., N7 we have the obvious deﬁnition (analogous to 4.1.8).
An a-frame :3"is called cylindric if 3' |= CM 1 . . . CM 7. The class of cylindric frames is
denoted by CFa.

33

By the Sahlqvist correspondence theorem 2.2.2, the above are equivalent pairs of formu
las, cf. section 3.2.1 for more details.

Proposition 4.2.6.
Let 3 be an a-frame, u a world in 3. Then for I = 1, . . . ,7 and i,j, is < oz:
3:" l= 5' M ‘«'we)) <=> 3 |= Nla(:(k))(u)-

59

Just like for the two-dimensional case, the triple of modal axioms CM 1, CM 2 and CM 3
is equivalent to the algebraic pair C2 and C3, and, analogous to 3.5.7, we obtain the
cylindric algebras as the complex algebras of cylindric frames:

Proposition 4.2.7.
CA‘. = Cm(CFo,).

E

In section 3.2, where we discussed cylindric modal logic of dimension 2, we found a
complete axiomatization A2 for C2 by adding only one axiom to the set corresponding to
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the CA2-axioms. Here the situation is much more complex, as we should have expected
by the fact that RCA‘,is not ﬁnitely axiomatizable for a > 2. Still, the extra ‘simpliﬁed
Henkin’-axiom of A2 plays a signiﬁcant role in the higher-dimensional case too:

Deﬁnition 4.2.8.
Deﬁne the following formulas in CMLO,resp. Lgm,_, resp. the following equation in B0,.
(C'M3a'5)

(5:-1/\ 0.-(“P /\ 0119)) —*°:‘(“5u' /\ 0:10)

(N8.-_,-)

VyVz((E,-_,-1: A T,-my /\ T,-yz /\ y 75 z) —>Elu(-1E.-,-u A T,-am /\ T,-uz))

(C361)

dz‘: '<=«'(—='='20:‘-'0) S ¢:°(—d:':' ‘$56)

Call an a-frame F hypercylindricif F is cylindric and F I: 08; a cylindric algebra 2 is
hypercylindric if 521).= CA8. The classes of hypercylindric a-frames and hypercylindric
algebras of dimension ozare denoted by HCFO,resp. HCAO.
B

Recall that in section 3.5.2 we proved that over the class of cylindric algebras, C8,-,-is
equivalent

to Henkz'n’s equation

c,-(:1:- y - c,-(cc ~—-y)) 3 c,-(C,-a:- —d,-J-).

Clearly we have

Lemma 4.2.9.
HCAO,= Cm(HCF,,).

Proof.
Immediate by proposition 4.2.7 and the form of CM 8/ C8..

B3

Deﬁnition 4.2.10.
Let Aa be the derivation system having as its axioms
(CT) all propositional tautologies
(DB)

U,-(p —>q) —> (Cl,-p —> Cl,-q)

(CM) CM1, ...,CM8.
and M P, UG and S UB as its derivation rules.

IE

Theorem 4.2.11.
A0,is strongly sound and complete with respect to HCFQ.

Proof.
Sahlqvist completeness, cf. Theorem 2.2.2.

B3

As an exercise in the arithmetic and semantics of ‘hypercylindric’ modal logic, we show
how to approximate the D-operator in CM L. In the remainder of this section we assume
that a is ﬁnite and write 12.instead. First some preliminaries:

Deﬁnition 4.2.12.
Let I‘ = {z'1,. . . ,i,,,} be a subset of {0, . . . ,n —1}, with z'1<z'2<. . . < i,,,. Set
OFQ5

E

9? 45 '3
9?

‘I5

0;, . . . Ogmdl

<>{o,...,n—1}\r¢

—=—'®{i}

45

9" 45 5

O{o,...,n—1}¢

05,‘ <5 E

<>£(5:'j /\ ‘#5)
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We also use the boxes Dr, Bar, 33,-and B. In LCM“, we abbreviate
.1331}
| T,-y

E

3z(T.-2:2 A T,-zy)

E $To|...l1}_1lln+1l...lT_1y.

Convention 4.2.13.
(i)

By the axioms CM 1, , CM 4 it is clear that in a (hyper)cylindric frame,
any operator Op will behave like an S5-operator; this fact will be used without
further notice.
We will usually denote the accessibilityrelation of O; by ~,-.
If no confusionarises concerningthe dimension n, we will suppress the super
script in 9-operators.
(iv) In the sequel we will frequently pretend that GM L has diamonds 9; with H,
as their accessibility relation.
(v)

From the axioms CM 5, CM6 and CM 7 we can deduce that III,-(6.3—>p) —+
<>,-(6.-,/\ p) is a theorem of A,,. Hence for every world u in a hypercylindric
frame there is exactly one world '0 with u~,- 22and E,-,-v,if 2'96j. For this 22we
have that u l: O.-_,~
(:5iff 22l: gb. We will pretend that the language LCML,‘ has

a function symbol fgj acting as the accessibility function of O,-,-,analogous to
the situation for ® in CC6, cf. 3.3.18.

In the two-dimensional case we could deﬁne the D-operator by observing that in a two
dimensional model, two worlds are different iff at least one of their coordinates is different.
We used operators ZH and Zy referring to points with different ﬁrst resp. second coordi
nates. This inspires the following deﬁnition:

Deﬁnition 4.2.14.
Let

be the successor of 2',modulo n (i.e. S(n —1) = 0). Set
Z45

5

OS(1'),z'<>i(_'6.S(1'),z'/\ 9:115)

-Dn¢ E V¢'<'n.
Qngb

E

-1D,,-uqb.

Proposition 4.2.15.
Let an be a cubic model. Then
(i)

(ii)

£Ut,u |==Z,-<15 iff
DJt,u |= Dngb iff

there is a v with v.- # u,- and am, '0 I: qt.
there is a v with v 76 u and 931,12|= qﬁ.

Proof.
The ﬁrst part

is given by (take 2'= 0):
(“'03 "'1: 7527' - - 3an-1)

l: Z0¢

‘=1’

(U0, U1, 152,- - - »un'—1 l= O10 <>o(‘“51o /\ <90 <15)

<==>

(‘M0,N0; "2: - - - ;Un—1) |= <>o("51o /\ 90 45)

<='—>

('00, U0, ‘U2, . . . ,'lL.,,__1) '2: ‘i610 A <90 ¢, fO1' SOIIIC ‘U9

<=>
<=>

(v9,u0,u2, . . . ,u,,_1) |= $0 (1),for some vo # no
there is a v with U075uo such that v I: gt.

(ii) is an immediateconsequenceof
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Note that we need a ﬁnite dimension n to deﬁne the D,,-operator.
We will now show that the axiom systen An proves some nice behaviour of the D,,-operator,
viz. the Du-versions of the D-axioms (cf. 2.4.2). Readers disinterested in technicalities
are advised to.skip this proof, as it is not needed for reading or understanding the sequel.

Proposition 4.2.16.
(i)

A». |- D..(p V <1)-> (Dnp V Dnq)

(ii)

An F D.._12...1>-> P

(iii)
(iv)

An |- D..D..p -> (10V Dnp)
An F 0:19 -> (P V -DnP)'

Proof.
By theorem 4.2.15, to show I-,, <15
we may equally well prove HCF,, |= qb. We omit the

(simple) proof of

For the proof of the other items, we ﬁrst need an extra I-,,-theorem.

Assume I: Q’{z',j}, then
HCF,,

|= <>;,(6,-_,-A <>,~(—:6,-_,A O,-q$))

<—->
(6,;

A <>,-(-u6,-,- A <>,-<>;,¢)),

which is more or less straightforward to show. (The idea is that step by step we can pull
resp. push the 0;,-diamond through the part of the formula where nothing refers to the
k—thdimension.) Actually, we need the dual
M

"n ‘3k(5=':‘—’ ‘3=°(“5z':'"* '3:'¢)) H (5:':' —*C'z'(“5z':' '* '3:“Dk¢))

Now we start proving (ii):
Let 3 be a hypercylindric frame, am a model on 3, u in 3 such that 932,1:|= D,,_l2,,p.
Without loss of generality we may assume am,it |= ZgQ_,,p.
This implies
..
f1o(U) I: Oo(“51o /\ 90.1.74?)

so there is an :1:with f1o(u) ~01: and 93I: #619A$0 ﬂap. By a: |= -610 we have fm(u) 752:.
Let y = fo1(a:).

/

As 3 l: N8(y), there is a v with -1E01'vand f1o(u)~1'v~o y, viz.

.3! = f-10$ = fo1’U

N0

4.3. CHARACTERIZIN G N -CUBES.
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Now we have:
:1:E 90 wD,,-up

=> IL‘|= $0 —IZo-up

Du)

=3’ {Bi: 99 ﬁO1(61o/\ O0("'|6]_0
/\ $0
Z0)
=> 33i: 90 D1(61o-"P—Do(""I51o
—>$0
=> 13h 01 . . . On_1D1(61o—-)Do("'I61o
-) D.n_.1
...
=>

:1:|= <>1. ..<>,,_1Cl,,_1..

=>

50i= O1‘-_-’1(51o—’ Do(“51o -'* 5113))

$0, $0)

. El2D1(610 —» t:1,,(—.6m —+C]1p))

=> (13i: D1(61u —*D0(‘|610 —+D11)»
‘-‘> 3/ i: Do("51o "* DIP»
=> 1’ i: [3119

(an)

(N2)

(01 is
(3 ~13’ EE01)
(FINN ¢Eo1)

=> u E p

('v~1u)

This proves HCF,, E D,,_Q,,p—>p, so we are ﬁnished with (ii).

Before turning to (iii), we establish the following claim:
(T)

HCFn I: 910 -* P V Dup

Let u be a world of a model on a hypercylindric frame 3 such that u E 9 p. We have to
show u E 17V D,,p.

_

Let to be the p-world which can be reached from u via a path following the ~,-. If to = u,
u E p is immediate.
Otherwise, there is an i < n and a v E 3 with u ¢ 1: and u ~,- UH,-w. Without loss of
generality we assume 2'= 0. By 3 E N8, there is a. t with t ¢ E01, f1o'u,~0t~1 1). It is
then straightforward to show that 12E $12 implies f1g(u) E <>o(-n60;/\ 01 90 p), giving
u E Zop. So u E D,,p.
This proves the claim.

The remaining proofs are now simple. For (iii), it is straightforward to show that I-,,
D,,¢ —>Qgb, so I-,, D,,D,,p —->9 p, whence
follows by
We obtain (iv) by
F“ O,-p-—>
9p and
EB

4.3 Characterizing n-cubes.
In this section and the following we assume a is ﬁnite, and write 11.instead.

We want to give a characterization of the cubes within the class of all n-frames, starting
from the class of hypercylindric frames. Obviously, C,, is not modally deﬁnable. We will
show however, that it does allow an ‘SNE-characterization’, i.e. we can ﬁnd a formula ,6
(short for: ‘bad’) such that the cubes are the non-,6 hypercylindric frames, cf. deﬁnition
2.1.1.
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Our intuition is to generalize the followingproperty of 3-cubes to the n-dimensional case:
if u and v are two diﬁ'erentpoints on the same line, then the planes through a and through
12,orthogonal to this line, are disjoint.

Deﬁnition 4.3.1.
Let it be a point in an n-frame 3 = (IV,I

For i < n, the i-hyperplane through it is deﬁned

asH,?‘={v€W|uH,-v}.

EEI

For n-cubes this deﬁnition coincides with ordinary mathematical usage: let u be a point
in an n—cube 3 = ("U, I), then H3‘ = {v E "U | 22,-= u,-}.

In the sequel, we concentrate on 0-hyperplanes. Any cube 3 has the following property:
for all u,v in 3: ifu 75viand uTov, then H5‘(1 H5’ = (0.

Using an Lam,”-formula, we can express this as 5 I: DH’, where
DH’ 5 Va:Vy((Toa:y A an96 y) -—>-uHo:cy).

However, we want a description which is close to the modal language. Unfortunately, we
cannot express the fact that y with y~g:z: differs from :1:unless :3 is on a diagonal E0,-. In_
that case we can express

E0,-:1:
/\

/\ ‘|.Eo,'y)

in the modal language. For a point :1:not on any diagonal, we use a trick: the idea is to
bring back the ‘0—badness’of asto the ‘0—badness’of f1o(:r). What this means precisely is
stated in the next deﬁnition and proposition.

Deﬁnition 4.3.2.
Deﬁne the following formulas in LC,-ML“:
BAD(:c)
DH(:n)

E
E

3y(-1E0,-y/\ Tof10(a:)y /\ Hoscy)
—=BAD(:c)

DH 5 ‘v’:cDH
A world a in a frame 3 is bad if 3 I: BAD(u). An n-frame 3 is said to have disjoint
hyperplanes if 3 is hypercylindric and satisﬁes 3 l: DH.
E3

The following lemma ensures us that the epitheton ‘having disjoint hyperplanes’ is at
tributed to the right class of frames:

Lemma 4.3.3.
Let 3 be a hypercylindric frame. Then

3|=DH <=> 3|=DH’.
Proof.
(=>) Assume 3 bé DH’ because it has worlds in and 1)with aTov, aHov and a 75 2). As

3 |= N8(f1ou), there is a y with fmu ~oy~1 v and 3;¢ E01. Clearly then yHov, so uﬂoy.
This means that a is bad.

4.3. CHARACTERIZING N -CUBES.
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(<=) Let 3 b’:DH because u is bad. If y is the world with y ¢ E01 and f1ou~oyHou, then
clearly flow. and y are points with 3/ ¢ E01, fmu ~oy and Hg’“‘ 0 H3’ 75(5.

EB

We now give the CML,,-characterization of badness:

Deﬁnition 4.3.4.
Recall that the Z0-operator is introduced in 4.2.14. Deﬁne the following n-formula:
ﬂ(p) E p -—>Zap.

Lemma 4.3.5.
Let 3 be a hypercylindric n-frame, u a world in 3. Then

3,u|;éﬁ <=> 3}=DH(u).

Proof.
By the fact that BAD(xo) is the Sahlqvist correspondent of ,6, cf. 2.2.2.

EB

We can now give the desired characterization, be it not precisely of the cubes: the following
theorem states that the frames with disjoint hyperplanes are precisely the disjoint unions
of the cubic frames.

Theorem 4.3.6.
HCF,,,_,g= PfC,,.

Proof.
It is clear that all n-cubes have disjoint hyperplanes, so Pg-C,. Q HCF.,,_’_g.
To prove the other inclusion is quite tedious: ﬁrst, let 3‘be a hypercylindric frame. As

9 is an S5-diamond in 3, 3 is a disjoint union of connected generated subframes, i.e.
parts where the accessibility relation To|Hg is total. Call a frame nice if it is a connected
n-frame with disjoint hyperplanes. Clearly then it sufficesto show that
(=I=)

every nice n—frameis isomorphic to a cube.

To get an intuition about how the proof of (as) runs, let us ﬁrst consider an n-cube Q2
over the set U. An 2°-hyperplanein Q:is completely determined by the i-th coordinate of
its members, i.e. by an element of U. So the idea will be to represent an arbitrary nice
frame over its hyperplanes. The problem is that if 2'76j, the set of z'-resp j- hyperplanes
are different, while there can only be one base set U. The solution to this problem is to
relate these disjoint sets of hyperplanes: in a cubic frame again, we can ﬁnd the second
coéirdinate of a world 11,= (uo,u1, . . . ,u.,,_1) not only by considering Hf’, but also by
looking at the 0-hyperplane of (n1,u1, . . . ,u,,_1) = fg1(u).
Now we can turn to technicalities:
Let 3 = (W, ~,', E,'J'),',J'<n be 8. IllC€ ‘TL-fl'3.IIl€;
set

U is the set of the O-hyperplanes of 3.
Deﬁne the map h : W +—+
“U by

z.(..) = (H3‘,H,{°“‘,. . .,

go-wt).
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In this proof we will write H (v) for H5’.

Claim 1. h is injective.
Proof. Let u 75 a’. As 3 is connected, there must be no, . . . ,v,. such that u = no ~o
ul . . .u,.__1~,,_1 an = a’. As no 75an there must be a ﬁrsti

with v.,-75v,-+1.

Ifi = 0, we have H(v.) 75H('a1) = H(v’), so we are ﬁnished.
If i > 0, deﬁning v = u.-+1, we have 21.~,- v, v. 75 v. By N8 then there is a in with
v~o'w~.- 0,-uand w ¢ E0,-, viz.

on

~° /

‘fora

We have w~o fa,-v and w 75fa,-v. So by disjoint hyperplanes, H (fo,-v) # H (w) =

(fa,-u).

But 1) ~.;+1| . . . |~,,__1 ‘U.’implies fa,-v ~,'+1| . . . |~,,__1 fo,°’u',SO H(fo;U) = H(fo5u’).
gives H (fa.-v) 75 H (fa,-u’), so h(v.) ;£ h(v.'). This proves claim 1.

Claim 2. h is a homomorphism.
Proof.
For the diagonals: u E Egj => fo,-u = fo,-u => h,-(v) = h,-(u) => h(v) 6 D55.
For the cylinders: suppose u~,- v.’.
i"
If :7= 0, then forj 750 we have fa,-v,= fo,-v’, so h,-(u) = h,-(v’).
Ifi 75 0, then uH0u’, so ho(v.) = ho(v’), and forj Q’{0,z'} we can show fa,-u ~,- fa,-u’,

implying H(fo,-u) = H(fo,-v’).
So always we obtain h,-(v) = hj (u’) for j 752',giving h(u)~,-h(u'
This proves claim 2.

Claim 3. h is an antihomomorphism.
Proof.
For the diagonal, suppose h.-(v) = h,-(v.). This gives fo,-vHofo,-u, so by fo,-u~o fa,-u and
disjoint hyperplanes we get fa,-u = fa,-u. So fo,-v E E.-,-;but then v. must be on the £3’
diagona.l too.

For the cylinders, suppose h(u) ~,-h(v’), or hj
= h,-(v’)for j aé2'.
We only treat the case i = 0: by connectedness there is a v with u~o vH0u’. By v.~g v
and claim 2 we have h,-(u) = h,-(v) for j 75 0, so h,-(v) = h,-(u') for j 75 0. But we also
have ho(v) = ho(u’), as vHou'. So h(v) = h(u') and thus by injectivity, v = v’. Now
u~o u’ is immediate by deﬁnition of v. This proves claim 3.

Claim 4. h is surjective.

4.4. AXIOMATIZING N -CUBES.
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Proof.
By induction to the number k of coordinates differing from the ﬁrst one, we prove that
every 0. E "U is the image of a world in 3 under h:
For k = 0, let G be the 0-hyperplane in 3 such that a = (G, . . . , G). As G is not empty,
there is a u in G. It is now straightforward to verify that a = h(f,,,,,_1. . . f21f1o('u.)).
For k > 0, assume that a = (G, G1, G2, . . . ,G;., G, . . . , G) (without loss of generality).
By the induction hypothesis, a’ = (G, G, G2, . . . , Gk, G, . . . ,G) is the h-image of some it’
in 3. By claim 3, u’ 6 E01. By connectedness, there is a in E G with u’ ~ou1. 3 }= N4
implies the existence of a u with u’ ~1 u ~o fmul. It is straightforward to verify that
h,-(u) = a.,- for all 1':

.

:

For 1'96 1: u~1 u’ gives h(u)~1 h(u') by claim 2, so h,-(u) = h,-(‘u’)= a:- = a,-.
For 2'= 1: foyu = fmul by deﬁnition of u, so h1('u) = H(fo1'u.) = H(f1ou1) = G1 = a1.
So h(u) = a. This proves claim 4.
H3

We would like to thank Hajnal Andréka, Istv:-in Németi and Ildiké Sain for bringing
theorem 3.2.5 of Henkin-Monk-Tarski [53] to our attention. Our result above is closely
related to this theorem, in fact it can be seen as as its modal, frame-based version: z’
hyperplanes in frames corresponding to 2'-thinelements of algebras, etc.

4.4 Axiomatizing n-cubes.
Having our characterization of n-cubes in terms of CML,,-formulas and their negations,
the road to ﬁnd an axiom system for C,, is more or less straightforward, if we take the
SNE-theorem as our guide. Analogous to the CC6-case, we ﬁrst give an axiomatization
in an extended language and then simplify the system, turning back to the old language.

Deﬁnition 4.4.1.
CML.,,D is the similarity type of C'ML,,, extended with the diﬂerence operator D. Let
ACML.,,D be the basic derivation system KcMLnDD+ extended with the axioms CM 1,
. . . , CM 8, and with the non-)6 rule:

(NW?)

"nﬂ(P)-+¢

=>H5. ifp¢ﬁ
ea

In other words, AC'ML,,D+ has as its axioms: all propositional tautologies (CT), dis
tribution for all diamonds (DB), the difference axioms (D1), (D2) and (D3), and the
hypercylindric modal axioms (CM Its derivation rules are: Modus Ponens (MP), Uni
versal Generalization (UG), Substitution (SU B), the irreﬂexivity rule for D (I RD) and
the non-ﬂ rule (N,3R).
Note that AGML,,D‘*' is a tense logic, as a.xiorn CM 2 ensures that every O,-is its own
converse. So completeness is immediate:
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Theorem 4.4.2.
AC'ML,,D+ is strongly sound and complete with respect to C,,.

Proof.
By the SN E-theorem 2.8.2, AC’ML,,D"' is strongly sound and complete with respect to
the class of n-frames F satisfying :5|= CM1, . . . , CM8 and for all u, 3,u lit’:,6, in
other words: the class HCF_,gof frames with disjoint hyperplanes. The theorem is then
immediate by theorem 4.3.6 and the fact that for any class K of frames, the semantic
consequence relations over K and P;-K coincide.

EB

In order to simplify AC'ML,,D+, recall that D,, is our CML,,-version of the difference
operator.

Deﬁnition 4.4.3.
Let A,",'be the derivation system with axioms CT, DB and CM. Its rules are MP, UG,
S’UB and the irreﬂexivity rule for D,,:

UB0.)

Theoremhood

"(P/\'~DnP)~>¢ =>"¢. ifP¢¢

of qbin A: is denoted by A: |- (,6or by l-ff <1).

EB

We will show completeness for A: by proving that AC'ML,,D+ is conservative over it.
Just as in the case of CCD and CC6 (cf. section 3.3.6), we will use a translation map:

Deﬁnition 4.4.4.
Let Q be a set of propositional variables. The translation

mapping CML,,D-formulas

in Q to C'ML,,-formulasin Q is deﬁned as the unique extension of the identity map on
Q which is a homomorphism with respect to the C'ML,,-operators and satisﬁes (D¢>)°=
D,,¢°.

EB

Now we can prove the conservativity of AC'ML,,D+ over A: :

Lemma 4.4.5.
Let 915
be a. CML,,D-formula. Then
AC'ML,,D+ |- 96=> A1’ l- ¢°.

Proof.
By induction to the derivation of (:5in ACML,,D+.
If (:3is an axiom of ACML,,D+, then A;','|- ¢° either because ¢° is an A,’[-axiom itself, or
by lemma 4.2.16.
Otherwise, 96is obtained by a. derivation rule from theorems to which the induction hy
pothesis applies. If this rule was one of MP, UG, SUB or (I RD), we can use the same
rule to obtain a derivation for q5°in A: .
We concentrate on the case where the non-3 rule was the last one applied: assume that
ACML,,D"'

|-- 4')because of AC'ML,,D+

F -w,6(p) —-+a5,p ¢ :1).

4.5. HARVEST.
By the induction
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hypothesis

we get A,",'l- (-15 ——>
45), so

l- -96-> ¢°

(deﬁnition

=> l‘ u¢° -* 5
=> |- -w¢° —+(p —+Zap)
=:» l- -u¢° —>(p --> Dnp)

(Pr0P108)
(deﬁnition of ,6)
(deﬁnition' of D,,)

=> |- (p /\ pD,,p) —>¢°

(proplog).

Finally, one application of the D,,-irreﬂexivity rule gives A1”|- d>°,as desired.
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And so we can ﬁnish with our completeness result:

Theorem 4.4.6. SOUNDNESS 8: COMPLETENESS
E H,‘ (12 «:=>

23 }=,, qs.

Proof.
By theorem 4.4.2 and lemma 4.4.5, analogous to 3.3.37.
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4.5 Harvest.
In this section we show how the completeness proof 4.4.6 for modal n-formulas has several
nice corollaries. We will show how it yields (and in some cases, is) a completeness proof
for: a-valid L;/CMLO,-formulas, type-free valid formulas, valid schemas of formulas and
the equations holding in RCA‘,
First, we consider inﬁnite-dimensional cylindric modal logic. Recall that CMLO,and L; are
alphabetical variants. This means that we can use proposition 4.1.3 to give completeness
proofs for a-valid modal a-formulas Wherea 2 w.
We start with the case where a = w: let (p be an w-formula. As ()5uses only ﬁnitely
many symbols, there is a ﬁnite n such that <35
is an n-formula.

By 4.1.3, 915
is w-valid iff <15

is n-valid. So by the completeness theorems for n-validity, an cu-formula (bis cu-valid iff
there is an n such that I-j qb.This motivates us to add a schema of D,,-irreﬂexivity rules
to w-derivation systems. In order to give a uniform deﬁnition for all dimensions, we will
then also add the rules I RD“ to the systems A}; with n < m < w. This is harmless, as
the rule I RD, is sound for a-validity if n < oz.
For an arbitrary inﬁnite ordinal oz the situation is essentially the same as for w, yet
technically more complicated:

Deﬁnition 4.5.1.
Let a > w be an ordinal, P,,,(a) the set of ﬁnite subsets of a. Let Go, be a family
{g}' | I E P.,,(a)} of bijections gf‘ : I I—>
|I (Assume, for ordinals a,ﬂ, that gj,’= 9? for
all I, so that Wemay suppress the superscripts.)
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Now let (6 be a CMLC,-formula. The index set I (<19)of gbis deﬁned as the set of indices
occurring in one of the modal operators of ¢. Replacing every operator 6,-,-resp. c,-by
6gm)(,-),gm)(,-)resp. <>g,m(,-),we obtain a formula in CMLI,-(¢)|. This formula is called the
ﬁnite-dimensional version of qb,notation: (151.
For restricted formulas and La-terms and -equations we use the analogous terminology.
H3

Deﬁnition 4.5.2.
Let A; be the extension of the CMLC.-axiomsystem An (deﬁned in 4.2.10) with the schema;
of rules
IRQ = {IRDn I w > 71S Ct}.

For a 3 w, A: is the system Ag.
For a > cu,A: is the system A; extended with the gravity rule
(G)

I—¢1=>+-¢.

Theorem 4.5.3.
Let a be an arbitrary ordinal, E a set of CMLC,-formulasand gt a CMLO,-formula.Then

El-jcp <=> E}=,,¢.

Proof.
We only treat weak completeness, which is immediate for ﬁnite a by 4.4.6.
For inﬁnite oz, suppose |=a 43.
If 0: = no,this means that |=,, (,6for some n 6 w. By weak completeness for the ﬁnite case

we have H; (/2,so I-j, as every I-jf-derivation is also a I-j-derivation.
For a > w, clearly |=,, 451,for reasons of symmetry. By 4.4.6 we obtain f=,. 451 where n
is the size of the index set of (13.By completeness, I-ff 431, so I-: ¢ 1 and hence F: 4), by
an application of the gravity rule.
H3

An immediate consequence of the above theorem is that we can see A: as a complete
derivation system for or-validityof L;-formulas, and At for typeless validity. Perhaps the
following presentation of these systems is more perspicous:

Deﬁnition 4.5.4.
Let A; be the following derivation system for L‘; having the following axioms:
(CT) all propositional tautologies
(DB)

Vv,-(P —>R) <-—>
(V12,-P —+Vv,-R)
)

(CR2

)
)

(CR4 )

P -> Vv.-30,-P
311531),-P
—)3’U,fP
Elv.-3'0,-P —+Elv,-32),-P

’U,'
= ‘U;
3'U,'('U,'= ‘U,’/\

—) V’U,'(’U,'
= '0,‘ —>

3

‘U,’7- ‘vi <—)3’U]¢('U,' =

'0], /\ U), =

2),’)

)

(vi = 12,-A Elv,-(-»P /\ Elv,-P)) —>Elv,-(vi 76 v,- /\ 3'0,-P).
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The derivation rules of A; are MP, SUB and UG’(here: 45/ Vv,-c/2).

Rewriting the deﬁnition of D" in L;, we obtain
= V 3123(4)(’U5(,')= ‘U;/\ 3‘U,'('IJ,'¢ 'U3(,-)/\ 3'00 . . . ’U,'_1'U,'+1
. . . ’U,,__1¢)),

where S is the successor of 2'modulo n, as deﬁned in 4.2.14.
The derivation system AZ“ is deﬁned as the extension of A; with
(i) the schema I R; = {I R5“ | w > n 3 oz}of rules, where:
(IR}')ﬁ)

|- (P /\ ﬁD.,,(P))

—+4‘) => l‘ ()5,if P’ Q’

the gravitation rule, in case oz> w:
(G’)

|- (I)1 => F

E

The following theorems are immediate by the fact that /13+is the derivation system AI,
rewritten in L3, and by Theorem 4.5.3.

Theorem 4.5.5: COMPLETENESS FOR RESTRICTED LOGIC.
Let qbbe an L;-formula. Then
I—;+¢ <=> |=a qb.

33

Theorem 4.5.6: COMPLETENESS FOR TYPELESS LOGIC.
Let ¢ be a typeless formula. Then
l":,+ (154:‘-> I=tf

E

The theorem above indicates a possible solution to Problem 4.16 of Henkin-Monk-Tarski
[53], as A;"' is a proof calculus for type-free valid formulas which involves only type-free
valid formulas. By turning over to a suitable alphabetical variant, the above theorem is
also a completeness result for valid schemas of first order formulas, of. the remarks below
4.1.13.
Note that in fact, we did not need cylindric algebras to obtain these results. But of
course, a ﬁnite derivation system for RCAO,is important in its own-right. To formulate it,
an algebraic version of the D,,—operatoris needed:

Deﬁnition 4.5.7.
Deﬁne the followingL1,.-term

is as in 4.2.14):

dn(fB) = V CS(z')(dS(z'),i ° Cs'("dS(i),i
i<-n

' Co - - - C:'—1ci+1 - - - Cn—13»'))

Deﬁnition 4.5.8.
Let ozbe an arbitrary ordinal.
Recall that C1... C8 is an axiomatization of the hypercylindric algebras (cf. 4.1.8 and
4.2.8). Let 20, be the smallest set of Ea-equations containing C0,. . . , 08, which is closed
under
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ordinary algebraic deduction
the followingclosure operations, for any n with w > n g a:
y - —d,,(y) 3 t(:vo,. . . ,a:,,__1) / t(:co, . . .,a:,,_1) = 1
if 3;does not occur among the 5:’.

the gravitationrule,if a > w:
721

/

72

Theorem 4.5.9.
2,, = Eq'u.(RCA,,).

Proof.
Clearly 2,, is the algebraic version of A: (cf. Appendix A.33), so the theorem is immediate
by 4.5.3 and 4.2.4.

E9

4.6 Using the Dn-irreﬂexivity rule.
As the set of equations characterizing RCAO,is known not to be ﬁnitely axiomatizable
using the ordinary derivation rules, the same applies to the set of valid a-formulas. So
the rule I RD” really gives us new theorems, as we do obtain a complete system by adding
it to the ﬁnite axiom system A0,. So there must be a formula (towith
(1)

Ca |= ¢

(5)

Va. 4»

(in)

I-3‘ ¢.

For the related cylindric algebraic question, I. Sain [11] was the ﬁrst one to ﬁnd such a
derivation of an equation using the new rule. Here we present our own example, in the
modal formalism CM L3. This example shows that the completeness proof for F: is more
than just an abstract proof for the existence of a derivation system: one can actually work
in it.
The material in this section contains many essential contributions by Hajnal Andréka,
Ildiké Sain and Istvan ,Németi.

Deﬁnition 4.6.1.
Consider the following CML3-formulas:
7'

=

(0102? /\ 001 01027‘ A

01027‘) ~—)
(601V 602V 612)

7
=
1/); =

E97’
$0‘; —+7') A B(<>o?‘ --> 0073)

W

EB((ro —> -vrl) /\ (T1 —> "'1’I'2)/\ (T2 -—>ﬁ'ro))

=

'/J = To/W/Jo/\'/i1/\¢2/\¢'
P
7/H0
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To give some intuitions: let R denote V('r,-), etc. In a 3-cubic model, 7 expresses that
the domain of R, (i.e. the set {s E U I (s,t,u) G R for some 12,21.
6 U}) has at most two
elements; 10says that we can split R in three disjoints parts R0, R1, R2 in such a way that
the domain of R contains at least three elements. So p is not satisﬁable in a cube:

Proposition 4.6.2.
C3 l= ‘wp.

Proof.
Let 9)! = (U,V) be a 3-cubic model, and suppose 93t,(s0,t,'u) |= gb. Then there are
s1,s2 E U such that for i = 0, 1,2 : am,(s,-,t,u) l: r; A r, and so,s1 and .92are mutually
distinct. (This means that the domain of R contains at least three elements.) So for the
triple s = (so, s1, .92) we have s |= -(601 V 602V 612).

We also have
5 l: 01027‘,
.9 |= 001 01027‘ (as (s1,s1, .92) l: <>1<>2r)
8 I: 002 01021‘ (88 (82,S1, S2) l= 01027‘)
So .3 I: ﬂy’ whence 91:,(so,t,u) |= -17.

EB

Our second aim is to show that -wpis not derivable without the I RD“-rule:

Proposition 4.6.3.
A3 V "P

Proof.
By our completeness result 4.2.11 it suffices to show that p is satisﬁable in some hyper
cylindric frame.
Let A,B and C‘ be the (mutually disjoint) sets {a0,a1}, {'bo,b1‘}and {Cg,C1}and set
U = AUBUC, E2!"the full cylindric set algebra Q‘.53(U).Let s Q 3U be the set A X B x C
and El’the subalgebra of Qt”which is generated by s. In Andréka [5] it is shown that such

an s is an atom of 21’.S21’
is ﬁnite, so it has an atom structure 3’ = (W',~,-’,
Clearly
21'is representable and hence hypercylindric. Note that s itself is a possible world of 3’.
The frame Weare after is obtained by splitting .5into three parts. (The notion of splitting
atomic cylindric algebras is well-known, cf. Henkin-Monk—Tarski [53].)
Set 3 = (W',~;, EL-_,-),
where

W = (W, —

U {S0,S1,S2}

for some new elements 30,31and 32; the relations on W are deﬁned as follows:
First let f : W +—>
W’ be a function such that
.9 if t = .9,

ﬂt) : { t otherwise.
Then we set

Eij = {tlf(t) E
~.~ = {(M1) | (f(t).f(u))

6~.-’}
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Claim 1. f is a zigzagmorphism. .
Proof. This is almost immediate.

(Note that :5’ |= -IE,-_,-.9
as Q" l: 3 F1D,;_.,~
= 0.)

Claim 2. 3 is hypercylindric.
Proof. We leave it to the reader to verify that, with the above deﬁnitions, 3 is cylindric.
(In fact, this is a. well-known aspect of ‘splitting’ in cylindric algebras, cf. [53].)
We do want to show that :5|= N8: let u,v,w be in W such that u 6 E01, u~ov~1w and
v 75112.We want to show the existence of an a: with u~1a:~ow and 2: ¢ E01.
Now the only non-trivial case is where {v, w} C_i{.-10,31,32}. Without loss of generality
we may assume 1;= 30,10 = .51.

We now need a special feature of the original algebra Q’ that we started with. Consider
the sets

q = {(b,,,,b,,,,c,,)|{m,k}g{0,1}}

QBXBXC

q’ = {(b,,,,b1_,,,,c;.) | {m,k} Q {0,1}} Q B X B x C’.
We want to show that q is the element a of 3 we are discussing, and q’ the element a: we

are looking for.
Claim 2.1. q and q’ are atoms of Q’.

Proof. Note that

BxBxC

= U-><B><CnB><UxC’
=

003 F1C1(.D01 (1 C03),

so this element is generated by s in the original full set algebra Q”, and thus an element

ofQ'. But then so areq=DmﬂB xB><Candq’ = (B XB ><C)—Do1.Weomit the
proof that q and-q’are atomic (cf. Andréka
This proves claim 2.1.
Claim 9-9» 3 I: q~o3z""o‘1'a‘1"’1-9i~1q'
Proof. By deﬁnition of ~o and~], it is suﬁicient to show that q ~{, .9~{, q’ and q ~'1 3 ~'1 q’

in 3'. By deﬁnition of 3’, this is equivalent to showing that Coq = 003 = Coq’ and
Clq = 013 = Clq’ hold in Q". But this is immediate by the deﬁnitions. This proves Claim
2.2.
Claim
3 l-"—'
E91q,ﬁEo1q'.
Proof. In Q", and therefore in Q’, q Q D01, so 3’ |= Eolq. But then 3 |:= Eolq too, by
deﬁnition of Em. A similar proof goes for 3 |= -1Eo1q’.
This proves claim 2.3.

Now as urvoq (by u~ov = so~o q) and both a and q are in E01, they must be identical
by N6. By -nE'o1q',w = 31~oq and a = q~1q’ then, q’ indeed has the desired properties.
This proves claim 2.
So now, if we can deﬁne a model an on 3 such that p is true somewhere, we are ﬁnished.
Set

and am= (3, V).
Claim 3. 3, V, .90|= p.

V(r)

=

V(Tg)

7-‘ {.95}.

{so, 31, .92}
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Proof. It will be clear that am,so E #2.
To show that 9.1!E 7’, consider the cubic model 93?"= (3", V") with " = 0Zs(U)(= mm")
and V" (r) = .9. Clearly 9)?”E 7’ as the domain of .9contains only two elements (an and
(11).

By constructing the obvious zigzagmorphism g : 3" +—+
3’, and deﬁning a model am’on

3' with V’(7') = {s}, it is standard modal theory (cf. van Benthem [14]) to show that
93!’E 7'.

By the same procedure, now with respect to f : 3 I-> :5’, we prove that am
am,so E $7’. This proves claim 3.

-7’. So
B

We conclude this section by showing that -up is derivable if we have the new derivation
rule at our disposal:

Proposition 4.6.4.
A; |- -1p.

Proof.
We will not give the actual derivation, which would hardly give any insights; our task will
be to prove
(ac)

HCF3 E (p/\ -1D3p)—> —up.

After establishing this, we reason as follows:
By 4.2.11, A3 |- (p /\ -nD3p) —->-up, so by one application of the D3-irreﬂexivity rule:
A:

l‘ —1p.

To prove (ac), let 3‘ be hypercylindric, V and a. such that :5’,V, a E p A p. We will show

that 3, V,a E Dgp.
(i) As a E 1/),there are b, c in F with

0/Vob’VoC
0.l‘—'7'o/\"|7‘]_/\‘7'I'2
b|‘—"-‘ITO/\7'1/\"'|’I'2

_

.

CE-wro/\-In/\r2
(ii) Actually, all we need to remember is:

a, b and c are distinct
(1/Vobfvoc

aEr,bErandcEr.
We will show that an E 7 causes the hyperplanes through a. and b to coincide, implying
that a and b are bad points (cf. deﬁnition 4.3.2).

LetS= floa,d 7-‘fgob,
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'3

Ems, a~1s
Eozd, b~2d

.6 ./.b

.6

'3

'11.

d

(iv) By 3 |= N8, there are u,e with

ﬁ.Eo1‘U., 5 N0 ‘U.N1 C

ﬁEo2e, d~o e ~2 c

.a
(V) By 3 |= N 4, there is a. z with

./
d

.b .

e

.3

.u
z

€~1Z~2?L.
This also gives:
“E022, ‘1.Eo1Z.

‘a

/'6

(vi) By N4 again, there are x, y with

/15

./b

3~233NoZ

d

In fact, we will prove that Hg‘0 H3 750 by showing as= y.

(vii) We have that
0,l—'—”I‘=>

8|=6o1/\<>17’

b|=?‘

=-7‘ d|=6o2/\<>27'

c|=r

=> e|=<>2'r

.6

=> £C|=6o1/\<>2O1T

=> y|=6o2/\<>1<>2'l'
=> z |= 01027‘

}=>
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Z I: 001 01027‘ A 002 0102?‘ /\ 0102'!‘

=> Zl=6o1V6o2\/612

(382 |=’)")

=> 2 |= 612

(cf.

(viii) Now
E122 and z~oy give E123},so with Eogy We get Eoly.

We already had E012, so by a:~oy and 3 l: N6 we obtain as= y.

Thisgives
af\I1sI'\/2x _—.
yrvldrvzb’

so a and b really are in the same O-hyperplane:
aHgb.

/is

Recall that we assumed a |= p. We will prove that this implies a I: Zap, and hence
a I: Dgp.

(x) By 3 |= N8(s), there is a t with

'2:

8~ot~1b,
‘''|.Eo1t.
Note
that aHot

bya.HobHot.

_!

“

.|

/
Cd

.

b

/

0

Ce

We can now provea [=Dgpz
0»|= P

t ’=‘I601
/\
3 |= 601 /\ <>o(‘I¢§o1/\ 0102p)

0 |= 010 005501 /\ 0102?)‘
0. |= Zap
UUUUJJ

a f: D3p.

So we have proved indeed that H CF3 }= (p /\ p) —>D3p.

33
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4.7 Conclusions, Remarks and Questions.
4.7.1. General Conclusions.
In this chapter we have given a detailed account of how (a ‘restricted version of) classical
ﬁrst order logic can be seen as a modal logic (section 1).
We deﬁned a similarity type in which the Kripke structures have the type of atom stucures
of cylindric algebras, and the intended frames or cubes are the atom strucures of full
cylindric set algebras (section 2).
The class of (disjoint unions of) cubes allows a nice characterization in terms of Sahlqvist
formulas and a non-6 rule (section 3).
So, by applying our SN E-theorem, we found a ﬁnite axiomatization of the modal formulas
valid in the cubes (section 4).
In section 5 we saw that this completeness theorem has several nice corollaries:

(i)
(ii)

a completeness theorem for restricted ﬁrst order logic (both the ﬁnitary and
the inﬁnitary versions).
a proof calculus for type-free valid formulas, indicating a possible solution to
Problem 4.16 of Henkin-Monk-Tarski [53].
a ﬁnite derivation system generating Equ.(RCA,,,),
for all 0:.

In section 6 we showed that our completeness results are more than abstract proof of
the existence of certain derivation systems: the new rule can actually be used to ﬁnd
derivations.
It was generally assumed that the equations valid in representable cylindric algebras
were not ﬁnitely axiomazible. In our opinion, the main contribution of this chapter
lies in showing the validity of this assumption to depend on the derivation rules one
allows in an axiomatization. By adding rules that are non-orthodox from the traditional
algebraic viewpoint, existing ﬁnite (and hence incomplete) axiomatizations can be turned
into (ﬁnite) complete derivation systems.
In this connection (but not only in this connection) it is interesting to note the following:
independently of our result, Andras Simon found a proof calculus for typeless validity
(and thus, for the related notions), in which another kind of unorthodox derivation rule
appears (cf. Simon [121, 122]). Simon’s methods seem to be complementary with ours
in that he concentrates on ﬁnite dimensional while we on ﬁnite dimensional cylindric
algebras. Cf. also 4.7.4(ii).

We feel that, compared to the algebraic approach, the main advantage of the modal
paradigm is, that by concentrating on the frames/ atom structures of a similarity type,
the localaspects of truth (i.e. at each world individually) can be emphasized, rather than
the global ones (i.e. at the model/ algebra as a whole). The notion of a non-£ rule, which
plays such an important role in our axiomatizations, is quite natural within the modal
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framework where the focus is on individual possible worlds, while it is less so in the alge
braic way of thinking. For details we refer to the second appendix.

4.7.2. Unrestricted First Order Logic.
The reader might have objections to our claim that we have treated predicate logic as if it
were a modal formalism, as the classical logic L; we have ‘modalized’ seems to be rather
odd. This oddity is only apparent however, as all of the restrictions imposed on first order
formulas in L; can be overcome. As these transpositions are wellknown from the theory
of algebraic logic (cf. Németi [89]or Henkin-Monk-Tarski [53]), we will be rather brief.
The simplest constraint to be removed is the ﬁxed rank of predicate symbols: without any
modiﬁcations one may assign every predicate variable in L; / atomic proposition in CML,
a rank [3 < a. In the axiom system however, one has to do some bookkeeping concerning
free and bound occurrences of variables, and add an axiom schema ‘()5—>Vv,-gb,for 12;not

occurring free in <15’.
(These technical complications form a good reason to consider only
restricted logics with a ﬁxed rank for all predicates.)
We now turn to the question of the ﬁxed order of the variables in atomic formulas.
First, atoms like Rvovlvovg, having an equivalent

3'v2(v2 = '00 /\ .R’U0’U1’U2‘U3),
never pose

any problems.
For the case where a simultaneous substitution of variables is involved, consider the ex
ample RUIUOU2
(with R a ternary predicate symbol). If we have more dimensions at our
disposal, we can use the extra variables as buffers and consider the formula
3v33'v4(v3

= 129A 114= 111/\ ElvoE|v1('v0 = 224/\ '01 = '03 /\ R'vov1v2))

which is equivalent to Rvlvovg.
Bringing the above three ideas together, one can show that indeed every ordinary ﬁrst
order (LW-)formula has an equivalent in L;/C'ML,,.

If we do not have these extra buffer variables, for example if we study logic with ﬁnitely
many variables, we are in trouble, at least if we want to stay in the similarity type of
cylindric algebras. However, polyadic algebras (introduced by Halmos [48]) have oper
ations for switching dimensions. They do not have diagonals, so if we want to have a
algebraic counterpart of the identities v,-= 12,-too, we have to study polyadic equality al
gebras (cf. Németi [89] or Henkin-Monk-Tarski [53]): these have the combined expressive
power of cylindric and polyadic algebras. From the modal perspective, to obtain the full
power of L,, (unrestricted ﬁrst order logic with n variables), we have to add operators 8);,
(i, j < n) to CML,,, with the following semantics in cubes (we give an example for n = 4):
93l,('Uo,u1,u2a“3) |= ®23¢ 4:?

9Ra(’Uo;'“1;'“3»u2)l= ¢~

It is not very difficult to axiomatize cubic validity for the resulting similarity type. In
fact, adding the parametric axioms
(P /\ "D'P) “’ (®ijq *"’ Oij<>j(<1/\ Oj:'<>z'p))
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on top of A1’, is sufficient (cf. the proof of theorem 5.4.7, where we work out an example
of a completeness proof for a derivation system having parametrical axioms.)

4.7.3. Interpolation and Amalgamation.
In section 2.9.2 we saw how the question whether non-£ rules are conservative over a given
logic, has to do with the interpolation property of the logic. The latter property is con
nected to the amalgamation property of the corresponding algebraic variety (cf. Pigozzi
[98])

Definition 4.7.1.
A class K of algebras is said to have the amalgamation property (AP), if for any 21,E81,‘B2
in K with Q Q $,-, there are a Q:in K and embeddings f,- : 3, »—~
¢ such that f1 [21 = J’; rm.

E

Theorem 4.7.2.
Let S be a similarity type, A an S-logic. Then A has the interpolation property iff CmFrA
has the amalgamation property.
EB
For a proof of this theorem we refer to Pigozzi [98]. The amalgamation property of
cylindric and related algebras has been studied quite intensively, for example by Németi,
Pigozzi and Sain, cf. Sain [115] for an overview. A maybe unexpected corollary of our
completeness theorem for cylindric modal logic is that no ﬁnitely based variety between
HCAand RCAhas the amalgamation property. This result is in itself not spectacular, but
the proof method is a novelty:

Theorem 4.7.3.
Let K be a ﬁnitely based variety with HCF,, _C_
K Q RCA‘, Then K does not have AP.

Proof.
Suppose otherwise and set A as the ﬁnite, orthodox axiom system axiomatizing AtK,
then A has I P by 4.7.2. Let A’ be the logic A extended with the set of closed oz-valid
CMLO,-formulasas axioms, and .-‘.+the extension of A’ with the D,,-irreﬂexivity rules.

We will prove that A’and A"' have the properties

and

of 2.9.2:

For (i), it is not hard to prove that A’ has I P too. Now A+ proves only a-valid formulas,
so A+ is consistent, and by deﬁnition of A’, A+ proves all closed a-valid formulas that are

A’—theorems;
this gives
By theorem 2.9.2 then, I R13“is conservative over A’, but as A’ is an extension of A0,,this
means that A’ is a sound and complete axiomatization of the oz-cubes. Turning back to
the algebras, we would obtain an (orthodox!) axiomatization for RCA,,with only ﬁnitely
many equations using variables. This contradicts the result by Andréka [5] mentioned
below deﬁnition 4.1.8.
B

A similar result can be proved for the ﬁnitely based varieties between RA and RRA
(cf. chapter 4).
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4.7.4. Questions.
(i)

Just like for two-dimensional logics, we can study various oz-dimensional simi
larity types —we have already encountered the operator ®,-,-in subsection 4.7.2.
Consider the following problem: is there a. similarity type of (ﬁrst order de

ﬁnab1e/ permutation invariant/ . . operators, so that cube validity becomes
axiomatizable by an orthodox system having ﬁnitely many axioms (or axiom
schemas in the inﬁnite-dimensional case)?
This problem is (part of) the modal counterpart of the so-called ﬁnitization
quest in algebraic logic, cf. Bird [18], Maddux [79], Németi [89], Sa.in [114]. The

upshot of these papers seems to -bethat for first order deﬁnable extensions of
CML (or CO6), the answer to the above question is negative. For similarity
types no having constants referring to identity of the corresponding ﬁrst order
logic, there are positive solutions, witness Sain [114].
Is there a connection with the fact that in our derivation systems we need the
diagonal constants to deﬁne the OML/CC6-versionsof the D-operator which
play such an important role in our story?
We have already mentioned Simon’s independent completeness result for type
less logic (cf. Simon [121, 122]), and the fact that both his and our derivation
system use unorthodox derivation rules (in fact, in the Appendix B we show
why this is necessarily so). But, his and our systems share another character
istic: both rules are of the form

(R)

|- ¢ =>t- 1/), provided

0.

Here C is some constraint on the syntax of d)and 10,in Simon’s rule concern
ing the cylindric operators appearing in qﬁand 1/),in our D,.—irreﬁexivityrule
concerning the propositional variables.
Is there some intrinsic complexity in the notions to be axiomatized, forcing the
unorthodox derivation rules to have such constraints? Is this question related
to the previous one?
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CHAPTER 5.
PERIODS IN PLANES.

Outline.
In this chapter we show how one can treat temporal logics of periods in the
style of two-dimensional modal logic, looking at intervals as points in a plane.

We start with a general introduction to period-based temporal logics, followedby a more
technical part motivating the treatment of interval logic as two-dimensional modal logic
(section 1). The main part of the chapter is formed by section 2, where we discuss a
particular system called H .5’. We treat expressiveness, deﬁnability and completeness.
In section 3 we make a connection between interval logics and logics of computation,
viewing intervals as sequences of computation states. This section contains an example of
a derivation system where we can eliminate the irreﬂexivity rule. Before ﬁnishing off with
our conclusions (section 5), we treat a proper extension of H S’with a modal operator for
chopping intervals.
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5.1 Introduction.
5.1.]. Time in Periods.
When developing a logical formalism for the concept of time, one has to make (at least)
three fundamental choices: one has to choose a temporal ontology, select a formal lan
guage, and ﬁx the nature of the semantics, i.e. the interplay between ontology and lan
guage. Let us consider these possibilities in more detail.

First of all, one has to select a suitable ontology. Questions that need answering here are:
What are to be the primary entities of the structure representing time‘? Which basic rela
tions do we impose on them? What constraints should these relations meet in a ‘proper’
representation of time?
In temporal logic, the dominant approach is to represent time as a series of points, together
with a binary relation which should be a (linear?) ordering. Probably, the motivation
for this choice originates with the fact that most people have a picture of such a flow
of moments in mind when thinking of the concept ‘time’. It is debatable however how
intuitive this picture is. Does it not spring from years of (naive or scientiﬁc) reasoning
and training?
And indeed, in this century it has been argued that from a psychological or philosophical
point of view, it is much more natural to consider an ontology where periods of time are
the basic objects, and points are more abstract entities, constructed from these periods.
There is also a fairly important research line where a structure representing time itself is
considered to be too abstract a notion, and events, being objects representing ‘something
happening in (space)time’ are the building blocks.
Of course there is not one sole approach which is best for each and every purpose; in
general it is much more interesting to see which ontology suits which aims best, and how
different ontologies relate to each other. For a thorough treatment of these matters we
refer to van Benthem [12].
Our focus point here will be a formalism where uninterrupted periods of time are, when
not the basic objects, at least the central ones. (The issue “periods as basic objects”
versus “periods as constructed entities” will be discussed in the next section.)
Informally, a period 2'will be represented by a horizontal line:
i

So let us assume now that we have a set of periods of which we want to make a structure
representing time. The question is which relations we need connecting the periods. There
is not such an obvious candidate as the binary ordering relation for point structures, and
the literature has seen many different approaches.
First, we have to consider the question whether we want to allow periods of no duration
in the structure, and a unary relation telling us whether a period is of this form. One
might argue that such periods are nothing but timepoints in disguise, but then again this
may very well turn into an advantage! Besides that, it may come handy to have such
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durationless point-like periods to represent instantaneous events like the exploding of a
bomb.
Looking at binary relations between periods, let us for the moment conﬁne ourselves to
structures representing a ‘linear’ stretch of time — of course we are using an intuitive
notion of linearity as we have no means yet to deﬁne it formally. It is well-known that for
linear time, there are thirteen possible positions of two periods with respect to each other.
(In a formalized setting, Allen [2]and van Benthem [12]give simple proofs for this.) Fixing
the position of 2:,we show the thirteen different habitats of y in the following picture:

The letters L, M, 0, E, D and B are mnemonics for resp. is later than, meets, overlaps,
ends, during and begins.
So there are numerous ways to deﬁne our basic relations. A not unusual choice is to take
D and L as basic (for example, Humberstone [54], Roper [108] and van Benthem [12]
take this approach), but one ﬁnds also M (cf. Allen-Hayes [4]), or B and E (cf. Ha.lpern
Shoham [50]).

Another possibility is a ternary relation like Aijk, informally: 2'is the sum of j and k,
VIZ:
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j
Aijk

k
i

This relation is the accessibility relation of the versatile logic studied in Venema [133].
One may wonder whether this choice is an important one. Are not all relations interde
ﬁnable? The answer to this question brings us to the second ﬁeld, after the ontology, in
which choices are to be made concerning the formalization of the notion of time, namely
the formal language one wants to use to describe the structures.
The main choice here, both for point-based and period-based structures, seems to lie be
tween first order logic and some kind of modal formalism. (An interesting alternative is
developed by Ladkin and Maddux [69]who develop a calculus for intervals in the setting
of relation algebras...) Returning to the ‘interdeﬁnability question’ formulated above, the
point is that while the deﬁnition of one relation in terms of others can usually be written
quite easily in ﬁrst order logic, this description may go beyond the expressive power of
the modal formalism. As usual, this limited expressivenessof modal formalisms can also
turn into an advantage, for reasons of elegance and complexity. Again, our aim here is
not so much to give a detailed discussion of the merits of both approaches, as to give a
technical treatment of the subject, here concentrating on the link between the theory of
many-dimensional modal logics and the modal logics of intervals.
Where in point-based logic the literature is far too extensive to summarize here, publi
cations on modal logics of periods are far more scarce: van Benthem [12], Galton [37],
Humberstone [54], Nishimura [91], Roper [108] and Richards c.s. [103] all have a linguis
tic/ philosophical motivation to study the modal logic of intervals. There are also computer
scientists interested in the ﬁeld, e.g. from the area of or artiﬁcial intelligence (Halpern and
Shoham [50]),and there is a close connection between interval-based temporal logics and
the logics developed in the ﬁeld of program veriﬁcation like process logic ([49, 109, 51]).
In Moszkowski [87]an interval-based formalism is used itself as a.programming language.
Treatments of period-based temporal logics from more logical/ mathematical perspectives
are given in Burgess [23], Reynolds [101], Venema [130, 133] and White [138].
Finally, there is one more area in which one has to select one out of several options, namely
in the semantics of the formalism, or the interplay between language and ontology. It is
quite common in papers on modal interval-logic to impose constraints on the semantics
like homogeneity: A proposition is true at a period iff it is true at all of its subperiods.
Although it is clear that in many applications it may be useful to have conditions on the
formalism of this kind, we believe it is better ﬁrst to develop a framework which is as
general as possible, and then to add suitable conditions on the semantics wherever it is
needed.
To sum up: we will study modal logics of periods, with a most general semantics.
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5.1.2. Intervals as Two-Dimensional Points.
In the previous subsection, we already hinted at the idea that taking periods as ‘central’
objects does not force us to leave points out of the picture. On these pages we will go
deeper into the relation between point-based and period-based structures.
As we have already mentioned, some of the reasoning in favour of periods is of a funda
mental, metaphysical nature, when it is argued that moments ‘do not really exist’, and
periods are more natural and concrete objects. But there is also a more pragmatic lobby:
in a formal approach to linguistics or artiﬁcial intelligence it can be quite useful to have
entities representing stretches of time in the models, for example to provide interpreta
tions for linguistic expressions like ‘yesterday’, or propositions like ‘the robot performed
its task’. While we do support this second argument, the validity of the ﬁrst one is in
our eyes too dependent on the particular context to treat it in general, and a discussion
about it is deﬁnitely beyond the scope of this dissertation. Besides that, we feel that it
is at least interesting to study temporal structures where periods are entities constructed
out of points.

Turning to technical implementations, again we have more than one option available:
periods can be convea:sets or intervals (or open sets, or . . . From now on we conﬁne
ourselves to structures where time is supposed to be linear; this restriction allows us a
more streamlined presentation — it can be lifted without too many difficulties.

Deﬁnition 5.1.1.
Let 1 = (T, <) be a temporal order, i.e. < is a total linear ordering on T. A subset C of
T is called convea:if

Vstu(sEC'/\'u.EC'/\s<t<u—>t€C‘).
The set of convex set in T is denoted by CON V(€£).
An interval of ‘I is a pair (s,t) with s 3 t, usually denoted with straight brackets, [s,t].
We set

INT<s> ={[s.t1 I s s t}.

E

If we identify an interval [s,t] with the closed subset {so6 T I s 3 .1:3 t} (in general,
we will not do so), it will be clear that all intervals are convex, but the converse does not
hold: the open set of rationals {q E Q I \/5 < q < 1r}will not be an interval, for example.

Our attention will be directed towards interval-structures. Admittedly, one can imagine
situations where arbitrary convex sets are needed. In such a case, the followingtrick may
offer consolation: take a linear order ‘I = (T, <) and let 71':
be the Dedekind-completion of
‘I. By a simple topological argument, every convex set in ‘I can be represented by a subset
in T of the following kind: (s,t), (s, t], [s,t) or [s,t], with s,t 6 7-". Now INT(T) only
contains the closed intervals [3,t], but at least we have reduced the second-order logic of
T to some ﬁrst order interval-like structure. Clearly this is a matter for further research.
On the other hand, we have several reasons for preferring intervals to convex sets.
First of all, in a language having variables referring to points, convex sets immediately
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take us to the second order predicate calculus of the point structures, where intervals can
be referred to in first order logic. (Note that although we will study the modal logic of
periods, this issue is relevant in the correspondence theory.) Related to this matter is the
following point: we are interested in the connection between structures where periods are
the basic entities, and point structures where they are constructed objects. So it will be
relevant to construct a point ordering ‘I(*J3)associated with a given period structure ‘J3.
This construction, although mathematically interesting, can be quite complicated if one
Wants ‘.13
to be isomorphic to the convex-set structure based on cz(q3),cf. van Benthem [12]

or Thomason [129],where the authors use second-order notions like ﬁlters. For intervals
however, this construction is quite simple, cf. Allen-Hayes [4] or theorem 5.2.11 here.
The main reason for taking intervals instead of convex sets leads us to the connection
between the modal logic of intervals and many-dimensional modal logic: if periods are
intervals, i.e. pairs of time points, we have a nice two-dimensional picture of I NT(T),
where each interval ﬁnds its own spot in the plane, and we can give an geometrical inter
pretation of the relations between intervals, analogous to the situation in two-dimensional
modal logic. For example, let ‘I = (T, <) be a linear temporal order. I NT(I) can be
depicted as the North-Western halfplane, the intervals of no duration can be identiﬁed
precisely with the points on the diagonal, and the thirteen possible positions of an interval
[u, 1)]with respect to a given interval [3,t] are shown in the following ﬁgure:

:cDy

xBy

:cEy —- :1:——
z0y

yB:c

all thirteen possible

'___

yM1"

positions of two intervals

a:Ly

For example, a beginning interval [3,u] of [3,t] (i.e. u < t), is situated right south of [3,t],
an interval [u, 3] meeting [3,t] lies on the horizontal line of which the diagonal point [3,3]
lies south of [3,t], etc.
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5.2 The system HS.
5.2.1. The System HS: Introduction.
In this section we will undertake a detailed treatment of the interval-based modal logic
devised by Halpern and Shoham in [50]. Their original system has three pairs of tense
operators, with respectively B, E and M as intended accessibility relations. We propose
a slight simpliﬁcation of their similarity type:

Deﬁninition 5.2.1.
HS is the similarity type having two pairs of diamonds: 0, O and <9,0. Besides the
boxes (II1,lIl,I3 and El), we use the following abbreviations:

69¢ =

(ELL/\q5)V<>(E!_|_/\¢>)

03¢ 2: (l3J_/\¢)VQ(LTJ_l_/\¢)

9'¢ = O¢VO¢
9915 = ¢V9'¢
4745 =

<9¢V<>¢.

<l>¢ =

¢V<l>'¢5.

Qgb =

G<l>¢V<I>9dJ.

B

Frames for this similarity type will have four binary accessibility relations. We are only
interested in the tense frames, however:

Deﬁnition 5.2.2.
An H .5’-frameis a triple 3 = (I ,B, E) with I a set of possible worlds called intervals
and B and E binary relation's on I. The relations B, B‘1, E, E"1 are the accessibility
relations of resp. 4>,O, O and 0.
An H S-frame is two-dimensional if I = I NT(‘I) for some (linear!) irreﬂexive temporal
order it, and B and E are the beginning- resp. end interval relations, i.e.

[s,t]B[u,v] ¢=> s=uandt<v
[.9,t]E[u,v] <=> t=vandu<s.
In this case we call 3 = (I NT(‘I),B, E) the frame based on ‘I, notation: 3 = 3(1).
Frequently however, we will identify 3 with ‘I and write 3 = (T, <) etc.
EB
Note that we could also have deﬁned a two-dimensional non-linear semantics for H S’. The
problem is that for a non-linear temporal"ordering (T, <), the set T x T does not allow
such nice pictures as for linear orderings; one has to resort to Riemann-like surfaces.
The operators now have a two-fold intuitive meaning. In terms of intervals, we get for
example
i l: 0 45 <=> there is an interval j starting 2'with j |= (b
i]: <>¢ <=> i ends an interval 3' withj |= q’)
i |= {IIJ.
2'I: (D¢

<=>
<=>

i is a ‘point’ interval
qbholds in the starting ‘point’ of i.
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In the two-dimensional pictures, we have a compass-interpretation like for the GUA
operators, cf. section 3.4. Note however that we do not have all pairs (.9,t) at our disposal,
only the ‘directed’ ones [3,t] in the North-Western halfplane. For example, we get

[s,t] |= <?¢ <=> thereis an with s < u 5 t and [u,t] }=<12.
viz.

A nice property of the system is that for each of the thirteen possible interval relations,
an operator can be deﬁned in HS having this relation as its accessibility relation. For
example:

it

[s,t] l: (D9 gbiff there is an interval [u, .9]meeting [3,t] where ¢ holds.

(This particular deﬁnition shows how we could get rid of the operators in the original
system of Halpern and Shoham that referred to the ‘meeting’ relation.)
For the other positions, the appropriate deﬁnition can be found in the ﬁgure on the next
page:
By using the formula E]_Lone also diiferentiate between stretched intervals and those of
no duration.

Note that it is very easy in this formalism to model temporal phenomena studied in for
instance linguistics, by imposing constraints on the semantics. For example, the principle
of homogeneity (if a proposition holds at an interval then it holds at all subintervals) is
expressed

by the formula 96—->El qbA El (,6A [UG ()5. Or, looking at the diagonal

worlds as

time points, we can treat the progressive tense as follows: ‘John is sleeping’ holds at [t, t]
iff 0 0 ‘John sleeps’ holds at [t,t].
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operators for

all thirteen possible
6 0

positions.of two intervals
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5.2.2. The system HS: expressiveness.
For both kinds of semantics for H S , H 5'-frames and two-dimensional frames, we can look
at the expressive power of HS. In the next section we concentrate on the interval-based
H S-frames, here we will look at the capacity of H S’to distinguish classes of linear orders.
First we quote Halpern and Shoham [50]; H 5 gives us very simple characterizations of
some natural classes of two-dimensional frames. Some examples are:

Deﬁnition 5.2.3.
Consider the following H S’-formulas:
(FP)

E]J. V 0 E]_L

(NLP )

0T

(lengthl)
(DE)
(DI)

OT/\ LTJIIJL
-wlengthl
E]J. V lengthl V (0 length1 /\ G lengthl)

Proposition 5.2.4.
Let T = (T, <) be a temporal order. Then
(i) Z l: FP
<=> T has a ﬁrst point.
(ii) ‘I l: N LP <(=> < is unbounded to the right.
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(iv)

‘II: DE

<=> < is dense.

‘I I: DI

<=>

< discrete.

Proof.
Analogous to 3.4.2.

8

We now turn to a comparison between the expressive power of H S and ordinary (one
dimensional) point based temporal logics. By the latter we mean the ordinary tense logical
systems having operators like F,P, .5’and U, where the semantics of the operators have a
ﬁrst order deﬁnition. By a standard correspondence-theoretic argument, the upper bound
in expressiveness for these point based formalisms is the universal monadic second order
logic of linear orderings.

Deﬁnition 5.2.5.
Recall that L1<(:co) is the set of ﬁrst order formulas having one free variable :39, in a
language with arbitrary many monadic predicates and one binary <. Let UM < be the set
of second order formulas of the form VPO. . . VP,,_1‘v’2:o¢,with <15
E L1<(:co) and Po, . . . , P,,_1

the monadic predicates occurring in (15.

B3

The following lemma expresses that HS is at least as expressive as UM <:

Lemma 5.2.6.
Any two linear frames with the same HS-theory are UM <-equivalent.

Proof.
By a result of J. Stavi (cf. [35]for a long awaited proof in print), we know that the set
of temporal connectives S"U’ = {S, U, S’, U’} is expressively complete with respect to the
class of linear orders, where these operators are deﬁned as follows (read ‘I,t I: p for Pt):

T,t|=U(p,q)

<=> E|y>t(Py/\\7’u(t<u<y—>Q'u.))

%,tl=U’(p.q)

<=>
(a) 3v>t‘v’u(t<u<'u——>Qu)
/\ (b) Vv>t(Vu(t<u<'o—+Qu)—>

(Qv/\3w>'vVu('v<u<w—>Qu)))
A (c) 3y>t(wQy/\Py/\
Vv((t<v<y/\3u(t<u<'v/\-nQu))-—+Pv)).
S and S’ are deﬁned likewise, with respect to the past. Intuitively, U’(p, q) holds at t if
there is a point 12E T and a gap g between t and 21,such that p holds everywhere
between t and g, (ii) q holds everywhere between g and 3, and
-xpis true arbitrarily
soon after the gap.
These operators can easily be ‘circumscribed’ in H S’, for example U'(p, q) by:

DJ.
A (a) <>I_’QIﬂ(q)
/\ (5) ‘11(P_01ﬂ(q)-+<‘>£Ol_V11(q))
/\ (C) 4>(9(-'9/U9)/\E'("___P0IN1"(<1)->9p))
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where POINT(q) is a formula meaning ‘q holds at every point inside the interval’; take,
for example,

POINT(q) = IIJE-l(lDJ. —+q).

Now suppose it and ‘I’ are two linear orders which are not UM <-equivalent; by the ex
pressive completeness of S"U', this implies that ‘I and ‘I’ are not 5'’U’-equivalent. But
then there is also an H S’-formulaseparating them.
9

Lemma 5.2.7.
The ordinals w“’and w“’+ co” are UM ‘‘-equivalent, but they do not have the same H S
theory.

Proof.
We use a result by Biichi and Sieﬂres, [21]p. 91: every ordinal a has a unique representa
tion a = w“’-1/+w“‘1 -kq_1+ - - -+w° -kg, where k and q are ﬁnite ordinals. Call of” -V the
w-head and w9’1 - kq-1 + - ~-w° - kg the w-tail of oz. The authors prove that two countable

ordinals a and ,8 are UM <-equivalentiff either

0: = 3 < co”or

ca“ 3 a,[3 and a

and ,6 have the same w-tail. So the ordinals w“’and cu”+ w“ are UM <-equivalent.
It remains to be proved that there is an H S-formula valid in one of the frames and not in
the other. Call an ordering iso-choppableif it can be decomposed into a head and a tail
that are isomorphic. Then clearly w“’+ w"’is iso-choppable, w“’is not.
Formally, a frame ‘I is iso-choppable iff the following holds: there is a bijection f from a
head P of ‘I to the corresponding tail Q (= T —P) that is order-preserving, i.e. .9> t

impliesf(s) > f(t).
Now consider the following H S-formula ¢:
8(1) —+E]J.) /\ E(q —>D _L)
/\

(T is the disjunct union of the point

EB(lD_L-> (p 4-» —.q))

/\ <I>(I:JJ./xp)/\<I>(mi/xq)
/\ 93(f-+(<Dp/\9q))
/\ EEl(p—><>(f/\Elwf/\E'J-If))
/\
/\
/\

EB(q—>O f)
EB(f —-»Elpf)
EE(f —+[III3 wf)

Then clearly 1 is iso-choppable

sets P Q V(p) and Q Q V(q))

(P,Q;é0)
(f<._I.P><Q)
(f isafunction)
(f is surjective)
(f is injective)
(f is order-preserving)

iff q’)is satisﬁable in T. So w“’ |= -Igb,while of” + w“’ [;«’:mi),

whence these frames have a different H S’-theory.

B3

S0 indeed, for any ﬁrst order deﬁnable point logic PL, on the class of linear frames HS
equivalence is a strictly ﬁner sieve than PL-equivalence:

Theorem 5.2.8.
Let PL be an intensional point logic with ﬁrst order deﬁnable operators. Then
(i) Any two H S-equivalent linear frames have the same PL-theory.
(ii) w“’and w“’+ w“’are PL-equivalent, but not H S-equivalent

Proof.
Immediate by the previous lemmas and the fact that any PL-formula has a UM <
equivalent on the frame level.

EH
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5.2.3. The System HS: (In)Completeness.
Concerning the complexity of the validity problem for several classes of structures, Halpern
and Shoham [50]prove, by constructing H S-formulas encoding the computation of a Tur
ing machine, the ﬁrst two of the followingfacts; the third one is then immediate.

Fact 5.2.8.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

The validity problem for any class of temporal structures containing a
frame having an inﬁnitely ascending sequence of time points is r.e.
hard.
If every frame in such a class is Dedekind-complete,
the validity problem is H}-hard.
The H 5'-theories of the: natural numbers, the integers and the reals,
are not recursively axiomatizable.

More positive is the following news:

Proposition 5.2.9.
For the following (classes of) frames, the H S-theory is recursively enumerable: the linear
orders, the dense and the discrete linear orders and the ordering of the rationals.

Proof (van Benthem).
In the same way as for CC6or CCA,we can show that on the frame level, every H S’-formula
has an equivalent of the form VPO. . . P,,_1\/a:oVa:1¢>,where 45has two free variables moand

2:1, and all its predicate symbols are dyadic and in {<, Po, . . . , P,,_1}. The proposition

is then immediate by the fact that the universal second order theory of the mentioned
(classes of) frames is recursively enumerable.

E3!

The problem is of course to give explicit derivation systems. We will apply the technique
developed in the second chapter, ﬁrst looking for a proper characterization of the two
dimensional frames among the H S-frames.

Deﬁnition 5.2.10.
Consider the following LH5-formulas (R ranges over B, E):
(LIIR)

V:ryz(:cRy /\ yRz —+:z:Rz)

(LI2a.R)
(LI2bR)

Va:yz(:cRy /\ :cRz —->3/Rz V y = 2 V 2123;)
‘v’a:yz(yR:z:A zRa: —>zRy V y = z V yRz)

(LI3R)

V:c(w3z zRa: V 3y(yRa: /\ -132 zRy))

(L143)
V:c(-:32 zBa: <—>
w3z zEa:)
(LIBNW) ‘v':z:yz(:z:ByA a:Ez —+E|w(yEw /\ zBw))

(LI55w)

‘v’:z:yz(a:By/\ zE:c —+3w(wEy /\ zBw))

(LISNE)

Vxjg/z(yB:c /\ :z:Ez ——>
3w(yEw

(LI6)

‘v’:cw3y(a:By/\ mEy).

/\ wBz))

LI1 . . . LI6 denote the obvious conjunctions (e.g. LI1 = LI13 /\ LIIR).

The intuitive meaning of these formulas is the following:

E3
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LI 1R:
LI 2aR:
LI 2bR:
LI 3R:
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R is transitive.
R is not branching to the right.
R is not branching to the left.
if an interval is stretched, then there is a ‘point’-interval
R—below it.

LI 43:
‘having no proper beginning’ means ‘having no proper end’
LI 6:
B and E are disjoint.
The LI 5-axioms express some kind of compass-related Church-Rosser property, best made
clear in the following pictures:

Note that LISE (with the
obvious
deﬁnition)
does not hold everywhere
in two-dimensional frames,
viz.

Theorem 5.2.11.
Let 3‘be an H S-frame. Then
3 is (isomorphic to) a linear two-dimensional frame

<==>3 l: LI 1 . . . LI 6.

Proof.
We only prove the direction from right to left.

Let 3 = (I, B, E) be an HS-frame where LI1
point-intervals in I:

L16 are valid. Deﬁne T as the set of

T = {(86 I | -32 zB:c},

and set a relation < on T by

/

s < t <=> 3:1:(.sB:c A tEa:),
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We will show that 3 2 J(T, <).
First we need
Claim 1: B and E are irreﬂexive.
Proof. Suppose that a:Ba:. Let 2 be the point-interval with zE:z:. By LI 5NE, there is a 21:
with zBw and wE:c, viz.

By wE:c and the linearity axioms we have either wEz or w = z or zEw. The ﬁrst
alternative is impossible as z is a point-interval, the third by the disjointness of B and
E. But to = z is also impossible, as zBw would imply zBz, again contradicting the fact
that z E T.
Claim 2: (T, <) is a linear order.
Proof. For transitivity, suppose 3 < t < u. Then there are 2:and y with sBa:, tE:c, tBy
and uEy. By LI 5 there is a z with :cBz, yEz, viz

By transitivity of B and E we have sBz, uEz. So 5 < 11..
For irreﬂexivity, suppose t < t. Then there would be an :1:with tB:c and tEa:, contradicting

LI 6.
Finally we prove linearity: suppose 3 < t, s < u. By deﬁnition there are 1:,y with sBa:,
tEa:, 3By and uEy. By LI 2 either :cBy or as= y or yBa:.
In the case :1:= 3;,LI 2 gives that either tEu or t = u or uEt. The cases where tEu or
'u.Et are ruled out by deﬁnition of T. So t = n.
In the case :cBy, by LI SNEthere is a z with tBz and zEy, viz.

Now it is easy to prove that uE'z. This gives t < u.
The case where yBa: is similar, so we have proved that < is linear to the right. Left
linearity is similar.
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Claim 3: .1:¢T——>
(3!lET: (Bx/\3!'r ET: rEa:).
Proof. Straightforward, using LI 3, LI 2 and LI 7.
So for every stretched interval at g’T there is a unique starting point I, and a unique end
point r.,. Now we can define the_isomorphism g : I +—+
I N T(T, <):

()_

g in —

[a:,:c] if:I:€T

[l,,,r,_.] otherwise

Claim 4: g is surjective.
Proof. Let [.9,t] be in INT(T, <). If .9= t, [.9,t] = g(.9). Otherwise, .9< t gives an a: with
sBa: and tE:r:, so [.9,t] = g(a:).

Claim 5: g preserves B and E.
.
_
Proof. Suppose a:By. We only treat the case where 3 g’ T. Clearly I, = ly. By LI SNE

there is a z with r,Bz, zEy, viz.

By r.,Bz, z ¢ T. So r,Ez. By deﬁnition of < then, we have 1'; < ry.
50 9(9=) = [lea721311» H] = 9(9)

Claim 6: g is injective.
Proof. Suppose g(a:) = g(y) = [.9,t]. If .9= t, by irreﬂexivity of < we obtain as= .9= t and
y = .9= t, so a: = g. If .9< t, then by I, = I, we have either :cBy or yBa: or 2: = ,y. The
ﬁrst two possibilities are ruled out by the previous claim, as they would imply 1', 75r,,.
So 3: = 3;.

Claim 7: g anti-preserves B and E.
Proof. Suppose g(:r)Bg(y), then I, = 1,,and 1', < Ty. By deﬁnition of < there is a z with
r,Bz, r,,Ez. 3 satisﬁes LI 5Nw, so there is a y’ with zEy’ and :cBy’. By g(y’) = g(y) we
then ﬁnd y = 3/’. So :cBy.

H3

Having our characterization of two-dimensional frames, we can now turn this result into
an axiomatization of the set of H S-formulas valid in two-dimensional frames. First we
discuss the axioms we need, and the formula to be used in a non-f rule.

Deﬁnition 5.2.12.

b

Consider the following H S-formulas (<>ranges over 0, 0):
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(MI2ao)

<>‘1<>p—+(Op V p V <>‘1p)

(MI2bo)
(M130)

<><>“1 —->(<>‘1p V p V Op)
<>‘1T —><>‘1EJ‘1_L)

(MI4)

[IIJ. H I3J.

(MI51vW) <><>p_. oop

(MI5NE) 90p—>O€>p

(M1535) 90p->09]?
(N)

5319-> <>p

For M I 1 . . . M I 5 again we have the appropriate deﬁnitions.

EB

These formulas are the (’negative’) correspondents of the formulas characterizing the two
dimensional frames:

Proposition 5.2.13.
Let 3 be an H S-frame. Then

(i)

Forl= 1,...,5: 3=}=MIl=> 3}=LIl.

(ii)

3in Fr-.. <=> 3‘t: LI6.

Proof.
By the Sahlqvist form of the formulas, cf. 2.2.2.

EB

We are now ready to deﬁne our axioms system. Just like for most of the completeness
proofs given in this dissertation, we could start by extending the similarity type H .S'with
the D-operator, then give the axioms and rules and ﬁnally reduce the system again. As
we consider this procedure to be standard by now, we immediately turn to the simpler
system. First of all, we need a deﬁned D-operator:

Deﬁnition 5.2.14.
Abbreviate
D'q$=€*’<I>¢V<I>’<>¢

EB

Clearly, in two-dimensional frames, D’ plays the role of the difference operator.

Deﬁnition 5.2.15.
Let AH S’ be the minimal tense H .S'-logicKfis extended _withthe axioms M I L1, ...,
M I L5. AH 5+ is the axiom system AH .5’extended with the D’-irreﬂexivity rule.
33

Theorem 5.2.16. SOUNDNESS AND COMPLETENESS.
AH S1'is strongly sound adn complete with respect to the class of linear irreﬂexive frames.

Proof.
Soundness is straightforward.
For completeness, we should give a proof that the D’-versions of the D-axioms (cf. deﬁ
nition 2.4.2) are theorems of AH 5+ and that the non-re rule is a derived rule of AH S+.
The theorem is then immediate by the S’N E-theorem 2.8.2.
The part concerning the axioms we omit; we concentrate on showing the conservativity
of Nr<:Rover AHS'+:

5.3. INTERVALS AS COMPUTATION PATHS.
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Assume AH.S'+ l- -1(|Ilp -> Op) —>qt. We have to show AHS'+ t- gt. Well:
(1)

|- —1(Elp-+ Op) —>qt

(assumption)

(2) F a¢>—»(mp a op)
(1. proplog)
(3) I“-vgb—>(|D<>q—+(-><>q)
(2, SUB, takeaq¢¢)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

|- q —>lIl<‘>q
l‘ W23—*(9 -+ <904)

|—'ﬁ¢ _. (q _+ D’q)
l‘ (q A -=D’q) -+ <6
(8) |- d)

(axiom CV)
(3, 4, m0d108)

(5, deﬁnition D’)
(6. proplosl
(7, D’-irreﬂexivity).
EEI

It is now a simple matter to obtain completeness results for the classes of linear frames
mentioned in proposition 5.2.4, simply by adding the suitable formulas as axioms to the
logic AH S+, in the same manner as we proved completeness for dense and discrete CC’)
logic, cf. section 3.4.

5.3 Intervals as Computation Paths.
In this section we concentrate on the ordering (w, <), for two reasons: ﬁrst of all because
we can see the natural numbers as a sequence of computation states. Temporal logics over
this frame can thus be used in the theory of verification of program correctness. There
is quite an extensive literature on this subject, we refer to Stirling [125]for an overview.
The second reason to pick out this ordering is that we have an interesting example here
where we can eliminate a non-£ rule from an axiomatization. The idea. to look for an
orthodox axiomatization here sprang from reading Maddux [78],where the related case of
relation algebras is treated.

To start with the semantics, ordinary modal logics of computation are one-dimensional,
the truth of a formula being evaluated at a single state. It is obvious however, that
computation paths should also play an important role as objects of reasoning. For this
reason, formalisms like process logics (cf. Harel-Kozen-Parikh [51]) have been developed.
The connection with intervals lies in the fact that an interval [s,t] over (w,<) can be
identiﬁed with the set of states {a E T | .9 3 u S t} and thus represents a ﬁnite‘
computation path.
For reasons of complexity, it is undesirable to allow arbitrary valuations — we have already
seen in 5.2.9, that the validity problem for H S-formulas in (w,<) must be Hi-hard. Now
the nature of a state is that it is a complete gathering of ‘all information obtained up till
‘To model inﬁnite paths as well, one could have a look at the ordinal w + 1. This is a matter for
further research. The same applies to possible extensions to branching time models.
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now’, so a.restriction to one-dimensional valuations is quite natural:

Deﬁnition 5.3.1.
A model ‘I,V is flat if V is a flat valuation, i.e. if V only depends on the ﬁrst coordinate:
V(p.-) = I NT(‘Z) F1(.S'.-x T) for some 3; Q T. A formula 43is ﬂatly valid in a class K,
notation: K by ¢, if Q5is valid in all ﬂat models based on frames in K.
EB

Our aim in the remainder of this section will be to axiomatize ﬂat validity over (w, <).
In a trivial Way,ﬂat validity can be reduced to ordinary validity:

Deﬁnition 5.3.2.
For an H S-formula ()5,we set__

4

$=A$@HWw~¢
p64>

Proposition 5.3.3.
Let‘Ibea.fra.me,then‘Il=|.¢ <=> ‘I|=¢".

B

In section 5.2.2 we saw that H S’is in some sense expressively complete. We need this fact
in a crucial step of our completeness proof: we will give a ‘completeness by completeness’
proof, inspired by Gabbay-Hodkinson [36].

Proposition 5.3.4.
For every ﬁrst order formula in L1<(a:o),there is an H S-formula ¢° such that for every
ﬂat model am= (‘I, V) and t E T:
99? l= ¢[t]

<=>

93?,[ht]

|= ¢‘>°

Proof.
By the procedure described in the proof of lemma 5.2.6.

B3

We now turn to axiomatics. From here until theorem 5.3.11, our results are not dependent
on the assumption of ﬂatness. First we consider the well-ordered frames:

Deﬁnition 5.3.5.
Abbreviate
SW(¢)

.—. 43/\ E]—u¢/\E|U]w¢

W =
WO denotes the class of well-orderings.

9p —-+
®SW(p).
EB

Intuitively, 5'W(45) holds at an interval 11:iii 11:is the ﬁrst 4)-world in the lexicographic

ordering of the intervals, or, spatially, ill 20 is the most southern of the most western
worlds where gbholds.

Proposition 5.3.6.
Let ‘I = (T, <) be a linear ordering, then
(i)

1 in W0

(ii) $2(w,<)

<==>

‘I }= W

<=> ‘II=W/\DI.
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Proof.
(i) For (=:~), assume that T is a well-ordering and ‘I, [s,t] |= ®p.
{.9E T | [s,t] l: p, for some t}.

Let Po be the set

As Po 75 (D,it has a smallest element .90. Let P,,,1 be the set {t 6 T | [so,t] l: p}.
As P,,,1 51$0, it has a smallest element to. It is straightforward to verify that [so,to] |=
P A D —I/\ B I1] —Ip.

_

For (<=), let P be a non-empty subset of T. By considering a valuation V with V(p) =
{[s,t] | s E P}, it is an easy exercise to verify that there is a southernmost westernmost
interval [3,.9]where p is true, and that this implies that .9is the smallest element of P.
(ii) is easy by (i), as (w, <) is the only discrete well-ordering.
H3

Deﬁnition 5.3.7.
AH SW is the axiom system AH 5 extended with the axiom W, AH SN has DI too. We
abbreviate Q |- «:5for AH SN |- qﬁ’.

B

Note that AH SW and AH SN are orthodozv.they do not use any non-5 rule. Our aim is
to prove comleteness of Q for ﬂat validity over the natural numbers. First we show:

Proposition 5.3.8.
I RD. is conservative over AH SW (and hence, over AHSN

Proof.
Abbreviate

O'¢ = goA -1D’¢. Assume that |- 0']: --+ (,6;we want to prove |--go.

Let us ﬁrst give the intuitive idea behind the proof: recall that the operator 0 is the ‘only
here’ operator, i.e. 045 holds at a world 2::if 11:is the only world where 91;holds. So let us
read I RD: as: if we can derive 423
under the assumption that there is a unique world where

1)holds, then we can derive qb.The essential observation of the proof is now that in the
axiom W, the consequent ® SW(p) also gives us a unique world where p holds, namely
the southernmost westernmost p-world (cf. the proof of 5.3.6).
Now we can give the technical details. First, we state
(It)

AHS l- S'W(p) —+—1D'S'W(p).

One can prove (an) by showing that l- SW(p) A D'.S'W(p) —>J_. This proof is quite

tedious: it involves spelling out the deﬁnition of the D’-operator into a long disjunctive
formula, and then showing that none of these disjuncts is consistent with SW(p). This is
a straightforward affair, so we do not go into details.
Now we proceed with the following derivation:
1. (p A -D’ p) —+96
2. -=¢ —>(P -> D’p)
3.

‘IQ5—>(SW(—I¢) —>D'SW(-1:35))

4- ‘Kl’-+ "*5W("¢)
5.

.S'W(wc/2) —->-up

6. mS'W(--gb)

(assumption)
(1. proplog)
(2, SUB)

(3, *)
(def SW(w¢))

(4,5, proplog)

7. ® —:¢—>®.S'W(~.¢)
8.

EB¢

9.¢

(6,7, modlog)

(aemsm
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Unfortunately, proposition 5.3.8 does not yield a completeness theorem for the well
ordered frames -—recall that by 5.2.8, €-)H5(WO)cannot be recursively enumerable. There
is a subtlety involved here.

Deﬁnition 5.3.9.
Let N be a set of ﬁrst order formulas. A structure int = (1, V) is N -deﬁnably well-ordered
if for every N (:3)-formula ¢(:c), the set dam‘= {t E T | 2m|= ¢[a: r-> t]} has a ﬁrst element

(if it is not empty). A two-dimensional H S‘-frame (T, V) is H S -deﬁnably well-ordered if
for every H S-formula 45,the set {t E T I 932,[t, t] l: <I>¢}has a ﬁrst element (if it is not

empty).

8

The point is that AH S’W is not complete with respect to W0, but with respect to the
H S-deﬁnably well-ordered models”.

Lemma 5.3.10.
Let A be an AH SW-consistent set, then A is satisﬁable in an H S-deﬁnably ‘well-ordered
model.

Proof.
Let A be AH SW-consistent, then by 5.3.8 A is AH S'W+-consistent too (where AH .S'W+
is the extension of AH SW with the D’-irreﬂexivity rule).
By the completeness result for H S, the set

A’= A U

I(,6an HS-formula}

is satisﬁable in a linear model em = (I, V). It is an easy proof that by 93!|= W, 93!is
H S-deﬁnably we11—ordered.

E

Fortunately, in the case of ﬂatness (corresponding to monadic predicates in the ﬁrst order
language), we can apply a nice theorem of Doets [27]:

Theorem 5.3.11 (Doets).
Let an be an L1<-deﬁnably well-ordered structure. Then for every n < w there is a Well
ordered LK-structure am’such that am2,, 9)?’(i.e. for all L1‘-sentences of quantiﬁer depth
_<.n.‘-ml=d> <=> ‘-m'l=¢)

Proof.
We refer to Doets [27], corollary 4.4.

E3

Putting things together, we canprove our completeness theorem for (2:

Theorem 5.3.12.
{ll-qﬁ <=;‘>(w,<) l=5

Proof.
Soundness is immediate.
For completeness, let (,6be Q-consistent, (i.e. ¢" is AH SN -consistent), so qb"A EBDI is
“This subtlety is overlooked in [78];the theorems 12 and 13 there are incorrect as stated.
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AH SW-consistent. Abbreviate 1/2= qblA EBDI.
By 5.2.16, 10 is satisﬁable in an H S’-deﬁnably well-ordered model am’. By 5.3.4, 93:’is

L1‘-deﬁnably well-ordered.
Any H S-formula has an L2<(:co,:c1)-equivalent on the model level (dyadic predicates), so
the ﬂat formula. 1/)has an L1<(a:o,3:1)-equivalent 1/2°(monadic predicates). Let I: be the
quantiﬁer depth of ¢v°. By 5.3.11, there is a well-ordered model Em= (‘$3,
V) such that
931’ _=.),+2 ml.

As 1/:is satisﬁable

in am’, 932|= 32:0:-la:11,b°
by deﬁnition

of Ek+2,

Clearly then, 1/:is satisﬁable in DJI,i.e. there are some .93 t in an with sm,[3,t] )= ¢’ AB DI.

As I is a well-ordering, on f: EDI implies ‘I 9: (w,<) by 5.3.6(ii), so we have found a
model an on (w, <) where gb‘is satisﬁable. By deﬁnition of <12”,
amis then a ﬂat model for
¢.

33

5.4 A modal operator for chopping intervals.
In the previous sections we saw that H S is quite an expressive formalism, being stronger
than any point-based system and having a deﬁned operator for each of the thirteen binary
interval relations. However, there are limits to its expressiveness, witness the following
example.

Deﬁnition 5.4.1.
Let CHOP(qb,1,0)be the dyadic operator having the following interpretation in two-dimensional
models:
am, [s,t] |= C'HOP(q5,1,{2) <=>

there is a u with s _<_u _<_t such that
9.32,[3, u] I: 4') and

am, [21,t] |= 1]).

EB

So, informally, CHOP (915,
1/2)holds at an interval if it can be chopped into two pieces where
d) resp. 10hold, viz.

(:5

10

CHOPM. 1b)

In the two—dimensiona.lpicture, CHOP(¢, 1/2)holds in a point A if we can construct a
rectangle ABCD such that «L»
holds in B which is equal to or lies east of A, C is situated
on the diagonal and Q5holds at D, equal to or south of A, viz.
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‘A

‘B

‘D

C

So in some sense, CHOP can be seen as the interval version of the composition operator
o in CC/\. The CHOP-operator seems to be a very natural one; one may see it, just
like Von Wright’s AN DN EXT-operator (cf. van Benthem [12]) as a formalization of
the temporal connective in sentences like “He came home and went to bed”. It is also
interesting from the point of view of computer science, viz. for the temporal logics used in
proving program correctness. If we take the approach of the previous section and interpret
formulas not in intervals but in computation paths, i.e. sequences of computation states,
then CHOP(¢,1,b)holds in those sequences which are the concatenation of two sequences
where ¢ resp. qbhold. Some results on this approach can be found in Rosner-Pnueli [109]
and in Moszkowski [87].

To show that the CHOP-operator is not deﬁnable in in the system H S, it is sufficient to
prove

Proposition 5.4.2.
The formula CHOP(p, p) has no equivalent in H 5'.

Proof.
Consider the frame at = (R, <), the ordering of the "real numbers. We will show that
unlike H S-formulas, CHOP can ‘change slopes’, of which we give the following example:
Take a valuation V with V(p) = {[93,y] I :c+y E Z}, cf. ﬁg. 1. Then for all H S-valuations,
V(¢) can be depicted in ﬁg. 2: there all only lines with slopes -1, Oand oo.

/

ﬁg. 1

ﬁg. 2

ﬁg. 3

Yet, turning to H SC , one can immediately prove that V(CHOP(p, p)) : {[22,y] I as—y 6
Z}, cf. ﬁg 3. So these lines, having a slope of +1, differ from every line in ﬁg. 2. This
sketches the proof why no H S-formula can be equivalent to CHOP(p, p).
H3

To prove completeness for a logic having this CHOP-operator, there are two ways open
to us: the ﬁrst one is taken in Venema [133], where we considered the system CDT, an
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extension of H 5' having, besides CHOP, two operators D and T such that CHOP, D and
T form a set of dyadic versatile operators. The system also has a. constant 1rbeing true at
the point-intervals. The ternary accessibility relation asociated with the binary operators
is the ‘and’-relation A already mentioned in the ﬁrst section: Aij It holds if i is the ‘sum’
of the adjacent intervals 3' and k, viz.

Aijk

So we could follow the by now familiar procedure of giving a proper characterization of
two-dimensional C‘DT—framesﬁrst in the corresponding ﬁrst order language Long‘, and

then turning this characterization into an SNE-axiomatization.
We choose a different method here, inspired by Gabbay and Hodkinson [36] who give an
axiomatization of irreﬂexive Since and Until-logic using an axiomatization of the F, P
fragment. This proof uses the notion of a parametrical deﬁnition.

Deﬁnition 5.4.3.
Let ’H.S'Cbe the similarity type H SC extended with the binary operator CHOP.

EB

We do not need the notion of an H SC-model, we simply interpret H S’C’in (two-dimensional)
H S —frames.

Deﬁnition 5.4.4.
Deﬁne the following formulas:
VER(¢)

=

DfcHoP(¢a REX) =

X(¢a
$9X)

cm(1;A 9' m —.¢

W’A 9 X) V ((9 1/’/\ X) V 9(X /\ CD(<>('¢A

—’

X)F’DfCH0P(¢a1/)9

The formula (,6is called the parameter of X (Q3,1,b,X).

93

Proposition 5.4.5.
X (qt,1,1),
x) is valid on the class of two-dimensional models.

Proof.
Let [3,t] be an interval with [3,t] l: VER(q5). This means that the vertical line through
[3,t] contains precisely those points where ¢ holds, viz.
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It is then straightforward to verify that

lsvtll:

—’
-DfCHOP(¢2¢2

For the other direction, if [s,t] |= 1bA ex we have [.s,t] l: 2/:and [t, t] |= X, so indeed
[SJ] l= C'H0P(¢.1/!)
The case where [3,t] |= (D2bA x goes likewise.
If [s,t] |= <>(xA CD(€>(1/1
A ¢))), there is a 'u.> s with [u,t] l: x and [22,21.]l: ~(->('gb
A ()5). So
there is a 3’ < 22with [s’,u] |L=2!»A (:3.But [s’,u] |= gbimplies 3’ = s. This gives [s,u] l: 1,0

and [u,t] I: x, so again we obtain [s,t] |= C'HOP(¢, 21;).

EB

Deﬁnition 5.4.6.
Let AH SC’ be the axiom system AH .5’extended with the axiom X (p, q, 1').

Theorem 5.4.7.
AH 56' is a strongly sound and complete derivation system for the set of H SC’-formulas
that are valid in linear ‘two-dimensional frames.

Proof.
Assume that 2 is a consistent set of H S C’-formulas. We will deﬁne a two-dimensional
model where E is satisﬁed.
We start with copying the first steps of the completeness proof for AH S . In constructing
a witnessing extension of 2 (cf. section 2.8), we only take care of the diamonds, treating
(outermost) subformulas of the form CHOP(¢>,2/2)as variables in an extended language.
In this way, we can show the existence of a pair (3,A) with 3 := (I, B, E) an H S’-frame
and A a map assigning a maximal AH SC-consistent set of formulas to every 2'E I such

that:
(i) 3 satisﬁesLI 1 LI6,
096 E A(2') <=> there is aj with jBi and 45E A(j),
and likewise for the other diamonds.

=

For every 2'E I there is a propositional variable p,
such that 2'is the onlyinterval with p,-E
(iv)

There is an 2'E I with E Q A(2').

By we may and will consider 3‘as a two-dimensional frame based on a linear ordering
$ = (T, <).
Now we deﬁne the usual model an on 3, by setting

W?) = {i E I IP 6 Mil}.

and we set out to prove the truth lemma
For all H S C'—formulas <15
and intervals 2'
(TC)

912,2‘1: Q5 <=>

()36 11(2).

The claim is proved by an induction to the length of a maximal nesting of CHOP-operators
in qb.

In the base step, we are dealing with CH OP-less formulas, for which the proof of TC is
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standard.
For the induction step, we only treat the case where (15= CHOP(1/J,x):
Let i be an interval in 3, we will prove T0 for the fonnula CHOP(z/2,x).

By

and the deﬁnition of VER, we have ‘.m,z'|= VER(<l>p,-),so by the fact that

VE'R(<l>p,-)is a CHOP-less formula, VER(4>p,-) 6 Me’).

As X(p,q,r) is an axiom of AHSC, this gives
C'HOP(¢, x) E A(z') 4=> DfcHop(<I>pg,¢,x) 6 Me").

And by the fact that D)!is two-dimensional, we have
931.1’|= CH0P(¢.x)

<=> fmai l= DfcHop(<1>p.~.t/2.X)

It is now quite easy to prove the induction step
CHOP(2/J,x) E

¢=> D.'n,z'
|= C’HOP(qb,x),

as we can reduce this proposition to

DfCH0P(<l>pi)7/)3
E

<:>

# DfCHOP(®pia¢>X)a

which holds by the induction hypothesis.

B3

5.5 Conclusions, Remarks and Questions.
5.5.1 General conclusions.
In the introduction to this chapter we motivated the study of modal logics of time pe
riods, and we showed how interval-based formalisms can be treated in the style of two
dimensional modal logics. The main part of the chapter concentrated on a system H S
devised by Halpern and Shoham. We saw how this formalism is stronger than ordinary
point-based logics in distinguishing ordinals, and we gave an SN E-completeness proof
for the formulas valid in proper point-based interval structures (section 2). For many
applications it is natural to impose restrictions to the valuations of interval models. In
the case of ﬂat validity, we have seen that a nice consequence of such a restriction can be
that validity is axiomatizable by an orthodox derivation system (section 3). In section 4
we treated an extension of H S with a CHOP-operator. For this system H SC’we coould
give a relatively simple axiomatization by extending the H S’-axiom system with a para
metrical axiom.
As a general conclusion we would say that treating interval logics in a two-dimensional
framework is a fruitful approach, also from the perspective-of applications.
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5.5.2 Questions and Remarks.
(i)

At several places in this chapter we have mentioned the close connection be
tween interval logics and system like CC) discussed in section 3.4. For an
explicit treatment of this relation we refer to Venema [131]

Just like for ordinary two-dimensionalmodal logics, there are many similar
ity types for interval logics. A very interesting example is Nishimura [91],
who studies a formalism having all ﬁrst order deﬁnable additive operators.
This system can thus be seen as the interval-version of J6nsson’s clone of Q
operators (cf. 3.6.2.(1)). It should be a straightforward matter to transform
Nishimura’s completenesstheorem into an axiomatization of the representable
Q-relation algebras.

The ‘completenes-by-completeness’method, used in section 4 to obtain an
orthodox axiomatization of the formulas that are ﬂatly valid in (w,<), was
introduced by Gabbay and Hodkinson [36], who use it for one-dimensional
systems with non-£ rules, to axiomatize the ordering {Rof the reals. In Venema
[134]the method is used to axiomatize the S‘, U-logic over (w, <) in an orthodox
system; Reynolds [102]shows the same for the much harder case of the reals.
It is interesting to ﬁnd out how far this method reaches.

CHAPTER 6.
CONCLUSIONS.

Outline
Rather than giving a detailed summary of our results, we brieﬂy discuss some of the main
themes of this dissertation.
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We have tried to give a general, uniform perspective on many-dimensional modal logics.
The uniformity of our approach is mainly implicit, for example in terminology (‘squares’,
‘cubes’), notation (<9,®,-,~)or the style of our proofs (e.g. from characterization to axiom
atization). We showed many existing algebraic and modal systems to ﬁt neatly in this
framework.
The style of this dissertation has been rather technical, and we have obtained several
results on completeness, deﬁnability and expressiveness. We refer to the concluding sec
tions of the various chapters for a summary of these technical contributions and questions
for further research. Here, we would like to sketch some of the main threads running
through this dissertation — it turned out that the topic has more dimensions than we
ﬁrst expected.

SAHLQVIST THEORY AND DUALITY.
A pleasant feature of the systems that we have studied is that almost all formulas involved
turned out to be Sahlqvist formulas. This enabled us to apply the duality theory between
Relational Kripke Frames and Boolean Algebras with Operators, in a very straightfor
ward and eclectic manner: we could choose to work in frames, algebras, ﬁrst order logic,
whatever suited us best. As nice examples of this strategy we mention the easy simpli
ﬁcation of Henkin’s equation in cylindric algebras (cf. section 3.5) and the ﬁrst order
characterization of the cubic frames for cylindric modal logic (cf. section 4.3).

NEGATIVE DEFINABILITY AND RULES AS ANTI-AXIOMS.
For all but the most simple many-dimensional systems, we have seen that the class P of
proper frames (squares, cubes, point-based interval structures), allows a nice characteri
zation, of the following form:

There is a set of positive, and a set of negative characteristics of worlds, both
expressible by Sahlqvist formulas, 2 resp. E.
A frame is proper iff each world has_all positive, and no negative characteris
tics.
For each of these classes we have found a strongly sound and complete derivation system,
allowing the following presentation:
Where )3 is the set of axioms of the system, 5 is the set of anti-axioms, i.e.
formulas which we strongly want to avoid as theorems. The formal implemen
tation of this intuition consists of the system having, besides the orthodox
derivation rules, a non-£ rule for every £ E E:

if I-¢—>§(17)andf2'¢¢, then I--143.

All many-dimensional completeness proofs are applications of our general SN E-theorem:
For a sufficiently rich similarity type, a characterization in terms of a positive
2 and a negative 5, gives rise to an amiomatization with E as axioms and :.
as anti-axioms.
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MODAL LOGIC AND ALGEBRAIC LOGIC.
The system that we have studied in most detail (CML, CC6)formed the modal counterpart
of well-known algebras studied in algebraic logic (cylindric resp. relation algebras). For
both formalisms, it was known that any orthodox axiomatization would have an inﬁnite
and quite complex set of axioms. We showed, that by adding one relatively transparent
derivation rule to a simple, ﬁnite axiom system, a ﬁnite ‘anti-axiomatization’ can be
obtained. As this kind of rule is deeply rooted in the possible world semantics of modal
logic, we feel that a modal perspective on algebraic set representation theory, really can
give new insights in algebraic logic.

SEMANTIC CONSTRAINTS AND APPLICATIONS.
Although applications of many-dimensional modal logics have received very little atten
tion in this dissertation, we would like to stress the point that the main motivation for
introducing two-dimensional temporal logics and interval logics did not come from logic
proper but from linguistics and computer science. In this light, it is both convenient
and interesting that by imposing restrictions on the semantics of two-dirnensional modal
logics of time, restrictions that are inspired by considerations of applications, the result
ing system has very nice logical properties too. As examples we mention the expressive
completeness result (3.4.9) for C(39«,and the orthodox axiomatization of ﬂat validity over
the natural numbers (5.3.12).
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APPENDIX A.
MODAL SIMILARITY TYPES.

Outline
This appendix is a summary of the background knowledge presupposed for
reading this dissertation.
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A1. Introduction.
This dissertation treats many different modal-like formalisms, as well as their companions
in the theory of Boolean Algebra with Operators. Instead of introducing notions like
zigzagmorphism or embedding algebras for every formalism separately, we felt it might
be useful for the reader to have a systematic overview. For the abstract notion ranging
over all formalisms we use the term modal similarity type.
This appendix intends to give a listing of all the notions and facts that we assume as
background knowledge for reading this dissertation.
We aimed at a systematic, uniform presentation of the conceptsinvolved, not at a complete
covering of even the major results in the ﬁeld.
The material was more or less obtained by amalgamating results from or listed in the
following literature, to which we refer for more details, background information, etc.
0 J .F.A.K. van Benthem, Modal Logic and Clasical Logic [14],
for correspondence theory and general background in the theory of modal logic.

0 S. Burris and H.P. Sankappanavar, A Course in Universal Algebra [24],
for universal algebra.
0 R. Goldblatt, Varieties of Complex Algebras [43],
for duality theory and modal model theory.

0 L. Henkin, J .D. Monk and Tarski, Cylindric Algebras [53],
the standard reference to algebraic logic.

0 I. Németi, Algebraizations of Quantiﬁer Logics: an Introductory Overview [89],
for indeed, an introductory overview to algebraiclogic.

A2. Similarity types.
Deﬁnition A1: Similarity types.
A modal similarity typeis a pair 5 = (O, p) with 0 a set of modal operators, and p : 0 H w
a map assigning to each operator of 0 a ﬁnite rank or adity. Modal operators of rank 0
are called constants, monadic operators: diamonds, and dyadic ones: triangles.
EEI

We usually assume the rank of operators known and make no distinction between S and
0. As variables ranging over operators we use V, V1, . . .. If the operators are zero-adic
or constants, we use 6, A,7r,0‘,. . ., for monadic symbols we use 0, 01, F, P, D, . . . , and for
dyadics we take A, A1,0, . . ..

In the following, we assume familiarity with the Boolean connectives and constants; as
basics we take -I and V.

Deﬁnition A2. Modal languages.
A modal language is a pair M = (S, Q), Where S is a similarity type and Q is a set of
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propositional variables. When no confusion arises we write M (S), M (Q) or M. The set
<I>(M)of formulas in M is inductively deﬁned as follows:

(0) The modal and boolean constants "and the propositional variables are the
atomic formulas in M.
(1) If a3and 1/)are formulas in M, then so are -w¢ and ()5V 1,b.

(2) If (:51,.. . ,¢,, are formulas in M and V is a modal operator of rank n, then
V(¢1,. .. ,a5,,)is a formula in M.

We assume familiarity with the notion of a. formula algebra; the formula algebra of the
language M is denoted by 3mM. If the variable p does not occur in qb,we write p ¢ ¢. A
formula. is closed if no variables occur in it, only constants.
For an operator V, we abbreviate
._V_(¢1:- ° ° a¢n) = —'V(_'¢1a ° ' ' 7-‘¢'n.)

and call 2 the dual of V. Duals of diamonds are called boxes: Elqb: -n<>-143.

To increase readability, we will suppress brackets. We list the operators by decreasing

priority:

monadicoperators (a, 0,121),

polyadicmodal operators,

{A,V}, (iv)

{-54-9},

Deﬁnition A3: Classical Languages.
Let M = (S',Q) be a modal language, with S = {V,- | i < 5}, Q = {p,- |j < (}. The
correspondence map f assigns an accessibility relation symbol €(V,-) of adity p(V.-) + 1 to
each operator V; of S and a monadic relation symbol P_,-to each propositional variable p,
in Q.
The corresponding (classical) frame language L5 has as its predicate symbols the set
{€(V) I V E 0}. The corresponding (classical) model language LM is L5 extended with
all monadic symbols P,-, j < C.

63

Unless otherwise stated, all deﬁnitions in this appendix are understood with respect to a
ﬁxed modal similarity type S, c.q. a ﬁxed modal language M = (S, Q).

A3. Frames, models and correspondence.
Deﬁnition A4: Frames.
An S’-frame is a pair 3 = (W,I), which is a structure for L3 in the sense of ordinary
ﬁrst order model theory, i.e. W is a set called the universe and I is presented as an
interpretation function associating an n + 1-ary accessibility relation with each S’-operator
of rank 11..Elements of W are called possible worlds. If S = {V,- | i < 5} we may present
a frame as 3 = (W, R,-),-<5or 3-’= (W, Rv)vE5.

EB

Deﬁnition A5: Models
An M -model is a pair int = (W,I’), which is a structure for LM in the sense of ordinary
ﬁrst order model theory. We usually present a model an as a pair an = (3, V) with
3 = (IV,I) an S-frame and V a valuation, i.e. a function mapping proposition letters
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in Q to subsets of W. This presentation can be brought in accordance with the formal
deﬁnition by setting I’ = I U V.
V can be extended to a map assigning sets of possible worlds to all M -formulas, by the
following inductive deﬁnition:
V(¢ V ?/J)

'-‘ V(¢) U V(1/J)

V(“¢)

= W —V(¢)h

v(v(¢1,.

. . .¢..))

=

. ..

,, '

W

'

hR

,. . . ,

W” I :n§mfolI:uw5’< i’:n:uzlv.' e iv/1(t¢.~)}7(w°

,,

w )

Deﬁnition A6: Truth and validity.
Using the terminology of the previous deﬁnition, we can deﬁne the notion of truth: a
formula a5is true at w in am, notation: 9:R,w l: (35,if w E V(¢). The formula 45is true
in/holds in Sm, notation: an I: (1'),if 9)t,w l= qbfor all w in 912. 4')is valid in a frame 3
(3 I: 45)if (3, V) |= gt for all valuations V; «pis valid in a class K of frames if 3 l: dzfor all
3‘ in K.

For K a class of models or frames, let (-)3(K) be the set of S-formulas holding in K. For
E a set of formulas, let Frg be the class of frames in which 2 holds. For a formula (,1),
we
Write Fr¢ instead of Fr{¢}.
A formula gt is a semantic consequence‘ of a set of formulas 2 over a class of frames K,
notation: E |=K gt if for every model 9.7!based on a frame in K, and every world to in 93!,

9Jt,wl=q5if£m,wl=0forallaEE.
A set of formulas E characterizes a class of frames K if K = Frg.

H3

Deﬁnition A7: Correspondents.
Let M = (S, Q) be a modal language. By induction to the complexity of formulas in M
we deﬁne, for every modal formula qt in M its classical local model correspondent ¢1(a:o)
in LM2

(Pill
(-=45)‘

(¢ v 1/J)‘

(V(¢1,. . .,¢...))1

P,-3:10(where

-¢

P,- = €(p,-))

‘bl V ¢1
331 - - - xn(RV(x0: $1) ' ° ' 1$11.)A /\O<isn ¢1(mi/30))‘

The (classical) localframe correspondent is deﬁned as the second order formula
¢2(.».:.,) E 9101 . . . \?P,,,¢1(:c.,),

where the second order quantiﬁcation takes place over these predicates P; = 1.’(p,-)
with p,
occurring in (1).

The global correspondents are deﬁned by a universal ﬁrst order quantiﬁcation over the
appropriate local correspondent, so the global model correspondent is V:z:o¢1(a:o)and the
global frame correspondent is V:co¢2(:co).

E

Modal formulas and their classical correspondents are equivalent on the appropriate level:
‘In Appendix B we discuss the ‘global’ alternative to this deﬁnition, and we give a motivation for
choosing our ‘local’ paradigm.
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Theorem A8. Correspondence.

.
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_

For all models am,frames 3 and worlds in in on resp. 3, and formulas

(i)

fm.w|=¢

<=> ivtl=¢‘[a=oHw]

(ii)

am I: gt

<==>

on |= Vzcoqbl

(iii)

aw |= ¢

<=>

8 l= ¢’[-soH w]

(iv)

3 |= gs

<.=>

3 f: va:o¢>2.

Deﬁnition A9: Structural Operations on frames.
Let 3' = (W,I) be an S-frame and V an S-operator. A subset W’ E; W is S-hereditary
if for all V E 0, w E W’ and (w,w1,...,w,.) E I(V) imply w,-E W’, 1 gig
n. Let
3 = (VV,I) and 3’ = (W’,1’) be two S-frames, then 3’ is a generated subframe of 3 if W’
is a V-hereditary subset of W, and I’(V) is I (V) restricted to W’, for all V in 5'.
Let 3 = (W, I) and 3’ = (W’,I’) be two S-frames, then f : W r—-+
W’ is a homomorphism
if

(w07°
":w‘n)E

=>(fw0a"'afwn)E

for all wo, . . . , 20...; and V. A map f : W +-+W’ is a zigzagmorphismz if f is a homomor

phism which satisﬁes, for each operator V, the V-zigzagcondition
(ZZV)

(fwo,w’1,.. . ,'w;,) E I’(V) => there are 101,.. . ,w,, such that
(w, wo, . . . ,w,.) E I(V) and fw; = w: for all i.

Let {:55| i 6 J} be a. family of pairwise disjoint S-frames, i.e. W; 0 W,- = 0 if i :,é j.
The disjoint union of the :75’,-’s
is the frame 2,613; = (W, I) given by W = U,~e_,VV,-,

I (V) = U:'eJIa(V)
For a class K of frames, we deﬁne SfK, HfK and Pg-Kas the classes containing resp. the
generated subframes, zigzagmorphic images and disjoint unions of frames in K.

A4. Boolean S-Algebras.
Deﬁnition A10: Boolean S-Algebras.
We assume familiarity with the notion of a Boolean Algebra (short: BA). As basic opera
tions of a BA we take addition (+) and complementation (—). Multiplication and the
constants 0 and 1 can then be seen as derived operations.
Now let 91= (A, +, —) be a Boolean Algebra.
An n-ary operation f : A" 1-»A is called normal in the i-th coordinate (0 < i 3 n) if
f(a17°°°aa'i—1a0aai+11°°'3a"n)=
An n-ary operation 1‘ : A u——>
A is called additive in the i-th coordinate (0 < i 3 n) if

f(a1,...,a.,-_1,a.,-+a£,a;+1,...,a,,) Z
= f(a1,...,a,-_1,a,-,a,»+1,...,a.,,) +f(a1,. ..,a,-_1,a£,a,-+1,...,a,,,).
Such an operator is normal (additive) if it is normal (additive) in all its coordinates.
“This notion is also known under the names p-morphism and bounded morphism.
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Now let S = (O, p) be a modal similarity type. A Boolean Algebra with S-operators, or
Boolean S-Algebra, is an algebra Q = (A, +, —,f) where f is a map interpreting every
V E 0 as a normal, additive operation fv of rank p(V) on the Boolean Algebra (A, +, —).
Such an algebra is also denoted as Q = (A, +, —,fv)v€5.
The class of Boolean S-Algebras is denoted by BAO3. Boolean S’-algebras are sometimes
called the modal algebras of the similarity type.
93

Boolean S-algebras form an alternative semantics for modal languages:

Deﬁnition All. Terms.
Let S’ be a similarity type, X a set of objects called variables. In an algebraic context,
formulas of the language M(.S',X) may be called 5'-terms in X, or shortly: terms. An
S-equation is a.pair (s,t) of S-terms, usually denoted as s = t. In an algebraic context,
we usually write +, -, —for V, A, -1. We abbreviate s 3 t for —s +t = 1.

EB

Deﬁnition A12. Algebraic Semantics.
An assignment of the variables X in an algebra Q is a map h : X 1-»A. Such a map
can be uniquely extended to a homomorphism 3mM(3,x) n——>
Q associating an element of A

with every term. This extension is also denoted by h.
An equation 3 = t is valid in an algebra Q if for every assignment h : X 1-»A, h(s) = h(t).
An equation 1)is valid in a class K of algebras if for all Q in K, 17is valid in Q.

All kinds of validity are denoted by
The set of equations valid in K is denoted. by Equ(K), the class of algebras where a set of

equations E holds, by

A class K of algebras is equationalif K = V3 for some set of

equations E.

E3

Deﬁnition A13.
Let 1; be the equation r = s. The normal term of 17'isdeﬁned as r - s + -r - —s. The
normal form of 17is set as r - s + -r - —s = 1. For a set )3 of equations we deﬁne 2”’ as
the set of normal forms of the equations in )3.
H3

Convention A14.
We will be quite sloppy about the difference between equations and their normal forms.
For example, we will use Equ"f(K) as the set of all equations holding in K. This sloppiness
is justiﬁed by the facts that in the context of Boolean Algebras, an equation 1)is equivalent
to its normal form, the sets 2 and 2”’ characterize the very same class of algebras, etc.

Deﬁnition A15. Structural algebraic operations.
Let Q = (A, +, —,f) and Q’ = (A’, +', —',f’) be two Boolean .5’-algebras.
Q’ is a subalgebra of Q if A’ C_IA and the operations +', —’and f’V of Q are precisely the

+, —and fv of Q, restricted to A’.
A homomorphism from Q to Q’ is a map ,6 : A s—>
A’ such that

M0 + 5)
= 5(0) +' 3(5)
ﬂ(-0)
45¢»)
ﬁ(fv(a1',.. . ,a,,) = f’V(,Ba1,...,ﬁa,,_).
If the homomorphism [3 : Q H Q’ is surjective, we call Q’ a homomorphic image of Q.
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Let (9.,-),-5;be an indexed familyof Boolean S-Algebras. The direct product IL-6,21,-is the
Boolean S-Algebra 91= (A, +, -, f) with universe A = I],-6,A; such that
(0 + b)(%')

0(3) + 5(5)

(-OW)

-(“(0)

(fV(a'17 ' ' ° 3a'ﬂ))(i)

(fi)V(a'l(i)> °°° aa'n(i))'

For a class of algebras K, we denote by SK, HK and PK the classes of respectively all
subalgebras, homomorphic images and products of algebras in K.
VK is the least class containing K which is closed under S, H and P.
A class K is a variety if K = VK.

Theorem A16.
(i)

VK = HSPK.

(ii)

V is a variety iff V is an equational class.

A5. Frames and Algebras.
We now have two kinds of semantics for our modalities: relational Kripke structures
and Boolean algebras with operators. A framework unifying these approaches is that of
general frames, which can be seen as both Kripke frames and complex algebras:

Deﬁnition A17: General Frames and Complex Algebras.
Let .5’= (O,p) be a similarity type, V an n-adic operator in S, 3 = (IV,I) an .5’-frame.
We deﬁne the n-ary operation mv on the powerset P(W) of W by

mv(X1,...,X,,) I {w I 3w1...3w,,( /\ w,-E X; ARv(w,w1,...,w,,))}
0<i5n

A general S-frame is a pair L5= (3, A) where 3 = (IV,I) is an .5’-frameand A <_IP(W) is

closed under Boolean operations and under the operations mv for all V in 3.
Let 6 be a general S-frame (5, A).

The complex algebra 61116of 6 is given as 91 =

(A,U,°,mv)v€5.
The complea:algebra of a Kripke frame 3 = (IV,I) is the complex
algebra of the general frame Q5= (3,P(W)).
For K a class of (general) frames, CmK denotes the class of all complex algebras of frames
in K.

H3

We now turn to a comparison of the set of formulas holding in a class of (general) frames
with the set of equations valid in the corresponding class of complex algebras.

Deﬁnition A18: Translations.
Let Q = {q,-I 2'< C} and X = {:c,-| 2'< C be sets of propositional modal resp. algebraic
variables. We assume the existence of a bijection identifying q,-with 2:,-. Thus we are
allowed to identify the sets of modal formulas M (S, Q) with the set of algebraic terms

M(.S',X

'

Let (,1)
be a modal formula. Its corresponding algebraic equation gt“ is given as ¢ = 1.
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Let 1)be an algebraic equation. Seen as a modal formula, its normal term (cf. A13) is
called the corresponding modal formula of 17,notation: 7;”.
For sets )3,E of formulas resp. equations, 2°‘ and E" have their usual meaning.
E

Theorem A19.
Let 3 be a frame, <1)an S-formula, K a class of frames. Then
is‘ l= <25 <=>

900

out

=

|= «:5= 1

(Equ(CmK))"

Deﬁnition A20. Atom structures.
We assume familiarity with the notions of atoms in Boolean Algebra and atomic BAs.
Now let Q = (A, +, —,fv)v€5 be an atomic Boolean S-algebra. The set of atoms in Q is
denoted by AtQ, the atom structure QIQis the S-frame (AtQ, Rv)ve5 where RV is given
by
Rv(a.o,a1, . . . ,a,,) <=> an 3 fv(a1, . . . ,a,,).

For a class Kof algebras, we let AtK denote the class of atom structures of atomic algebras
in K.

Theorem A21.
3 2’ Qltﬂ <-=> 2 2 Cmif.

Definition A22. Canonical structures and embedding algebras.
Let Q be a Boolean S-algebra.

AsubsetFofAisaﬁlterofQif(i) 1 EF,

a,b6 F =>a-be Fand (iii)a€F&

b 2 a => b E F. An ultraﬁlter ofQ is a ﬁlter U satisfying (iv) a ¢ U <1}—a E U.
The canonical structure of Q is the frame €sQ = (VV,Rv)vE5 where W is the set of
ultraﬁlters of Q and RV is given by

Rv(Uo,...,U,,)

4=> fv(a.1,...,a,,) 6 U0foral1a1 E U1,...,a.,, E U...

The embedding algebra QErnQ
of Q is the complex algebra of canonical extension of Q:
Ema = Qlmeisﬂl.

A6. Modal Logics.
Definition A23: Substitutions.
A substitution is a function or : Q a-><I>(M A substitution 0‘ can be uniquely extended
to a homomorphism

o : .'§mM+—»
{§mMby setting

0(-¢)

= -'0(¢)

0(¢ /\ 10)

o'(V(qS1,.. . ,¢,,))

0(¢) A 0 ('1!)

=

V(o¢1,...,o‘¢,,)._

Let 0 be a substitution such that op, = (,6,op, = 13,-if p,- 75p,-. In this case, we denote mt
by ¢[¢/p.-]-

33
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In this thesis we identify logics with derivation systems.

Deﬁnition A24: Derivation Systems.
A derivation system is a pair MD = (M A, M R) with MA a set of formulas called axioms
and M R a set of derivation rules, a notion for which we only give a semi-formal deﬁnition.
A derivation rule is usually given in the form ‘R : A / dz,provided C’, or, if A is a singleton
{I9}?

(R)

I" ii) => F Q5,provided

C.

where gband 1,0are schemas of formulas and A is a set of such schemas, and C’a constraint
on R.
A set E of formulas is said to be closed under R if any instantiation of Q5is in 2 whenever

the corresponding instantiation of A is contained in 2 and the constraint C‘is met.
A derivation rule is called orthodox if it is one of the following three, Modus Ponens,
Universal Generalization or Substitution:

(MP)

If¢EAand¢—->¢EAthen1,bEA.

(U G)

If <15
6 A and V is an n-adic operator in M, then
Z(¢1»- - - a¢i—1>¢1¢i+1: - - - 7¢n) is in A

(SUB)

If (15E A and cr is a substitution

then 045E A.

Deﬁnition A25: Logics.
A (normal) modal logic in a language M is a subset A of i>(M) such that
(i) A contains the following axioms, the classical tautologies and distribution:
(CT) all classical tautologies
A
_V_(p19° ° ' :pi—1ap '—’plapi-l-1: ° ° ° 9171:)H
Z(p1: °° °:Pi-1aP:Pz'+1a ° ° '1pn)"’
.Z(p1a ' °Wpi-1ap,alpi+1a° °° apn)

(ii) A is closed under the orthodox derivation rules.
A derivation system is called orthodox if it contains no derivation rules besides the ortho
dox ones.
Let MA be a set of axioms and MD a set of derivation rules; the logic A(MA, M D) is
the least set of formulas in M containing MA which is closed under the derivation rules

in MD.
For a formula 0 we let A0 denote the derivation system A extended with 0 as an axiom.
For a set 2 of formulas we have an analogous convention.

H3

Deﬁnition A26: Derivations.
3

A derivation in A is a ﬁnite sequence qbo,. . . ,gb,, such that every 43,-is either an axiom
or obtainable from dag,. . . , qb,--1by a derivation rule. A theorem of A is any formula that

can appear as the last item of a derivation. Theoremhood of a formula gbin a logic A is
denoted by FA 45.A formula Q5is derivable in a logic A from a set of formulas 2, notation:

El-A ¢, ifthere are o1,...,o.,, in Ewith I-(01/\.../\o‘,,)

—->
¢.

A formula gbis consistent if its negation -vgbis not a theorem. A set of formulas is con

sistent if the conjunction of any ﬁnite subset is consistent and maximal consistent if it is
3Cf. Appendix B for a motivation of this deﬁnition
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consistent while it has no consistent proper extension (in the same language). We usually
abbbreviate ‘maximal consistent set’ by ‘MCS’.

Deﬁnition A26: Properties of logics.
Let A be a logic, K a class of frames. A is called sound with respect to K if A C 9(K),
and complete if (~)(K)C A. A is strongly sound if E I-A ¢ => 2 I=K Q3,strongly complete if
E }=K qt => 2 I-A gt. for all sets of formulas 2 and formulas dz.

If A is (a derivation system (A, D) which is) sound and complete for a class K of frames,
we call A an axiomatization for K.

Deﬁnition A27: Minimal modal logics.
The minimal or basic logic K3 of a similarity type S is a deﬁned as having only (CT) and
(DB) as its axioms, only (MP), (UG) and (SUB) as its derivation rules.

Theorem A28.
K5 is strongly sound and complete with respect to Frs.

A7. Algebraic derivations.
Deﬁnition A29. Algebraic derivation systems.
We assume familiarity with the notion of a subterm (subformula) of a given term (for
mula). Let X be a set of variables, 5' a similarity type.
An algebraic derivation system over X is a pair AD = (AA, AB) consisting of a set AA of
axioms, i.e. equations over X, and a. set AR of derivation rules (of which notion we will
not give a formal deﬁnition, but cf. A24). For a derivation system AD = (AA, AR), we
deﬁne Equ(AD), the set of equations generated by AD, as the smallest set of equations
over X that contains AA and is closed under every rule in AR.
If 2 is a set of equations over X, then the orthodox S’-derivation system Dg()3) over 2 is
the derivation system deﬁned by the following set 2+ of axioms:

(i) s=sfora1ls€M(X).
(ii)

Axioms governing the Boolean part of the algebras.

N and A, stating that the S-operatorsare normal resp. additive.
(iv) 2.
and the following set R5 of rules:
(i)

3 = t / t = 3.
r=s,s=t/r=t.

Replacement:
.9=_t / r[s
(iv)

= r[t/

Substitution : s = t / s[r/2:] = t[r/9:].

EB

Derivation systems are meant to provide recursive enumerations of the equations that are
valid in some variety:

Deﬁnition A30.
Let D be a derivation system, K a class of algebras, E a set of equations. D is sound
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for K if E<p(D) Q Equ(K),completeif E'qu(K)Q

E is an aziomatization for K if

D3(2) is a sound and complete derivation system for K.

9

Note that the difference between axiomatizations and derivation systems is that the ﬁrst
may only have the ‘orthodox’ algebraic derivation rules . . . (iv).
We now turn to the relation between modal logics and algebraic derivation systems. For
orthodox modal derivation systems, this relation is well-known:

Theorem A31.
Let A = (23,{M P, UG, SU B}) be an orthodox modal derivation system which is sound
and complete with respect to a class of frames K. Then 2°‘ is an algebraic axiomatization
for CmK.

83

For modal axiomatizations having non—orhodoxrules, we have to work a little harder:

Deﬁnition A32.
Let ‘R : A / d2,provided C’ be a modal derivation rule. Its algebraic version RA is deﬁned
as ‘RA : A“ / ¢°, provided C’.
Let A = (E, {R,- I 2' E I be a modal derivation system . Its algebraic version A‘ is
deﬁned as the orthodox algebraic derivation system D5(E°') ‘augmented with the algebraic
versions of the non-orthodox rules R,-.
83

Theorem A33.
Let A = (E, D) be a modal derivation system which is sound and complete with respect to
a.class of frames K. Then the algebraic version A‘ of A is a sound and complete algebraic
derivation system for CmK.

Proof sketch.
For notational simplicity, we assume that ‘R : A/qt, provided 0’ is the only non-orthodox
derivation rule of A.

A

To prove soundness, it sufﬁces to show that Equ(CmK) is closed under R‘, because the
equations in 23°‘hold in CmK by A19, and the ordinary algebraic axioms and derivation
rules raise no problems. So assume that A“ Q Equ(CmK), and that the constraint 0’ is
met. By A.19, A Q G(K), so by soundness of A, gt 6 @(K). But then qb“6 Equ(CmK) by
A.19.
For completeness, assume that the equation 17is valid in K. Without loss of generality (cf.
A.14) we may assume that 17is in normal form 43= 1. By A.19, K I: (6,so by completeness
OfA, l"A
So it remains to be proved that the algebraic equations corresponding to A-theorems are
derivable in A‘. This is easily done by induction to the length of the derivation in A: for

the orthodox modal derivation rules the induction step is standard, for the unorthodox R
it is immediate by the deﬁnition of RA.

33
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A8. Canonical structures.
Deﬁnition A34: Canonical Structures.
For A a logic in a language M, the A-canonical universe'W,‘{is the set of all maximal
A-consistent sets in M. For V an n-adic modal operator in M, its canonical accessibility
relation R§ is deﬁned on W‘ by

g(A.,,...,A,,_1) <=> forall¢1 e A,,...,¢.. e A,,:V(¢,,...,¢,,) e A...
The A-canonical frame is given as sf, = (W_,‘{,
I °), where I ‘’is the canonical interpretation
mapping every operator to its canonical accessibility relation. The canonical A-model is
the pair am‘ = (37,,V”), where V; is the canonical valuation assigning to every p,-E Q the
set of MCSs containing p,-,i.e.
Vzi(P.‘) 7‘ {A 5 WK I13; 5 A}

The A—canonical general frameis the pair GE = (85,, 3) where X E Af, iff X = V,f(q5)

forsome45E

If we want to make the set Q of variables for the language M = (S, Q) explicit, we may
write {§‘j,(Q),etc.

Theorem A35: Truth Lemma.
¢.m°,I‘ |= ¢ <:=> qt 6 I‘.

Proof.
The proof is by induction to the complexity of Q3.For the atomic case the claim follows by
deﬁnition. The only non-standard case in the induction step is where q5= V(¢o, . . . , 1/),,_1),
V an n-adic operator. We assume n = 2 and write ()3= 1/JAX.
First, suppose £Dt°,I‘|= '¢vAx.By the truth deﬁnition, there are MCSs II, E with RTIIE,
91?,H l: 1/;and am,2 I: x. By the Induction Hypothesis, 1!)6 II and x 6 2. By deﬁnition
of R° then, ilmx E I‘.
For the opposite direction it is suﬂicient to prove the following claim:
If I‘ is an MCS and 1/mx E I‘, then there are MCSs II, E with R°l"HE, 1/2E II
and x E )3.

To show this, let «to,¢>1,.. . be an enumeration of the formulas in the language. We will
deﬁne in a simultaneous, Lindenbaum-like construction, two sequences of sets of formulas
Ho C II1 C ..., 20 C 21 C such that Ho = {it}, 239= {x}, all 11,,and 2,, are ﬁnite
and consistent, 11,,“ is either H,, U {tin} or IL, U {-n¢,,} and likewise for Zn. Furthermore,
setting 7r,,(an) as the conjunction of all formulas in 11,,(En), we will have 1r,,Aor,,E I‘ for
all n.

The key observation for the induction step of the deﬁnition is the following:
7r,.A7r,. 6 I‘

=> 1r,, A (,5, v w¢,,)Aa,, /\ (¢>,.v —-¢,.)e P

=> ((1r,, /\ ¢,,)V(1r.,, /\ -1¢,,))A((a,, /\ ¢.,,) V (0,, A -=¢,.)) E I‘
one of
(in, /\ ¢,,)A(a,, A q5,,,)
(7r,, /\ <;b,,)A(o,,A -:q5,,),
(7rn A _'¢n)A(0n A ¢n)a (7!-nA —‘¢n)A(an A Tibia)

is in
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Now for instance in the second case, we take l'I,,+1= 11,,U {tin} and 23,,“ = 2,, U {win},
etc.
It is then straightforward to prove that the l'I,., 2,, have the properties mentioned above.
Let II = U,,<,,,l'I,,, )3 = U,,<,_,En, then one can easily verify that H and E are MCSs and
that R°I‘l'IE.

H3

Deﬁnition A36: Properties of logics.
A logic A is canonical if A is valid not only on its canonical model (which is always the
case, by the truth lemma), but on every model based on the canonical frame, i.e. if
sf, |= A. A formula dzis canonical if the logic Kggt is canonical.

Theorem A37.
Let A be a canonical logic. Then A is strongly sound and complete with respect to FrA.

Deﬁnition A38. Free Algebras.
Let Q be a set of variables, K a class of Boolean S’-algebras. We assume familiarity with
the notion of the Q-generated free algebra 21K(Q)over K. For a variety axiomatized by a
set of equations H, we denote the free algebra by Q13-(Q).

The canonical frames are the canonical extensions of the free algebras:

Theorem A39.
Let A be a modal logic, Q a set of propositional variables. Then
32(0)

= ¢59*A=-(Q)~

A9. Versatility.
Nearly always, the frames one has in mind for a modal language, satisfy some extra con
ditions. An important example is formed by tense logic:

Deﬁnition A40. Tense.
Assume that a.subset T of the diamonds of S is given as T = {F,-,P, | j E J

Diamonds

in this set are called tense diamonds, their duals tense boxes. We call F_.,the converse of

P5 and the other way round. If 0 is a tense diamond, its converse is denoted by 0”‘. A
diamond that is not in T is called uni-directional. If all diamonds of a similarity type are
in T, we call it a tense similarity type.
'
A frame (W, .Rv)V€5 for S is called a tense frame if for every 0 E T, the accessibility
relations of O and O‘1 are each other’s converse, i.e. R04 = (Ro)‘1. For a class K of
S—frames,we let K‘ denote the class of tense frames in K.

33

With emphasis, we want to note that the above deﬁnition should be understood as to
include the case where a.modal operator is its own converse.

Deﬁnition A41. Tense Logics.
Let S,T be as above. The minimal tense logic K; is the minimal .5’-logicK5 extended
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with the following axiom for every 0 E T:
(CV)

p —+D<>"1p

EB

Theorem A42.
K}, is strongly sound and complete with respect to the class of all tense frames.

EB

We want to generalize these concepts to operators of higher rank:

Deﬁnition A43: Versatility.
A versatile similarity type is a modal similarity type S = (0, p) where the set 0 of oper
ators is given as a (disjoint) union of sets, 0 = U,-6, 05, such that 03- = {V3-0,. . . , V,-,,.,.}
and all operators in 0,- have the same rank nj —1.
A versatile frame for such an .S'is an S-frame (IV,I) where for all j E J, 2'3 12,-one has
I(VJ'%')={(w01w1> ' °’?wnj)l(w17'

- ° :wn,'aw0) G I(VJ'.z'+1}

For a class K of S-frames, we let K” denote the class of versatile frames in K.

EEI

We do not exclude the possibility that 0,- = {V, . . . , V}, i.e. all operators are identical.
Once we know that a frame is versatile, it is not necessary to give all of its accessiblity
relations. For example, a frame 3 = (W,R0, R04) can be identiﬁed with 3 = (W,R0) if
Ro—1= (Ro)_l.

Note that the notion ‘tense’ only applies to diamonds: in a tense similarity type .5’there
is no constraint on the operators of rank > 2. Only if all operators of S’are constants or
diamonds, do the concepts of ‘tense’ and ‘versatility’ coincide, and do we have K‘ = K”.
The notions of tense and versatile operators are known in the theory of Boolean Algebras
with Operators under the names of conjugates and residuals.

APPENDIX B.
CONSEQUENCES OF DERIVATION SYSTEMS.

Outline.
We discuss an alternative for our notion of semantic consequence (E I: g5)and
show that in the context of non-5 rules, our option behaves nicer.
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Recall that we deﬁned a local consequence relation for modal formulas by setting
‘)3|=K (/9 <=:

for all models am= (:5,V) with 3 in K

and every world in in wt:
9Jt,w|=E => !Dt,w|=<,b.

There is a different, globalparadigm in modal logic, where:

)3

qb <==> for all models9Jt= ({§,V)withﬁin K:
sm|=)3

=> 9J?t=q5.

We face an analogous choice in ﬁrst order logic, if we want to decide what 2 |= gt means,
when E and (1')contain free variables. (Note that for the formalism L; the question is not
only analogous to, but indeed the very same as for CMLQ.)

This difference in semantic perspective is reﬂected in the interpretation of derivation
systems.
In our approach,

23 I-1143holds if there are 01, . . . ,o,, E E with I-A (01 A...

A on) —+a5,

i.e. derivation rules may only be applied to logical theorems.
In the other line of thinking, 2 H’, gtholds if there is a derivation «to,. . . ,¢,, = gtsuch that
every qt;is either an axiom of A or in 2, or obtained from an earlier gt, by an application of
a derivation rule. In other words: the formulas in 23are to be used as if they were axioms.
In principle, two choices, both out of two alternatives, would give us four possible pairs
consisting of a semantic and an axiomatic notion. Of these, the pairs {|=*, I-} and {|=, I-"'}
are ruled out if we want the axiomatic relation to be (strongly) sound and complete with
respect to the semantic one: the fact that p |="‘Up and p I7’Up implies that I- cannot be
complete with respect to l2", and likewise, the pair {f=, I-"'}will give problems concerning
soundness, as p bé Up, yet p t-"' Up.

In this appendix we brieﬂy compare the remaining pairs

F} and {}=“,l-"}, which we

will call ‘our’ or the ‘local’ paradigm, respectively the ‘ak-style’or ‘global’ paradigm.

For algebraists, the choice for the *-style paradigm seems to be obvious, as equations
are always implicitly understood to be universally quantiﬁed, and one is interested in an
algebra as a Whole.
In the possible world semantics of modal logic however, we have a strong preference for
the local paradigm, and we believe that our reasons for this opinion could lead algebraic
logicians to think that the local perspective is at least interesting. Our motivation for the
local variant of semantic consequence and derivation systems is threefold:

First, one can show that |= is more informative than |=*. For example (abbreviate U°qS=
6:5.cr+1¢ = new):
{Po} U {Dn(Pn ‘* (“Pun

/\ OPn+1)) l 77'E W} l”-‘K -L

(1)

provides us with information about the class K, namely that
no K-frame contains an inﬁnite sequence woRw1Rw2. . .

(2)
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The global version of (1) is vacuously true, so it does not tell us anything. It is not clear
to us how to express (2) using |=‘, unless one adds to the language operators enabling a
local perspective, for example the ‘only here’ operator 0. Following an idea by Johan van
Benthem, we can show that, letting p be a new variable for 2, dz,

53|=¢ <=> {E0p}U{p->0|0€3}

l="‘p-+¢

On the other hand, |=="'can always be reduced to |=: let us, in the context of this disser
tation, assume‘ that we have an operator E such that 33Q‘)holds in a world to iff gbholds
in every world somehow accessible from w. Deﬁne EH)3 = {EH0‘ | 0 E 2}. Then we have

E|="'¢<=> @2l=E3¢,

(3)

as a simple proof shows.
A second, more philosphical reason to prefer I- to I-" is that in our opinion, it is an essential
characteristic of modal logic that there is not one single notion of validity, not one single
logic. This makes for a distinction between logics and theories and it is not clear to us
how to represent this distinction in the at-styleparadigm. We may identify an (orthodox)
derivation system A with its set of axioms, but there should be a conceptual diﬁerence
between A1 I-A, gband A2 I-A, 45. In the *-approach

however, both A1 H‘: Q5and A2 I-‘A1¢

reduce to A1U A2 |-} gt, where K is the minimal modal logic of the similarity type.

Our third and main motivation to focus on the local consequence relation is related to
the notion of a non-5 rule.
Let us consider the simplest case of the irreflexivity rule I RD for the D-operator:

(IRD)

(P/\"DP)—’¢ / d»,ifp¢¢

For this rule, problems will rise concerning soundness if we adhere to the =I=-paradigm.
For, it lies in the nature of the D-operator that any standard model amcan have at most
one world where p /\ -Dp is true. This implies that in any non-trivial standard model 931,
DJ?|= ﬁ(p A -uDp), or equivalently, zm l: (p /\ -wDp) —>J_. If we want I RD to be 4:-sound,
by the instance (p A -nDp) —>J. / J. of I RD we are forced to conclude amI: .L, which is

clearly undesirable.
So at this particular point, the focus on the localconsequence relation is essential:
in the global paradigm non-5 rules make no sense.

Turning to the example of cylindric modal logic and related notions, we can go even
further and claim that no ﬁnite at-stylederivation system can be a sound and complete
axiomatization for the cylindric modal formulas valid in the cubes, or the CC25-formulas
valid in the squares”.
‘This idea stems from Goranko and Passy [46]; using proposition 2.33 in van Benthem [14], one can
reduce |=" to |= in any similarity type.
“The same claim applies to the equations holding in representable cylindric algebras, typeless valid
formulas, etc.
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Theorem B.l.
Let A = (MA, MD) be a derivation system for cylindric modal logic of dimension n < w,
and suppose that A is an:-stylesound and complete with respect to cube validity, i.e.
2 |=;_._‘¢ <=>

2 I—j,¢.

Then either MA 01'MD is inﬁnite.

Proof.
We will show that unorthodox derivation rules can be replaced by axioms, in any deriva
tion system which is =k—style
strongly sound and complete with respect to cube validity.
Our ‘non-ﬁnite devivability result’ then follows by Monks theorem that E'qu(RCA,,)is not
ﬁnitely axiomatizable (and hence, it can be strengthened along the lines of Andréka [5],
cf. the remarks below deﬁnition 4.1.8).

For a sketch of the proof, suppose that A = (MA,M R U

is a ﬁnite derivation

system which is =I=-style
sound and complete with respect to the cubes, where R : a / ,6
is an unorthodox derivation rule. (The proof can easily be adapted for rules having

constraints.)
Let A‘ be the derivation system (MA U {A},MR), where A is the axiom (schema)
E30: —+EBﬂ. We have to show that

2»—;‘,¢ <=> 2I—;',,.¢.

To prove (<=), it is sufficient to show that B a’ —+H3,8’is a theorem of A, for every instance
(a',ﬁ’)

of (a, 5). Now as A is =1:-stylesound, we have a’ |="‘ ,6’, implying

|=* EEIa’—>EB;6’

by
By the supposed completeness of A, this implies I-R EB01'—>EE,6’.
For (=>), we have to prove that a / /3 is a derived rule of AA. This is rather easy, as the
following (ac-style) derivation shows:

(1) a’

This proves Theorem B.1.

(assumption)

(2)

‘Ba’

(1. U G)

(3)

Ear’ —->93,8’

(axiom)

5
(4)

,6
EB’,6'

EBisMP)
S5
( 4,(2,3,
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Conclusion.
The local perspective on derivation systems and the semantic consequence relation is
essential in the idea to use unorthodox derivation rules as a means to get round the
non-ﬁnite acciomatizabilityresults in algebraic logic.
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A2 3.2.7
An 4.2.10

A: 4.4.3
ACCD‘ 3.3.32
AC'ML,,D 4.4.10
accessibility relation A4
additive operators A10
admissible valuations 2.3.7
AH 5 5.2.15
AH S’C’ 5.3.7

| 3.3.1
" 3.3.2
; 3.3.2

AH SN 5.3.7
AH SW 5.3.7
algebraic derivation system A29
algebraic version of a derivation system A32

a-cube 4.2.3

AR 3.3.22

oz-formulas 4.2.1

AR 3.3.19

a—fra.me 4.2.2

AR+ 3.3.34

oz-validity 4.1.2, 4.2.3
[3 4.3.4
6 3.1.1 (3.1.2)
6,3 4.2.].

AR1, ..., AR8 3.3.19
arrow, arrowframe, arrowmodel 3.3.17
ARU, ARE 3.3.25
assignment A12

¢ A2
AD 2.4.2
ADJ’ 2.4.2

atom structure A20
axiomatization A26, A30

A(a),A(E) XXXX
A(—§),A(—E) 2.1.2
(-3 A6

re 5.2.12
45*5.3.2

gb‘2.3.13, 2.4.5
K_5, K_3 2.1.1

0 5.3.7
1’ 3.3.1

(°)’ A7
(-)"1 3.3.1, A40
(-)z A7
2-frame, 2-model 3.2.1
[s,t] 5.1.1

1-; 4.5.2
1-: 4.4.3
|=,, 4.1.2
}=,, 4.1.11
Au 4.2.10

.4; 4.5.2

At, 2211A20

B 5.2.2
BAD, bad 4.3.2
basic logic A27
basic rudimentary formula 2.3.9
Boolean algebra with operators A10
box A2

C1, ..., C7 4.1.8
C8 4.2.8
Ca 4.2.3
C2 3.2.1
CAQ 3.5.5
CA2 3.5.5

canonical: accessildlity relation, frame,
model, valuation, universe A34
canonical logic A36
canonical structure A22
CC6 3.3.4
C’C9\3.4.1

CC1, ..., CC8 3.3.19
CCD 3.3.27
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CCD‘ 3.3.31
CCE, CCU 3.3.82

12 2.4.1
D2 3.2.3

CE1, ..., CE7 3.5.3
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CFO, 4.2.5

D’ 3.3.7, 5.2.14
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CH1, ..., CH7 3.2.4
CHOP 5.4.1

CHV1, ..., CHV7 3.2.4
closed formula A2
Cm, €111A17

CM1, ...CM7 4.2.5
CM 8 4.2.8
CML2 3.2.1
CMLQ, CML,, 4.2.1
CML.,,D 4.4.1

compass operators 3.4.1
completeness A26, A30
complex algebra A17
conjugates A40
consistent formulas A26
constant A1
constraint A24
converse of a diamond (box) A40
convex set 5.1.1
corresponding algebraic equation A18
corresponding frame language A3
corresponding modal formula A18
corresponding model language A3
015A22

Es, 4.1.4
CT A25
cube, cubic: frame, model 4.2.3
CV A41

CV1, ..., CV7 3.2.4

d—canonicalstructure 2.5.10
d-theory 2.5.3, 2.7.10
DE 3.4.2, 5.2.3
deﬁnably well-ordered 5.3.9
derivability A26
derivation A26
derivation rule A24
derivation system A24
DJ°cHoP(¢a¢aX) 5-4-4

DH 4.3.2
DI 3.4.2, 5.2.3
diagonal 4.1.4
diamond A1
direct product A15
discrete general frame 2.3.1
disjoint hyperplanes 4.3.2
disjoint union A8
distinguishing set of formulas 2.5.3, 2.7.10
distribution A25
dual operator A2
E (accessibility relation) 5.2.2
E (operator) 2.4.1
E,-,- 4.2.2
Gm A22

embedding algebra A22
Equ A12,A29

equation A11

cylindric algebra 4.1.8
cylindric algebra (dimension 2) 3.5.5
cylindric frame 4.2.5
cylindric modal logic 4.2.1
cylindric modal logic (dimension 2) 3.2.1
cylindric type algebra 4.1.5
cylindriﬁcation 4.1.4

ﬂat model 3.4.6
ﬂat valuation 3.4.6, 5.3.1
ﬂat validity 5.3.1

cylindric frame

Ffg A6
FRA 3.3.2

D 2.4.1
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In het inleidende hoofdstuk 1 geven We eerst informeel aan, wat we onder meerdimen
sionale modale logica’s verstaan: een oz-dimensionale modale logica, voor een ordinaa.lge
tal a, is een modaal formalisme, Waarbij we, binnen de algemene semantiek der Kripke
frames, bedoeldefmmes onderscheiden waar het universum bestaat uit oz-tupels over een
onderliggende verzameling. Dergelijke frames dopen we Icubussen(vierkanten in het twee
dimensionale geval).
Hoofdstuk 1 noemt ook de vragen, die in dit proefschrift aan de orde komen: de expressieve
kracht van meerdimensionale modale formalismes, de talige karakterizeerbaarheid van de
kubussen, en de axiomatizeerbaarheid van de formules die geldig zijn in deze bedoelde
frames. Verder introduceren we de belangrijkste onderstromen van de dissertatie: uitge
breide correspondentietheorie, bijzondere modale aﬂeidingsregels en verbanden met alge
braische en temporele logica.

In het tweede hoofdstuk wordt, betreffende axiomatische volledjgheid, een meta-stelling
bewezen, die in alle andere hoofdstukken van het proefschrift toegepast wordt. De centrale
notie vormt hier de niet-£ aﬂeidingsregel, een generalizatie van Gabbays irreﬂexiviteits
regel. De bovengenoemde SNE-stelling is een aanvulling op de stelling van Sahlqvist, in
de zin dat ze voor systemen bestaande uit Sahlqvist axioma’s en niet-§ aﬂeidingsregels,
automatisch sterke volledigheid geeft voor een klasse van frames die gekarakteriseerd
wordt door de axioma’s en de aﬂeidingsregels. Een belangrijke randvoorwaarde is, dat
het modale similariteitstype versatiel is en de D-operator bevat (of de betreffende oper
atoren kan deﬁniéren over de te axiomatizeren klasse van frames. In het bewijs van de
volledigheidsstelling passen we de traditionele canonieke-framemethode an; we geven een
alternatieve versie van canonieke structuren en bewijzen een nieuw persistentie resultaat
voor Sahlqvist formules.

Hoofdstuk 3 is gewijd aan tweedimensionale modale logica’s. Na een zo volledig mo
gelijk overzicht van Wat de literatuur op dit terrein te bieden heeft, bedden we de meeste
bestaande formalismes in één overkoepelend twedimensionaal systeem in.
Daarna Worden drie speciﬁeke formalismes in detail behandeld. Eerst twee-dimensionale
cylindrische modale logica, waarvoor we een relatief eenvoudig volledigheidsbewijs geven.
De meeste aandacht gaat uit naar CO6,een modale logica voor binaire relaties. Voor dit
formalisme vinden we een expressief equivalent fragment van de eerste orde logica (het
‘drie-variabelen fragment’), we geven een precieze karakterizering van de vierkante C(36
frames, en tenslotte vormen we deze karakterizering om tot een volledige axiomatizering
voor de vierkanten.
Het derde behandelde formalisme is een uitbreiding van CC6 met een temporele compo—
nent; voor dit systeem kunnen we onder andere een functioneel volledigheidsbewijs geven,
over de klasse van lineaire tijdsordes.
Het modale perspectief levert de volgende resultaten op voor algebra’s van binaire relaties:
een vereenvoudiging van Henkin’s gelijkheid in cylindrische a.lgebra’s, en een eindig aﬂei
dingssysteem voor de equationele theorie der representeerbare relatie-a1gebra’s
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Het vierde hoofdstuk laat zien hoe we, geinspireerd door de overeenkomsten tussen kwan
toren en modale operato-ren, de eerste orde logica, of een enigzins ingeperkte versie daar
van, kunnen bestuderen als ware het een modaal formalisme, de cylindrische modale logica.
Deze aanpak is zeer nauw verwant aan de algebraische theorie van de predicatenlogica:
cylindrische algebras treden op als modale algebras van ons meerdimensionale formalisme.
Net als in hoofdstuk 3 karakterizeren we de bedoelde frames in termen van Sahlqvist ax
ioma’s en niet-E regels, en aldus vinden we, eerst voor het eindig-dimensionale geval, een
eindig, sterk correct en volledig aﬂeidingssysteem voor de cylindrische modale formules
die geldig zijn in deze kubussen. Uitgaande hiervan kunnen we soortgelijke aﬂeidings
stelsels geven voor onder andere oneindig-dimensionale cylindrische modale logica, type
vrij geldige formules, en de equationele theorie van de representeerbare cylindrische alge
bras.
We geven een voorbeeld van een aﬂeiding voor een formule waarbij een nieuwe niet-5
aﬂeidingsregel daadwerkelijk gebruikt wordt, en waarvoor dit gebruik ook noodzakelijk
is.

In hoofdstuk 5 Wordt de modale tijdslogica van intervallen benaderd op de wijze van
tweedimensionale modale logica’s. We geven eerst een inleiding betreffende tijdslogica’s
waar periodes in plaats van punten centraal staan, en we motiveren bovengenoemde be
nadering, die gebaseerd is op het idee, dat we een interval kunnen identiﬁceren met het
paar bestaande uit het begin- en het eindpunt van dit interval.
Een speciﬁek systeem (HS), dat ontworpen is door Halpern en Shoham, wordt daarna
onder de loep genomen, tesamen met enkele uitbreidingen en inperkingen. We bewijzen
verscheidene resultaten betreffende expressiviteit en volledigheid van deze formalismes.

Hoofdstuk 6 bevat onze conclusies: ten eerste menen we met de SNE-stelling uit het
eerste hoofdstuk een elegante methode te hebben gevonden, om een deels positieve (de
axioma’s), deels negatieve (de niet-5 regels) kamkteﬁzering van een klasse van frames
om te zetten in een a.:cz'omatz'zerz'ng.Ten tweede zien we deze niet-§ regels, en 001: de

gewone Sahlqvist-stelling, als een nuttige bijdrage van het mogelijke-wereldenperspectief
uit de modale logica aan de theorie der Boolese algebra’s met operatoren. Verder is het
opvallend, dat sommige inperkingen op de semantiek van meerdimensionale tijdslogica’s,
inperkingen die geinspireerd zijn door mogelijke toepassingen binnen bijvoorbeeld de in
formatica, systemen opleveren met logisch aantrekkelijke eigenschappen als functionele
volledigheid en orthodoxe axiomatizeerbaarheid.

Ten slotte heeft deze dissertatie twee appendices: in appendix A sommen we de noties
en resultaten op die we als basiskennis veronderstellen bij de lezer. In appendix B mo
tiveren we onze deﬁnitie van de semantische-gevolg relatie: we bewijzen dat alleen in ons
‘locale perspectief’ de niet-eindige axiomatizeerbaarheidsresultaten uit de algebraische
logica omzeild kunnen Worden door bijzondere aﬂeidingsregels te gebruiken.
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